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‘They tell us that we lost our tails
Evolving up from little snails
I say it's all just wind in sails’
Devo – 1978

"Whenever I hear of the capture of rare beetles,
I feel like an old war-horse at the sound of a trumpet"
Charles Darwin
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Abstract
Saproxylic beetles feed on decayed dead wood, representing some of the most ecologically
important fauna in mature forests dominated by veteran trees, though this habitat is a shadow
of its former self in Britain and Europe; confined to a handful of unconnected sites it remains
nationally important for the diverse community assemblage it supports. Saproxylics can
mediate and manipulate the fungal decay of wood, though this knowledge about the keystone
status of saproxylic beetles is still poorly understood, despite some saproxylic beetles being
some of the largest and most charismatic invertebrates in Europe. Habitats for saproxylics
have been carved up over the course of human development, whilst forestry management
practices encouraged the ‘tidying up’ of woodland by removing dead wood, leading to
localised extinctions of saproxylics throughout Britain and Europe. Even in cases where
extinction/threatened statuses are formally recognised servicing of conservation plans is
constrained by limited understanding of their biodiversity.
In this research the development and application of a suite of morphological, genetic, and
ecological simulation approaches to characterise various components of saproxylic beetle
diversity is described. This study focusses on three saproxylics: the Stag Beetle (Lucanus
cervus), the Noble Chafer (Gnorimus nobilis), and the Bee Beetles (Trichius spp.). For Stag
Beetles, the first microsatellites were developed and utilised along with mitochondrial
(mtDNA) Cytochrome Oxidase 1 sequencing to perform a preliminary genetic analysis.
mtDNA supported the predominance of a single clade across the species’ distribution which
exhibited signatures of historical expansion/contractions linked to glacial/interglacial periods.
Both mtDNA and microsatellites revealed a markedly lower level of genetic variation among
UK samples compared to continental European counterparts and the implications for
sustainability and remedial actions are discussed.
For Gnorimus nobilis, a rot-hole specialist confined in England to traditional orchards,
geometric and mtDNA sequence analysis characterised and confirmed differences between it
and its relative, the Variable Chafer (G. variabilis), as well as supporting recognition of other
proposed sub-species. A salient feature of the intraspecific genetic variation was the deep
divergence between the Eastern and Western clades, indicating historical vicariance and
limited post-glacial overlap between clades. For Trichius, analysis of three distinct species
revealed three reciprocally monophyletic mtDNA clades. However, despite support for three
distinct morphotypes, there was a high level of mtDNA/ morphological incongruence, i.e.
multiple morphotypes were associated with a single clade. Nuclear DNA sequencing
supported the hypothesis that the pattern has been generated by historical vicariance and
introgression upon secondary contact.
Species Distribution Modelling of multiple saproxylics (n=14) indicated that many species
had similar glacial refugia: a northern refugium across France and Germany was predicted for
many species. In addition, many species were predicted to find the Mediterranean region
increasingly unsuitable under climate change simulations, but are also predicted to find
suitable climates opening up toward the north-east of Europe. The project represents the first
combined study of morphological taxonomy, phylogeography, population genetics and
habitat modelling in rot-hole associated beetle species across Europe, and should help direct
conservation efforts for these and other saproxylic beetles.
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Chapter 1

Biodiversity conservation and saproxylic
beetles
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1.1 Invertebrate Conservation
The earth is in the midst of a period of increased rate of species extinctions (Lawton & May
1995; Pimm et al. 1995; IUCN 2016a). However, current knowledge about the patterns and
processes of extinctions are heavily biased toward large charismatic taxa such as mammals
and birds (Honeycutt et al. 2010; Cardoso et al. 2011a), with relatively little research interest
on the conservation biology of invertebrates, despite estimates of millions of species being at
imminent threat of extinction (McKinney 1999). Despite terrestrial invertebrates contributing
to ecosystem functioning by nutrient recycling (Abbadie et al. 1992), forming soil on bedrock
(Lawrence & Samways 2003), plant pollination (Kremen & Chaplin-Kremen 2007),
ecosystem modification (Buse et al. 2008a & 2008b) and a myriad of other interactions (see
Samways 2010), knowledge about what the future holds for invertebrates, particularly with
respect to climate change, is largely lacking. Given the finite resources available to
invertebrate conservation, there must be considerable focus on building knowledge bases for
focal species, then extrapolating and testing the extent to which such knowledge can be
applied to other related species (both taxonomically and ecologically). This allows for strong
cross-species hypotheses to be built to answer such questions as ‘where were populations of
this species found during past climate changes’, ‘how well connected are populations of this
species across space and time’, ‘to what scale and where should management strategies be
employed’, or ‘to what extent does variation in the phenotype represent variation in the
genotype’.
Though the mammal/bird taxon bias in research and funding focus is well understood, two
major factors contribute to this: 1. Taxonomic inadequacies - we likely have scientific names
for only 10% of invertebrates (Lawton & May 1995); 2. Public perception - people are biased
against invertebrates and ignorant of the ecosystem services that they provide (Goldman et al.
2010; Cardoso et al. 2011b). These two factors work in tandem to disrupt invertebrate
conservation: inaccurate taxonomy can lead to cryptic extinctions or underassessment of
species’ ecosystem services. If one morphological species actually represents a number of
genetically and ecologically distinct species, each one avoiding competition from the other by
specialising (using a different host species, different breeding season, etc.), then conservation
targeted at this ‘single species’ is likely to oversimply the true niche of the ‘species’, leading
to cryptic extinction.
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However, these biases are being slowly overturned. Citizen science, observations and data
produced by amateurs (Gardiner et al. 2012; Lindenmayer et al. 2013), is becoming
increasingly important in identifying species and mapping ranges, particularly in Western
Europe where people are more likely to find a terrestrial invertebrate in the wild than they are
a large mammal. Records can be uploaded to databases for verification, and eventually to a
freely accessible data portal (such as GBIF, www.gbif.org) for general use by scientists and
the public. This is promising for invertebrate conservation, leading to large increases in the
recorded extent of occurrence for some protected beetles (Zapponi et al. 2016). However,
species distinctions in invertebrates often do not match with morphological identification
(Sites & Marshall 2003; Bai et al. 2014; Ober & Connolly 2015) so research addressing the
correct taxonomy of species, and being able to match these to identifiable criteria, is of
paramount importance.
Taxonomic challenges can largely be solved by utilising science to test species boundaries.
Understanding how invertebrate populations interact over time and space is a key question
which relies on accurate taxonomy and an understanding of the fundamental differences
between evolutionary units. Combining genetic and morphological methods to identify
species is the best way to diagnose and identify species, testing hypotheses about species
boundaries and identifying evolutionarily significant sub-taxa, and then conservationists can
base ideas and species survival programs on strong foundations as well as being confident
about utilising citizen science data if this is collected in a robust manner.

1.2 Saproxylic organisms and tree-rot
Saproxylic organisms are “species which are involved in or dependent on the process of
fungal decay of wood, or on the products of that decay, and which are associated with living
as well as dead trees” (Alexander 2008a.). Microorganisms, fungi and insects represent the
dominant groups of saproxylics, though the insects usually feed on wood partially broken
down by fungi and microorganisms. Though apparently a narrowly defined term, the word
‘saproxylic’ includes “wood-feeders, bark-feeders, feeders on wood-decomposing fungi,
associated predators, parasitoids, detritivores feeding on their waste products, and …
commensals” (Grove 2002), thus including a wide range of species that exploit these niches.
Additionally, key habitat features utilised by saproxylics include “standing and fallen dead
wood of various diameters and in various states and stages of decay, wood-rotting and other
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dependent fungi (hyphae and sporocarps), fissures and crevices in bark, water- or humusfilled rot- holes and other tree cavities, sap-runs, … the tunnels and frass of wood-borers,
charred wood, and waterlogged wood” (Grove 2002), so again encompassing a wide habitat
diversity and extent. Relationships between habitat features and saproxylics themselves can
be extremely complicated, due in part to the diversity of tree species and macro habitats
across the world, as well as changes in saproxylic succession. One group of insects however
has adapted to this diverse potential habitat with great success and diversity, the beetles
(Coleoptera).
Beetles represent the dominant macroscopic saproxylic organisms throughout most of the
earth’s forests, including major keystone species within European deciduous temperate
forests (Cerambyx spp., Buse et al. 2007) and Amazonian rainforests (Acrocinus spp., Zeh et
al. 2003). Though the true number of saproxylic beetles is unknown, 56% of forest beetles in
Germany are saproxylic (Köhler 2000), implying that over 500,000 of the estimated 1.5
million beetle species on earth (Stork et al. 2015) may be saproxylics. Saproxylic organisms
also comprise up to one quarter of the total biodiversity within forests (Sittonen 2001;
Humphrey et al. 2005), but despite this essential role in nutrient cycling there is a lack of
knowledge surrounding the interactions between the fungi associated with the different
habitats within a tree and other saproxylic species. However, one saproxylic habitat has been
well researched, in particular with regard to saproxylic beetle – saproxylic fungi – tree host
interactions: heartwood rot.
Mechanical damage to a tree can allow parasitic fungi or bacteria to enter through the
protective bark and sapwood, which will begin to degrade and rot the heartwood of the tree
(Wagener & Davidson 1954; Whitehead 2003). Over time, and depending on the fungal
and/or bacterial species present, the temperature of the tree trunk, water availability and a
host of other factors, a dry rot-hole may develop (Tyler 2008). Progression speed of the fungi
through the wood is extremely variable, taking longer in deciduous than coniferous trees
(Wagener & Davidson 1954). Though the process whereby a rot-hole is created is still poorly
understood (Alexander 2003; Müller et al. 2014), in a single mature tree the variety of factors
involved allow for saproxylic fungi and beetles to become highly specialised on certain tree
species or rot types.
The two main rot types produced by fungi can be partitioned into those attacking lignin
(leaving behind cellulose) and those attacking cellulose (leaving lignin). These cause a
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crumbly ‘red rot’, and a pale, soft ‘white rot’ respectively (Alexander 2003), creating a void
in the centre of the tree filled with rotten wood and fungal mycelia, known as pabula. Trees
can survive with a rot-hole for many years; this may be a symbiotic relationship as it
encourages the breakdown of the heavy, inflexible heartwood (Whitehead 2003). Large, slow
growing trees like oaks and beech have the potential to hold rot-holes for hundreds of years.
The fate of most large trees may be to senesce and become a rot-hole holder, tree age and
diameter being strongly correlated with rot-hole presence in oaks (Ranius et al. 2009a).
Typical examples of bracket fungi involved in the heartwood rot of deciduous trees include:
Fomes fomentarius, a widespread species found throughout northern Africa, Europe and
eastern North America which regularly attacks oak, beech and birch, as well as cherry,
willow and lime (Wood 2006); Piptoporus quercinus, another widespread European species,
but specialising on oak (Crockatt et al. 2010); P. betulinus, a specialist on birches; and
Fistulina hepatica, a common species across Europe specialising in oak and chestnut.
Rot-holes are the rarest of all saproxylic habitats in Europe (Müller et al. 2014), and the fact
that three of the four Biodiversity Action Plan listed beetles in the UK are exclusively
associated with rot holes is not a coincidence (Alexander 2003; Barnard 2011). Additionally,
most of the beetles included in Annexes II and IV of the EU Habitats Directive are
saproxylics (Campanaro et al. 2016), a direct consequence of forest management leading to a
decrease in the volume, diversity and quality of dead wood, and subsequent regional
extinctions of saproxylics (Grove 2002; Carpaneto et al. 2015).. Though only 11% of
European saproxylic beetles (Coleoptera) are considered threatened with extinction, the poor
knowledge surrounding the group means 28% remain Data Deficient, whilst 57% have an
unknown population trend (Nieto & Alexander 2010).
In addition to ancient, unmanaged forests, man-made habitats can also be important refuges
of biodiversity. Orchards are important habitats for saproxylic beetles throughout Europe,
with many species of conservation concern utilising them as breeding habitat (Horák 2014).
Though large veteran fruit trees on large stock roots are considered to be too small to sustain
breeding populations of rot-hole breeding saproxylics in the long term (Horák 2014), with
enough trees in an orchard and/or within dispersal distance of a particular species there is no
reason why traditionally managed orchards cannot act as at least medium term (30-50 years)
conservation habitats for rot-hole breeders. Large species of rot-hole breeders such as
Osmoderma and Propomacrus have been found breeding in orchards (Tezcan & Pahlivan
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2001; Dubois et al. 2009). Both genera hold extremely rare species (see S7.1), and in certain
areas of their range orchards are likely to be of crucial importance to their continued survival.
Saproxylics face a number of threats at present, and have seen radical changes in their
environment since the historical expansion of human populations (Horák et al. 2012).
Considering the extensive loss of saproxylic old-wood habitat (Alexander 2008a; Nieto &
Alexander 2010; Horák et al. 2012), a number of important questions relevant to conservation
of saproxylic beetle species can be formulated. What is the demographic and genetic status of
current beetle population compared to past populations, and can we predict future challenges
facing them? At what sort of geographical scales do saproxylic beetle populations interact
with each other? Has there been a loss of genetic diversity corresponding to a loss of habitat
quantity and fragmentation? Can we make predictions about the molecular ecology (genetic
diversity and distribution) of different saproxylic beetles based on what we know about their
ecology?

1.3 Objectives and methods of Conservation Genetics

1.3.1 Genetic Variation
The fields of evolutionary and conservation genetics are both focused on the ability of
populations to evolve in response to environmental change (Reed & Frankham 2001). A
central principle to both fields is that genetic variation provides the basis for selection,
adaptation and speciation (Amos & Harwood 2008). Therefore, as genetic variation decreases
so does adaptive potential (Frankham 2005). Understanding the partitioning and persistence
of genetic variation in natural systems is a fundamental objective for evolutionary biologists.
Conservation genetics involves the application of genetic tools to the conservation of
biodiversity (Frankham 2010). Following from the landmark paper by Frankel (1974), both
areas have been increasingly amalgamated in the field of evolutionary conservation focused
on conserving ‘evolvability’ of populations/species (Crandall et al. 2000; Allendorf & Luikart
2007).
The relationship between population size and genetic variation is well established (Young et
al. 1996), and endangered species tend to have lower levels of genetic variation in
comparison to related, non-threatened species (Frankham 1995). Alternatively, low levels of
~ 18 ~

genetic variation in seemingly healthy species/populations have been attributed to historical
events such as founder effects, bottlenecks and metapopulation dynamics (Hoelzel et al.
1993; Hedrick 1996). In this context the effective population size is arguably the most
important parameter in conservation genetics.
Effective population size (Ne) is an estimate of the number of individuals in an idealised
population undergoing the same amount of random genetic drift as the actual population in
question (Fisher 1930; Wright 1931; Lande & Barroclough 1987). This differs from census
population size (the actual amount of individuals in a population, Nc), which can be
extremely hard to estimate with rare or secretive species. Populations with low Ne often suffer
from a disproportionate loss of genetic diversity over generations (Frankham 2005),
potentially leading to inbreeding depression, whereby inbred individuals have lower
reproductive success than non-inbred individuals (Crnokrak & Roff 1999; Reed & Frankham
2003), and potentially sending small populations into an extinction spiral. Differences
between Nc and Ne (Ne is typically the smaller value) can be attributed to a number of
situations: population crashes in species with disproportionate individual-level fecundity
(Hauser et al. 2002); fluctuations in population size being more likely in large populations,
causing Ne/Nc ratios to be smaller in large populations (Frankham 1995; Pray et al. 1996);
Ne/Nc ratios increasing as Nc decreases due to reduced variance in male reproductive success
(Ficetola et al. 2010). The Ne/Nc ratio is likely to be more predictable in species with low
fecundity and low variance in reproductive success, but Ne and allele frequencies are usually
stochastic in populations with overlapping generations, like some saproxylic beetles (Jorde &
Ryman 1995; Luikart et al. 2010).
A well-established approach to estimating population parameters such as effective population
size is the application of inherited (genetic) markers. Technological advances in genetic (i.e.
DNA) marker development have resulted in a number of tools from allozymes, restrictionfragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) and microsatellites (Sunnucks 2000), through to
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Moran et al. 2004) and the recent explosion in next
generation sequencing and genomics (Hawkins et al. 2010). Genetic variation can be broadly
considered as neutral, i.e. not subject to selection, or adaptive and subject to selection.
Neutral genetic markers may be poor indicators of quantitative genetic variation and local
adaptation (McKay & Latta 2002), however there is growing evidence of a correlation
between neutral genetic variation and fitness (Ellegren 1999; Hedrick &Kalinowski
2000).Neutral genetic variation is, according to the neutral theory, genetic variation shaped
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by the processes of drift, gene flow and mutation (Kimura 1983; Holderegger et al. 2006).
Therefore, at the population level analysis of neutral variation can provide insights into
patterns of population structure (Wright 1931), demography (e.g. population size changes and
bottlenecks) (Garza & Williamson 2001; Palstra & Ruzzante 2008), speciation (Barluenga et
al. 2006) and hybridisation (Roy et al. 1994).
Microsatellites, short simple sequences composed of tandemly repeated motifs (e.g.
GTGTGTGT) of non-coding DNA are among the most popular neutral genetic markers
(though there are numerous cases of selection effects detected at loci once presumed to be
neutral), owing to their high mutation rates and widespread occurrence in genomes
(Sunnucks 2000). Such high mutation rates can result in homoplasy and misinterpretation of
long term genetic data (Hendrick 1999; Estoup et al. 2002; Brito & Edwards 2009) but also
confers considerable power to elucidate fine scale processes, such as individual-level data
about dispersals between populations (Paetkau et al. 1995; Keller et al. 2005). In addition to
their utility in standard FST (a measure of the proportion of the total heterozygosity due to
differences in allele frequencies among subpopulations within a population; Wright 1931)
based analyses a major strength of microsatellites is there applicability to individual based
assignment and clustering analyses. Such analyses offer the power to elucidate nonequilibrium processes (Slatkin 1993; Charlesworth et al. 1997).
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is the classic genetic marker for phylogeographic studies
(Avise 1995). MtDNA has the special features that it is haploid, (usually) maternally
inherited, (mainly) selectively neutral (Rand et al. 1994) and (usually) non-recombining.
Also, the mutation rate is higher (at least for some regions of the mtDNA genome) than many
regions of the nuclear DNA genome. The effective population size of mtDNA is ¼ that of
diploid nuclear loci, assuming an equal sex ratio (Birky et al. 1983) meaning that the mtDNA
locus may experience more genetic drift, and by extension greater differentiation, than
nuclear loci (Birky et al. 1989). The lack of recombination makes it reasonably easy to
reconstruct the phylogeny of mtDNA haplotypes. However, the assumption that such a
phylogeny reflects population evolutionary history must be subjected to critical evaluation as
mtDNA essentially represents just one, maternally inherited locus. Therefore, a prudent
approach is to combine mtDNA and nuclear markers in assessments of evolutionary history
(Rand & Harrison 1989; Knowles & Maddison 2002; Shaw 2002; Flanders et al. 2009).
Typical non-genomic studies utilise a mixture of mitochondrial and neutral nuclear markers
to provide a more detailed picture of the pattern of phylogeny, phylogeography and post~ 20 ~

glacial expansion in the study species (e.g. Holderegger et al. 2006; Vila et al. 2006; Říčan et
al. 2008).
High levels of FST among populations usually denotes low levels of effective dispersal
(dispersal including breeding success), whilst low levels indicate populations with high
breeding mobility (such as long-distance reproduction or mobile populations) (Halliburton
2004). Gene flow between populations can happen in a number of ways, depending on the
organism concerned and its habitat. Species restricted to patchy habitats (habitat ‘islands’),
such as saproxylic beetles, usually show gene flow consistent with island models, such as
‘continent-island’ where one-way gene flow occurs from a large population to a smaller one,
‘island-island’ where multiple isolated populations exchange genes, along with the Isolation
by Distance model (Wright 1943) whereby the probability of two individuals breeding
decreases as their distance apart increases. These three models can, in certain circumstances,
influence population structuring via metapopulation models, whereby numerous local
populations exist of varying sizes, with gene flow between sub-populations, and long-term
patch extinction and recolonisation (Ranius 2000, S3.2). Combining such models can produce
more complex multi-faceted models, such as the Extinction Ratchet (Templeton et al. 1990).
Here, dispersal between populations is below a crucial threshold whereby suitable habitat
patches (or islands) in which the species has become extinct (or were never inhabited) remain
unexploited by the species, and thus each localised extinction (a click on the ratchet) renders
the species more and more threatened, eventually leading to its extinction. Though usually
studied in areas where there have been events that cause rapid population declines and
extinctions, but with short-term regeneration of the habitat (such as after fires; Templeton et
al. 2001), the applicability of this model to populations in the long term is poorly understood.
Population dynamics in small isolated populations can also result in the extinction of
populations with high levels of mortality due to unsuccessful emigration from the patch
(Thomas 2000), so if emigrating individuals are selected against, genes favouring dispersal
will be lost from the population, and it may evolve to become more sedentary. This is a major
issue in specialist species in ‘simple’ discrete habitats (Tscharnte et al. 2002), including
mature trees with rot-holes. This was indicated by work on heathland ground beetles
(Carabidae) which suggests that low dispersal ability correlates with vulnerability to decline
in a fragmented landscape (de Vries et al. 1996). It may not be the ability to disperse long
distances that endangers fragmented populations, but instead the proportion of reproductive
adults making those dangerous emigrations.
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Habitat fragmentation can reduce population connectivity over spatial scales by reducing the
number of inhabitable patches from which an individual can leap-frog into a new, unoccupied
habitat, thus reducing the rate or likelihood of recolonisation of patches predicted from the
source-sink metapopulation model (Schmuki et al. 2006). Source populations tend to be
larger on average for most animals, and work suggests that greater volumes of wood mould in
trees supports more beetles, both at the tree level and for a fragmented forest (Ranius 2000;
Rukke 2000). Both founder effects and genetic bottlenecking can take place in
metapopulations in fragmented habitats, and these usually enhance genetic drift and reduce
population fitness (Wade et al. 1996; Reed et al. 2003), unless selection is high enough to
purge deleterious recessive alleles which otherwise could reach high frequencies (Reed &
Frankham 2003). These events, plus inbreeding and strong directional selection, can all affect
fitness negatively in a number of ways (Wade et al. 1996). Fitness is defined in a number of
ways, but they all involve an assumption of higher fitness correlating with reproductive
success and adaptations of lineages to changing environments (Reed et al. 2003; Fitzpatrick
& Evans 2009).
Genetic variation is often spatially structured, whereby gene flow within and between
populations (due to the movement of gametes, individuals or groups of individuals) can either
constrain evolution by breaking up locally adapted gene complexes (Slatkin 1987; Huff et al.
2011), or it can promote evolution by spreading advantageous genes throughout a species
(Wright 1931). Restricted gene flow between geographically separated populations should
lead to the independent evolution of said populations via the allopatric speciation model
(Mayr 1963). However, gene flow must exceed a certain level between lineages/populations
to prevent substantial genetic differentiation (Wright 1931), lest speciation take place.
Adaptive landscapes (synthesised from Fisher 1930 and Wright 1931) are theoretical models
whereby populations exist in a 3D surface, with the X and Z axis controlled by measurements
of phenotypic characters and Y representing mean fitness. Under selection populations should
evolve along the phenotypic character axes toward the closest high point of mean fitness, but
without declining in fitness. The landscape may have different areas for fitness peaks, which
may end up causing speciation as different populations separate along the phenotypic axes
toward distinct peaks of mean fitness (Slatkin 1987).
Effective population size can be measured with the equation Ne=/(4μ), where  is nucleotide
site diversity, and μ is the mutation rate per nucleotide site (Crow & Morton 1955; Wang
2005). Estimating Ne of structured populations (including metapopulations) can involve
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subdividing metapopulations into local, interconnected populations (demes; Wakeley 2008).
If migration among demes leaves relative deme size unchanged, then mean allele frequencies
across demes also remains unchanged, mean within-deme nucleotide diversity therefore
being an appropriate measure to compare across multiple species living within
metapopulations, though the subtleties of their exact metapopulation behaviour (regularity of
patch recolonisation and extinction, generation time, fecundity and population size, etc.) can
complicate this measure (Nagylaki 1980; Wakeley & Aliacar 2001; Charlesworth 2009).
Adaptive genetic variation can be defined as heritable genetic variation that is directly subject
to natural selection, and thus impacts an individual’s fitness (Garcia de Leaniz et al. 2007).
Certain alleles are favoured at the expense of others, and therefore genotypes are of adaptive
or selective significance (Holderegger et al. 2006). However, these are generally genes that
are monomorphic within populations because selection removes less fit variants. Adaptive
variation can be assessed by a whole genome approach, which compares the genomes of
multiple individuals, either within or between species, and identifies genes which harbour
different alleles between the individuals or species (most commonly single nucleotide
polymorphisms, SNPs; Hohenlohe et al. 2010). However, this is difficult to achieve for nonmodel taxa where reference genome sequence scaffolds are often separated by tens of
millions of years of evolution, and as such bottom up approaches (where candidate genes are
screened for allelic richness) can often prove to be more useful. Genes whose function is
conserved across taxa, such as the Heat Shock Protein family (Li & Srivastava 2004) or the
olfactory gene Orco (Jones et al. 2005), are sometimes investigated in phylogeography due to
their ability to be reliably amplified across species using conserved primers, and their
presumed functional importance.
Assessments of migration rates, patch extinction risks and short term population dynamics
are short term goals able to be explored by high-resolution microsatellite markers, whereas
analysis of historical processes shaping species distributions, the evolutionary history of the
taxon in question, and the placing said taxon in a robust taxonomic framework, requires
additional genetic markers, such as mtDNA or sequenced nuclear genes. However, analysis
of both these fine and wide-scale processes can only take place on the back of a good
sampling regime, with samples collected specifically to answer questions. But with rare,
cryptic or endangered non-model species, sampling efforts often have to look beyond the
usual methods of fieldwork and museum specimens.
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1.3.2 Molecular Taxonomy
The IUCN Red List, the most important list of species at risk of extinction for its objective
criteria (IUCN 2016), employs its primary unit of conservation as the species. However, the
list currently incorporates a taxonomic bias away from invertebrates (Cardoso et al. 2011),
hampering conservation efforts (such as preventing access to funding specifically targeting
species with an IUCN Red List status). The Red List has been slow to catch on to modern
developments in genetics, which suggest that morphologically defined subspecies may not
represent true genetic diversity (Zink 2004); the word root “geneti” only appears nine times
in the Red List Guidelines document (IUCN 2016), despite the IUCN designating genetic
diversity to be one of the three forms of biodiversity deserving of conservation (Reed &
Frankham 2003). As a list with the precise aim of moving beyond subjective opinion on
species conservation status’ (Rodrigues et al. 2006), incorporating genetics into conservation
and taxonomy (allowing cross-clade analysis and comparison) should help push Red Listbased conservation further along its current trajectory of being a resource free of bias with
criteria assessable and comparable across taxa (Bowen 1999; Nybom 2004; Pauls et al.
2013).
There are also issues with assessing invertebrates on a species-by-species basis thanks to
cryptic speciation which can’t be detected by standard morphological analyses. For instance,
Vila et al. (2006) assessed genetic diversity using four microsatellite loci alongside mtDNA
sequences in six Iberian populations of the butterfly Erebia triaria, currently split into two
subspecies. The combination of these neutral markers showed that alongside the previously
identified subspecies, there were an additional two distinct genetic units which had not been
identified morphologically, bringing the number of subspecies in Iberia to four. Many similar
studies have reported disjunct divergent populations not identified by morphology (Williams
2002 on fritillary butterflies), misidentifications to species level of widespread endangered
beetles (Audisio et al. 2009), elevation of subspecies to full species status (Morgan et al. 2000
on tiger beetles), and even genus-level divergences not previously identified by purely
morphological methods (Hill et al. 2015 on American cicadas). Though still controversial, the
continued development of DNA taxonomy and the reduced costs associated with it allows for
hypothesis testing and evolutionary justifications for species descriptions, rather than relying
on opinion (Vogler & Monaghan 2007).
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Because of the problems with the species concept (De Queiroz 2011; Kunz 2013), the
Evolutionarily Significant Unit (ESU) has been proposed as an alternative to the terms
species, subspecies, geographic race, population or stock in certain circumstances (Crandall
et al. 2000). By labelling conservation units as ESUs, we avoid misconceptions in weighting
certain ‘levels’ of populations over and above others, to the potential exclusion of levels with
less apparent ‘worth’ (Luck et al. 2003; Gompert et al. 2005). However, if ESUs are to be
defined via genetic methods, then multiple loci need to be used to avoid oversimplifying
evolutionary relationships (Rosenberg & Nordborg 2002), with both mtDNA and nuclear
markers used. This also helps detect hybridisation, which is almost impossible to assess from
maternally inherited mtDNA alone. MtDNA is usually more effective than microsatellites for
investigating longer term processes in evolutionary history, and is the most commonly used
marker. But a combination of mtDNA alongside multiple microsatellite loci is often the most
effective way to answer most phylogenetic questions (Balloux & Lugon-Moulin 2002;
Pamilo et al. 2005).
Correct species identifications, and accurate assessments of the distribution of species within
genera, are extremely important for analysis of how individual taxa have responded to large
scale temporal and spatial events such as glacial cycles, and how they will respond to future
(and current) climatic changes (Habel et al. 2011; Pauls et al. 2013). Robust analysis of future
and past species distribution changes can only be accurate if there is a robust taxonomy
underlying the system, and that the species distribution data have been accurately reassessed
in light of population genetics and cryptic taxa.

1.3.3 Historical processes shaping species genetic diversity
Populations of most temperate species (including saproxylic beetles) currently distributed
across northern Europe spread to these areas in relatively modern times when the climate
began to warm after the last glacial maximum (the LGM, between 23,000 and 18,000 years
ago (Hewitt 2004; Shennan et al. 2006)) when permanent ice sheets and areas of permafrost
receded northwards. Mild cooling-warming cycles have been occurring regularly (on a 41
thousand year (KY) cycle) since the start of the Quaternary 2.4 MYA (millions of years ago),
but since 0.9 MYA the cycles have slowed to an increasingly dramatic 100KY cycle (Hewitt
2000), greatly affecting distributions and abundances of organisms in northern Europe
(Hewitt 1999). These glacial cycles have received much research interest in Europe (Birks
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1989, Hewitt 2011), particularly following early work on insects relating to the most recent
post-glacial stage (the Holocene) by Lindroth (1969), Coope (1977) and Hewitt (1988).
Approaching the coldest parts of the cycles when much of northern Europe was glaciated or
under permafrost, many species would have become extinct throughout much of northern
Europe as the climate shifted. This ‘range contraction’ (more accurately northern population
extinctions) resulted in multiple southern refugia (localities with similar climates 20KYA to
northern Europe in modern times) where much of Europe’s fauna and flora survived in
greatly reduced areas and abundances (Provan & Bennett 2008). Whilst physically isolated
within particular refugia, populations evolve along their own trajectories, eventually
becoming genetically distinct, a phenomenon usually analysed using barcoding genes (Hewitt
1999), allowing source populations to be identified for populations which spread following
glacial retreat.
A traditional view from early work suggested three southern European (Mediterranean)
primary refugia from which populations expanded following glacial retreat after the LGM: in
Iberia, Italy and the Balkans (Taberlet et al. 1998), which were later expanded to include two
further refugia in northern Africa and the Caucasus (Fig. 1.1; Schmitt 2007; Husemann et al.
2014). However this view, despite strong evidence supporting it, has been challenged and
certainly does not hold for all species. Instead, more northerly refugia have been proposed for
dozens of species (Schmitt 2007; Schmitt & Varga 2012; Tzedakis et al. 2013; also see
Svenning et al. 2008), for example of trees (Wielstra et al. 2013), newts (Juřičková et al.
2014) and snails; Fig. 1.1). Postglacial colonisation routes from the three major southern
European refugia have been well reviewed by Hewitt (1999; 2000; 2004), who proposed four
generic patterns illustrated by key species types:


The Grasshopper, from work on Corthippus parallelus, whereby populations
expanded largely from the Balkans, meeting the trapped Iberian and Italian
populations in the Pyrenees and Alps respectively and forming hybrid zones;



The Hedgehog, from work on the sister species Erinaceus europeus and E. concolor,
whereby populations expanded equally from all three primary refugia, producing
hybrid zones throughout western and central Europe;



The Bear, from work on Ursus arctos, whereby populations expanded from Iberia
toward the North East, meeting populations from the Balkans expanding North West,
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and forming a hybrid zone with trapped Italian populations in the Alps, plus a
separate expansion from the Caucasus;


The Chub, from work on Leuciscus cephalus, whereby populations expanded
throughout Europe and into Russia from multiple minor refugia within the Balkans.

Habel et al. (2005) added a fifth pattern:


The Butterfly, from work on Melanargia galathea, whereby populations expanded
from the Italian and Balkan refuges to meet the trapped Iberian populations in the
Pyrenees.

Similar approaches and concepts can be applied to plant species, including the tree species
upon which saproxylic beetles depend. Despite complications arising from low species
differentiation and haplotype sharing between widespread species within genera (Petit et al.
2002; Maliouchenko et al. 2007), patterns of post-glacial recolonisation are well understood
for most European trees. The two common white oak species in northern Europe (Quercus
robur, the pedunculate oak, and Q. petraea, the sessile oak) are wind pollinated across great
distances, but the acorns produced are dispersed locally by animals. The two species also
share mtDNA haplotypes (a group of mutations on a locus within mitochondrial DNA that is
transmitted down the maternal line), but despite this complicating factor the post-glacial
recolonisation pathways for white oaks are well understood (Hewitt 1999). Most haplotypes
spread from Iberia and the eastern Pyrenees, through France and into Germany, the UK and
Denmark (Petit et al. 2002), along with additional re-colonisations north east from Italy and
the Balkans (Taberlet et al. 1998), a rough hybrid between the Bear and the Hedgehog
patterns. Though the spread of Quercus is estimated at 150-500m yr-1 (Birks 1989), habitats
suitable for most saproxylics will lag 100-300 years behind this, allowing for the trees to
grow, senesce and for dead wood to accumulate.
Another giant tree important for saproxylics, the beech (Fagus sylvatica, Müller et al. 2014),
has experienced a radically different pattern of post-glacial recolonisation. Combining
genetic and fossil pollen data, Magri et al. (2006) demonstrated a spread throughout northern
Europe from a refugium over modern day Slovenia (in a manner similar to the Chub), but that
the speed of habitat colonisation was considerably slower than that of oaks; Quercus reached
Ireland, Wales and southern England 9KYA, Fagus only reached southern England 3KYA
(Birks 1989, Taberlet et al. 1998; Magri et al. 2006). Other beech populations spread north
(southern Italy to northern Italy, the northern Alps in France to western France), but these did
not greatly contribute to the overall post-glacial expansion of the species.
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Relationships between the two main European tree-forming Betula (B. pendula and B.
pubescens) birches are complicated, especially due to haplotype sharing between the two
species and low species differentiation (Maliouchenko et al. 2007). In comparison to the oaks
and beech discussed above, southern populations of tree-Betula did not extend northwards to
a large extent, but instead current northern populations have been re-populated from northern
refugia (Palmé et al. 2003), with genetic boundaries showing a distinct east-west split. These
‘cryptic northern glacial refugia’ are poorly understood, likely being small pockets of suitable
habitat where favourable microclimates persisted (Provan & Bennett 2008; Tzedakis et al.
2013). Subfossil, pollen, genetic and radiocarbon data all suggest that tree-birches were found
in a number of northern refugia, and were some of the first tree inhabitants of a post-glacial
British Isles (Coope 1998).
The literature on other symbiotic relationships from a variety of systems strongly indicates
that the post-glacial recolonisation pattern of symbionts will be similar (Nieberding et al.
2008, see Criscione et al. 2005 and Hoberg et al. 2012 for reviews). However, some parasite
taxa with vector mediated dispersal do not show phylogeographic patterns consistent with
their hosts. In contrast, research on fungi shows that they usually show population genetic
structuring in concordance with their hosts, overturning older hypotheses that fungi
populations were largely unstructured (Lumbsch et al. 2008; Gladieux et al. 2015; Sheedy et
al. 2015), though there is much work to do in this area: no fungi involved in heartwood
decay have yet been researched in Europe. Stag beetle females use yeasts grown within their
mycangium to break down wood for their larvae to feed on, creating a symbiotic relationship
which is reflected in the phylogenies of each group (Tanahashi et al. 2010; Tanahashi et al.
2016). This indicates that if other beetles are similarly dependent on symbiotic relationships
with fungi, then not only their phylogenies but also their phylogeographic patterns should be
similar between host trees, fungi and beetles.
As the trees and fungi form the habitat for saproxylic beetles, beetle distributions would be
expected to closely track suitable habitat as it spreads (de Bruyn et al. 2011), though lagging
behind the leading edge of host species until suitable wood decay habitats have had time to
form (Hewitt 2000). As with the southern richness – northern purity hypotheses for trees
(Hewitt 1996), similar patterns have been reported for saproxylic scarabs (Cox et al. 2013;
Ahrens et al 2013). However, southern populations of trees are at risk of extirpation in
Europe (Aitken et al. 2008) if they can’t adapt to the changing climate. The ‘southern edge’ is
usually the area of a species’ range (for European terrestrial taxa) that harbours the most
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genetic diversity, and contributes disproportionately more to the survival and evolution of
taxa (Hampe & Petit 2005), and thus should be awarded additional conservation attention
(Feliner 2011; Provan & Maggs 2011).

1.3.4 Morphological modelling and morphometrics
Accurate species delimitation is fundamental to research in macroevolution, biogeography,
ecology and conservation biology, but the advent of DNA based taxonomy has in many cases
contradicted traditional views on systematics and species identification based on
morphological traits (Sites & Marshall 2003). Studies comparing traditional taxonomic
approaches focussing on morphology with DNA-based inferences are needed (Wiens &
Penkrot 2002; Raupach et al. 2016) for robust analysis of phenotypic and genetic divergence;
a central topic in evolutionary biology (Slatkin 1987).
As body size can significantly influence the shape of arthropods (Chown & Gaston 2010),
geometric morphometrics can be used to describe the shape of organisms using a series of
landmarks to define discrete anatomical loci homologous across the study specimens
(Zelditch et al. 2012). Morphological landmarks (biologically definable points on a shape) are
the most commonly employed coordinate in geometric morphometrics, being more
responsive to changes in ‘shape angle’ than outline methods (Adams et al. 2004). A
Procrustes superimposition is often employed to find landmark configurations which are then
fed into a canonical variate analysis (CVA) to maximise the differences between pre-defined
taxa relative to the variation within taxa (Campbell & Atchley 1981; Rohlf & Slice 1990;
Klingenberg et al. 2012), thus being an efficient method to detect differences between units,
including species and sexes. Detection of significant pairwise differences in mean shape can
then be tested using Mahalanobis distance (the distance in standard deviations of point P from
the mean of D) (Klingenberg et al. 2012).
This technique is often applied to studies on Coleoptera body shape to answer a range of
biological questions, in particular looking at variation within and between species and sexes
(Bai et al. 2014; Eldred et al. 2016). This becomes increasingly powerful when combined
with molecular approaches to identify subspecies and between-species relationships (Garnier
et al. 2005; Zinetti et al. 2013; Ober & Connolly 2015), and analysing potential hybridisation
between sister species (Pizzo et al. 2006). Work on Carabus ground beetles has demonstrated
significant variation in shape between the sexes and between populations at scales under
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200km (Alibert et al. 2001), whilst the technique has also allowed for the identification of
cryptic, previously unidentified ground beetle species (Roggero et al. 2013).

1.3.5 Species Distribution Modelling
Understanding the interactions between genetic, phenotypic and environmental variables is a
major step forward for conservation programs. Modern advances in genetics and computing
power allow for the interactions between species and their habitats to be analysed in greater
detail than ever before, and its ever reducing cost opens the field to analyses that would have
been impossible until recently. For European terrestrial biota, key hotspots of genetic
diversity are typically in the south in proposed glacial period refugia (Taberlet et al. 1998),
which also matches with hotspots of species and subspecies richness (Myers et al. 2000;
Schuldt & Assmann 2010). However, these southern areas are predicted to undergo drastic
environmental changes due to effects of climate change, resulting in the potential extinction
of endemic species in southern areas, and the extirpation of genetically diverse and distinct
southern populations of other species which have spread to the north (Provan & Maggs
2011). Analysis of these distinct subunits, and hotspots for genetic diversity, can then be
combined with species distribution modelling (SDM) with forecasting to account for climate
change. This can show areas most at risk of extinction, allowing for conservation priorities to
be drawn up, especially where these areas match with those with the highest genetic diversity.
As well as being able to make predictions for the future, Species Distribution Modelling
(SDM) approaches can also help make inferences about species distributions in the past, in
particular predicting likelihood and locations of glacial refugia (Provan & Bennett 2008;
Svenning et al. 2008). This latter application of SDMs becomes particularly powerful when
combined with genetic methods, allowing cross-discipline hypothesis testing (Knowles et al.
2007; Wielstra et al. 2013). In one of the most commonly applied and accessible approaches
to developing SDMs, climatic data (such as the Bioclim bioclimatic variables dataset;
Hijmans et al. 2005) are used alongside species presence data (such as Maxent, a machinelearning method which minimises relative entropy between the probability density of the
species presence points and the wider study landscape; Phillips et al. 2004; Philips et al.
2006; Elith et al. 2011; Williams et al. 2015) to produce a robust model of species
distribution with a statistical basis. Difficulties can arise, however, where the species used in
the modelling is a habitat specialist, but the habitat itself is fragmented or locally patchy. In
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the case of saproxylic beetles feeding on decayed trees for at least part of their life cycle
(Alexander 2008a) their habitat is usually specific, such as heartwood rots in certain tree
species caused by certain fungi. Models predicting changes in areas of suitable climate for
saproxylic beetle species under climatic change scenarios will therefore lead to an over
simplification of the species’ niche: regardless of the suitability of the climate, if the habitat is
not suitable the species will be unable to colonise an area. Good modelling approaches in
these circumstances would involve not using high resolution climate grids to avoid model
overfitting, multi-species comparisons from large datasets, and modelling the habitat as well
as the dependent species.
Using multiple species under a single SDM framework allows for robust hypotheses to be
drawn up from cross-species comparisons (Svenning et al. 2008). In the present study
modelling was focussed on a range of species from Scarabaeoidea, including species
specialising in certain habitats (climatic specialists, such as those associated with
Mediterranean or boreal climates) or food sources (food specialists in rot-holes versus
generalists feeding on a range of rotten wood, plus those species flexible enough to feed on
other decayed biological material). It was predicted that there would be little difference in the
glacial refugia utilised by food-source specialists and generalists, but much stronger
responses to hind and forecasting by climatic specialists. Whereas climate change may prove
to result in much of the Mediterranean region becoming unsuitable for some generalists, it
may lead to expansions of Mediterranean specialists as suitable climates are found further
north (Williams et al. 2015), replacing the generalist species in environments they are
currently found in. Comparing the glacial refugia of this mixture of species will also allow for
refugial hotspots to be identified and compared to insights from population genetics and
phylogeography (Forester et al. 2013).

1.4 Study Species
European saproxylic invertebrates have received limited research attention, despite often
being large, easy to find (with the correct trapping method) and indicators of healthy climax
forests (Speight 1989). As saproxylics are usually specialists on breaking down woody tissue
(Harmon et al. 1986), they perform unique roles in nutrient recycling: species specialise in
different parts of the heterogeneous habitat, with nutrients travelling through saproxylics
ending up spread throughout and between forests. Swift (1977) estimated the quantity of
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nutrients recycled by saproxylics to be approximately 50% of the energy recycled by the
annual leaf fall in deciduous woodland, but that the nutrients are recycled and spread
throughout the year, not just in a single Autumnal event. Despite the interesting link between
specialist saproxylics and their hosts, very little work has been focussed specifically on
assessing patterns of post-glacial recolonisation and population structuring within species in
forests, with small sample sizes or restricted sample distribution generally hampering any
conclusions that can be drawn from general phylogeographic studies.
The work that has been completed to a degree sufficient to analyse refugia has shown
interesting patterns: Ahrens et al. (2013) indicated an expansion from Balkan and Alpine
refugia in the common Cetonia aurata (Scarabaeidae), with genetically distinct groups in
Southern Italy, Lebanon, Iberia and Sardinia. Other more geographically restricted papers
have indicated high levels of Italian and Balkan diversity in Morimus (Cerambycidae; Solano
et al. 2013), complicated patterns of refugial diversity and sub-speciation with expansion
from joint Iberian-Italian refugia in Lucanus cervus (Lucanidae; Cox et al. 2013, Solano et al.
2016, McKeown pers. comm.), a split between the north and south Balkans in Rosalia alpina
(Cerambycidae; Drag et al. 2015), and expansion from one (unidentified, either Iberia or
Italy) refugium throughout its western European range in Osmoderma eremita and likely
expansion from a Balkan refugium in O. barnabita (Scarabaeidae; Audiso et al. 2008). Thus,
unsurprisingly, there is not one pattern specific to saproxylics, but a range of different
patterns which may, or may not, match with their host trees.
Research focussing on fine-scale interactions between saproxylic beetle populations has
shown that species with greater levels of habitat specialisation show greater levels of
population substructuring than generalists in a variety of systems. Schmuki et al. (2006) using
allozyme markers showed log-dwelling saproxylic Tenebrionids in Australia to have clear
(though shallow) genetic structuring over 10km areas of continuous native forest, but reduced
gene flow between subpopulations in areas of fragmented native habitat percolated by alien
plantations. These effects were obvious 21-36 years (approximately 10-15 generations) after
the forests became fragmented. Oleksa et al. (2013) used Amplified Fragment Length
Polymorphism (AFLP) to demonstrate that populations of the generalist rot-hole breeder
Protaetia marmorata were more genetically diverse than populations of the specialist
Osmoderma barnabita within a restricted habitat, and had substantially lower kinship
coefficients (less within-population relatedness) below distances of 1000m. Osmoderma
barnabita displayed high relatedness at local scales (Kinship = 0.3 within trees), with
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kinship values falling within 95% confidence intervals from the null hypothesis of random
genotype distribution only above 10,000m, whereas in P. marmorata kinship values are
within random genotype expectations above 200m scales and kinship coefficients within trees
= 0.05 (Fig. 1.2). The results clearly show that Isolation By Distance (IBD, where
populations geographically close to each other are more genetically similar than each is to
populations further away, due purely to distance affecting gene flow; Wright 1943) has a
much greater effect on the genetic diversity of O. barnabita than of P. marmorata.
The Noble Chafer (Fig. 1.3, Gnorimus nobilis L. 1758) is a Trichiini (Cetoniinae) chafer
belonging to the diverse beetle family Scarabaeidae. This study follows the traditional scarab
taxonomy, where Scarabaeidae is a family within the superfamily Scarabaeoidea (Browne &
Scholtz 1999). Gnorimus itself belongs to the subfamily Trichiinae (Trichiini), and is united
here with the related European Trichius (Fig. 1.3). Trichiinae is sometimes listed as a tribe of
the better known and more diverse group Cetoniinae, though other work has suggested that
Trichiinae is a separate clade to Cetoniinae (Kalinina & Shabalin 2008) and is polyphyletic
(Šipek et al. 2016; Fig. 1.4). In general, studies of scarab phylogeny are hampered by low
sample sizes relative to the number of species in the family (30,000+ species), which explains
the current state of flux (Ratcliffe & Jameson 2004). Here, Gnorimus is regarded as
belonging to the subfamily Trichiinae within Scarabaeidae (Tauzin 2004).
The Noble Chafer is the focal study species throughout this work, acting as a model for
saproxylic beetle conservation within the scope of the project. Other ecologically and
taxonomically related species are also studied, including Trichius bee beetles, and the stag
beetle Lucanus cervus (Fig. 1.3). The Osmoderma hermit beetles have also received much
study throughout their range, so they act as a useful comparison to the other species, having
similar life histories to Gnorimus. Other species are also discussed and analysed: Gnorimus
variabilis (L.) and G. subopacus (Motschulsky, 1860) are used in the morphological study to
compare to G. nobilis, in addition to a number of other saproxylic scarabs introduced with
species distribution modelling. By cross-comparing species, taking into account their
taxonomic and ecological relatedness, strong multi-species models can be tested and analysed
in the context of knowledge regarding other model taxa, Lucanus cervus and Osmoderma
(Fig. 1.3) in particular.
In Britain the Noble Chafer is currently restricted to orchards containing mature Prunus,
Malus and Pyrus species (Philp 2006), with primitive Prunus species and cultivars being
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preferred (Schenke 2012), feeding as a larva on ‘pabula’, a mulch of rotten wood, fungi and
debris in rotten cavities within large trees (Smith 2003). Before the establishment of manmade orchard habitat, the Noble Chafer most likely lived in oak (Quercus spp.), beech
(Fagus sylvatica) and willow (Salix spp.) dominated forests before they were largely
destroyed and fragmented in Britain (Jessop 1986; Whitehead 2003). In the UK, the Noble
Chafer is found only in England, with Worcestershire, Gloucestershire and Herefordshire
being the stronghold regions, plus additional isolated populations in Kent, Oxfordshire and
the New Forest (Schenke 2012). The New Forest population is enigmatic, with no records for
years (Whitehead 2003; Schenke 2012), but as the species was still living in oak hosts when
adults were last found (Smith pers. comm. 2012) there is no reason to assume that the
population is extinct as the oaks are still standing. A recent push to better map the species’
distribution in the UK has not led to any additional records of populations not in orchard trees
(Bates pers. comm.). The orchards G. nobilis inhabits in the UK tend to be below 300m above
sea level, whereas in Italy the species is semi-montane (Trizzino et al. 2013). This suggests
that the ecology of the species in the UK will be significantly different to that of G. nobilis
found further south in its range.
Within the UK, identifying how different the various Noble Chafer populations are from each
other, particularly the isolated population in Kent and the oak-feeding population in the New
Forest, will be extremely important in advancing our knowledge of how best to conserve the
species. For instance, is there a chance that translocating some individuals from
Herefordshire to Kent would break up adaptive gene complexes via outbreeding depression
(Frankham et al. 2011; Huff et al. 2011), and is this a risk worth taking to bolster a flagging
natural population? This analysis should also help if the decision is made to transfer some
chafers to a new location that they may take centuries to colonise naturally (e.g., an orchard
in Somerset); which populations should be sampled to ensure an adaptive mix of genes for
the new population to survive over the long term (Hedrick & Fredrickson 2010)? That range
shifts in saproxylic Coleoptera are taking place due to climate change is well understood
(Hickling et al. 2006; de la Giroday et al. 2012; Lenoir & Svenning 2015), but the extent to
which this will affect Noble Chafer populations is unknown. It is also unknown where
suitable areas of climate will be found in the future, if Noble Chafer can disperse to these
areas naturally, and if said areas have suitable host trees.
Gnorimus is found naturally on wild species of Malus and Prunus, though these are rare host
species (Whitehead 2003). It is likely that during the Holocene, when Gnorimus moved into
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Britain, it used the wild Malus and Prunus species present, such as M. sylvestris and P.
spinosa, as hosts (Alexander 2008 b.). Though oaks may be considered as in ‘early middle
age’ at 200 years old, and beech trees may be veterans at this age, Malus, Prunus and Salix
would all likely be veterans at 70 years (Alexander 2008 b.; Hall & Bunce 2011). As Salix
rots at a similar age to both common fruit hosts, and is considered to be a major Gnorimus
host species, then it is possible that most British populations of G. nobilis were already
feeding on such short-lived trees before the apparent switch toward orchard fruit trees
recorded since 1900 (Whitehead 2003). The availability of wood mould in fruit trees peaks at
50-80 years of age, and thus they should be most suitable for G. nobilis then (Whitehead
2003), a considerably younger age than in oaks (Tyler 2008). Data on Gnorimus nobilis in
orchards on continental Europe is lacking, but there is no evidence to suggest that it is in any
way as tied to orchard trees there as in Britain. The possible switch in major hosts may in part
represent a lack of sampling effort directed toward this elusive species, both in Europe and
Britain: if only 15% of individuals are dispersing from their natal tree (assumed from
Osmoderma, Hedin et al. 2008), and a dispersive movement takes 2 days (the mode in
Svensson et al. 2011, with over 54.2% of dispersals above this time frame), then the chances
of actually finding an adult will be rare without breaking open a tree. However, due to the
interest surrounding the species, it is likely that the shift toward orchard trees does represent a
genuine host shift, and is not due to a lack of sampling effort.
At present, traditional orchards are in a fragmented state in Britain, with gaps of many
kilometres separating orchards. Traditional orchards are a Biodiversity Action Plan listed
habitat (UK BAP 2008), and are defined “as groups of fruit and nut trees planted on vigorous
rootstocks at low densities in permanent grassland; and managed in a low intensity way” (UK
BAP 2008). With an estimated 25,350ha of traditional orchards in the UK (with 24,600ha
(97.04%) in England), the habitat is more rare than upland oak woods (85,000ha), though due
to the veteran characteristics common in traditional orchards, these will be more suitable for
G. nobilis until the oaks have grown into veterans (UK BAP 2008). However, there are
clusters of densely packed orchards, particularly in regions traditionally associated with cider
manufacture (Somerset, Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire in particular), and
it is no coincidence that within these regions the major populations of G. nobilis are found,
with the notable exception of Somerset (PTES 2013). In England, loss of traditional orchards
has reached 87% since the 1950s (PTES unpublished data). Habitat generation requires trees
over 50 years old, so it will be many years before potential new habitat can be re-established
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from scratch for G. nobilis. Studies on other British insects have demonstrated that after a
long-term decline in population size, morphological traits may evolve in response to
selection. The Garden Tiger moth, Arctia caja, has declined by 85% in 30 years, whilst the
wings of the species evolved to be longer and narrower (Anderson et al. 2008), indicating
that during and after the decline, selection favoured more mobile adults. Studies like this are
difficult to complete for G. nobilis due to a lack of historical sampling as the species has
always been considered rare in the UK (Whitehead 2003), though there is no reason that
selection could not have favoured longer wings or further dispersive flights in the species.
Data for dispersal distances and regularity is lacking for G. nobilis. However, Whitehead
(2003) estimated a maximum of 700m in a single flight, and Bates et al. (2014, unpublished)
reached a similar conclusion, though they noted that flight patterns in the species were
strongly controlled by ambient temperature and time after sunrise, the species rarely flying in
the afternoon or on cooler days. As larvae are confined to rot-holes, with no clear method of
dispersal, the only period in which the species can disperse is when they are adults. This stage
usually lasts for six weeks (Whitehead 2003), though adults may only disperse for a fraction
of that time. Eliasson (2000) also suggested that Gnorimus (G. variabilis) preferred sunexposed canopies when flying, and were highly unlikely to fly at temperatures below 20°C.
This suggests that the species can disperse throughout a medium sized orchard, but dispersals
to orchards over 1km away are highly unlikely, and may only be possible if suitable food
plants are in bloom between the two orchards for the disperser to replenish their fuel.
The Noble Chafer itself has some named subspecies and varieties (Tauzin 2004), though their
validity is questionable as they may just represent intraspecific variation. Indeed, the primary
criterion for splitting the nominate subspecies and the Russian G. nobilis bolshakovi is a
green, rather than black, metatarsal protrusion, whilst over 40 colour forms have been
‘officially’ named. The final subspecies G. nobilis macedonicus is extremely similar to G. n.
bolshakovi, but is restricted to Macedonia (Baraud 1992). In addition, other Gnorimus species
will be incorporated into the analysis where possible, most notably G. subopacus (possibly
the closest relative to G. nobilis which is found in the eastern Palaearctic) and G. variabilis
(allopatric to G. nobilis, but a less thermally tolerant species specialising in oak and chestnut
rot holes) (Tauzin 2004a; b).
A close relative of Gnorimus, the bee beetles (Trichius; Trichiini) will also be investigated
alongside Gnorimus. The three common species across Europe (T. fasciatus L., T. sexualis
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Bedel, 1906 and T. gallicus Dejean, 1821; Krell 2010; Krell 2012) are also heartwood-rot
feeders, though they typically prefer smaller trees than Gnorimus, such as birch (Betula spp.).
Trichius fasciatus is a very widely distributed species, from Iberia, northern Fennoscandia,
and throughout Russia to Kyrgyzstan, which lives further north than any other rot-hole
specialist scarab. This suggests that the species is tolerant of a wide range of environmental
conditions: indeed, the species is tolerant to sub -10°C temperatures throughout its life span
(Vernon & Vannier 2001). Gnorimus display similar levels of tolerance (though not to the
same lowest lethal temperature; Renault et al. 2004), whereas Osmoderma shows freezing
tolerance in the winter, but not in the summer. This suggests that in areas where frosts outside
of winter are common, only Trichius and Gnorimus will survive thanks to their year-round
tolerance to low temperatures. Birch, being cold tolerant, were found close to permafrost
zones in the LGM, and thus didn’t move northwards after glacial retreat as drastically as
temperate tree species did (Palmé et al. 2003). If Trichius were utilising these hosts in the
LGM, then their post-glacial recolonisation pattern should be different, spreading from
northern, not southern refugia (Tzedakis et al. 2013). Additionally, as Gnorimus are more
tolerant to freezing than Osmoderma, they may also have made use of northern refugia,
providing a contrast between all three genera.
Some of the work on Gnorimus can be compared to its ecological and taxonomic relative,
Osmoderma. Though less closely related to Gnorimus than previously assumed (Šipek et al.
2016; Fig. 3), the genus has a very similar life history to Gnorimus, feeding on accumulated
pabula in rot-holes in Quercus and other deciduous trees in Europe (Landvik et al. 2016).
They are also important ecosystem engineers, opening up habitat for other, smaller
invertebrates within tree cavities (Chiari et al. 2014). Five species within the genus are listed
on the IUCN Red List (IUCN 2010), with three listed as Endangered. Ranius (2006) found O.
eremitia to have a mean dispersal distance of 60m, with no dispersals measured past 190m.
The dispersal function predicted 1.6% of dispersing movements could be >250m, however,
only 15% of adult beetles actually dispersed within their lifetimes. Therefore, in a population
of 1000 adult individuals, dispersals above 250m may only be by 2 or 3 individuals each
year. Similar results were found by Svensson et al. (2011), who estimated a mean dispersal
distance of 82±18m, with 1% of dispersals above 1km. Estimating dispersal in small animals
is difficult (due to effects of small sample sizes and rare events, weight of radio transmitters –
approximately 20% of adult body weight, etc. (Svensson et al. 2011)), but the two separate
studies arrive at similar conclusions. Gnorimus is likely to behave in a very similar manner,
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with a ‘long-tail’ distribution of dispersals. Anecdotal evidence suggests that it can fly further
than 1km in a dispersive movement: an adult was found on the steps of an abbey in
Worcestershire 1.5km from the nearest known population (Green pers. comm. 2012), and G.
variabilis breeds on the Estonian Island of Ruhnu (Voolma & Randveer 2003), a minimum of
40km from the nearest mainland population.
In a study of Osmoderma eremitia tree preference, Dubois et al. (2009) found 59 mature trees
(total mature trees=7279) in the 16km2 study site to have a rot-hole containing wood mould
inhabited by O. eremitia. Two frequently inhabited trees were Quercus robur (43 trees with
wood mould, 23 inhabited (53.49%)) and Malus domestica (94 trees with wood mould, 19
inhabited (20.21%)). Osmoderma is considered an oak specialist, largely avoiding Acer
maples and Fraxinus ashes even when these have wood mould present in a rot-hole (Dubois
et al. 2009). In Britain, much of the mature oak-dominated woodland has been felled
(Hopkins & Kirby 2007), leaving only younger oaks which lack the rot-holes Gnorimus
requires. Due to the use of orchard trees by Osmoderma and Gnorimus, these are vital to the
survival of these two threatened genera.
Osmoderma has been demonstrated to exhibit metapopulation dynamics, with each rot-hole
holding a group of inbreeding individuals (Ranius 2000; Ranius 2007). As approximately
85% of the adults don’t disperse but presumably breed in the rot-hole, each rot-hole should
hold a group of inbreeding individuals, with a yearly migration of 15% (mean dispersal
distance is 70m with a long tail dispersal distance reaching 1km (1% of individuals)) of the
adults into and out of the rot-hole (Ranius 2006; Hedin et al. 2008). In a grove of oaks, each
with a rot-hole inhabited by Osmoderma, following Levins’ (1969) original description of a
metapopulation as “a population of populations”, both Osmoderma and Gnorimus should
exist in a natural state in metapopulations. The Source and Sink model of Pulliam (1988) may
well be present as well, though due to the slow life cycles of both Osmoderma and Gnorimus,
patch extinction may only rarely be witnessed in the field (Ranius 2000; Whitehead 2003).
Wood mould volume has a positive effect on the size of Osmoderma populations found
within the tree (Ranius et al. 2009b), and as fruit trees have smaller volumes of wood mould
than oaks, G. nobilis populations could be small per tree.
There are some issues with using Osmoderma as a model for Gnorimus. Osmoderma
possesses large phenotypic differences between males and females, and males produce a
pheromone used in mate attraction (Larsson et al. 2003), indicating female-biased dispersal.
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Traps set up by Svensson et al. (2011) showed females dispersed over significantly greater
distances than males (1331m±114m for females, and 48m±30m for males; p<0.01). However,
this may have been due to the low abundance of short female dispersals, which stands in
opposition to other work (e.g. Hedin et al. 2008). Genetic data also supports female-biased
dispersal in Osmoderma (Oleksa et al. 2013). The only non-genital phenotypic difference
between male and female Gnorimus is in the shape of the meso and metathoracic legs, which
are spoon-shaped in males, and there is no knowledge of any male-produced pheromone.
Males may have a larger lip at the front of the head, but there exists no data to show whether
this is a reliable characteristic to differentiate the sexes or not.
The work conducted on Gnorimus nobilis will be compared and contrasted to results from the
Stag beetle, Lucanus cervus (Lucaninae, Lucanidae, Scarabaeoidea (Smith et al. 2006)). The
Stag beetle is another saproxylic (feeding mainly on fallen trees and branches of oak (Mann
2006)) on the BAP list, with partial legal protection in the UK (Smith 2003). Though the
species has a wide range, it is threatened with extinction in many regions (Harvey et al.
2011). Lucanus have very different dispersal strategies to Osmoderma (and by inference G.
nobilis): females disperse via flight within four days of emerging as an adult, and then rarely
fly, preferring to walk (Rink & Sinsch 2007), whereas males fly consistently for 9 days after
emerging, before they stop flying. Males also rarely walk, leading to male-biased dispersal
differences (males- median 369.6m, range 0-2065m, n=18; females - median 51.1m, range 0762.6m, n=38; Mann-Whitney U-test: P=0.0051 (Rink & Sinsch 2007)). Because of the
effects of sexual selection, L. cervus is expected to possess different genetic population
structuring to Gnorimus, including having more variable patterns in mtDNA than nuclear
microsatellites due to male-biased dispersal (Section 4.3). Differences are also expected due
to differences in the habitat structure of the two species: orchards are typically well defined,
small ‘clumped’ habitats, whereas the forests Lucanus inhabit are larger on a geographical
scale, with suitable larval food sources of a range of sizes (from tree trunks to small sections
of branches).
Due to the small, localised populations of Gnorimus nobilis, combined with dispersal abilities
unlikely to be great enough to link populations over 2-3km, it is expected that outlying
populations are genetically distinct from the main population centre (both at a European and
inter-UK scale). Outlying populations within the UK are probably relicts from when the
species was more widespread (Smith 2003; Whitehead 2003) separated for a minimum of 100
years following the destruction of the native old-growth forests and a subsequent population
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crash. Being cut off from other populations, the outlying populations are also likely to be
suffering from inbreeding effects. Reduced genetic diversity inferred from mtDNA
haplotypes (a group of mutations on a locus within mitochondrial DNA that is transmitted
down the maternal line) after a population crash can indicate increased inbreeding effects,
and a reduced long-term evolutionary potential (Frankham 2005). However, despite the
population crash in Arctia caja, genetic diversity and mutation rates were still high enough to
cause an evolutionary shift toward possessing longer wings (Anderson et al. 2008), due to the
selective pressure on the moths resulting in increased dispersal ability.

1.5 Aims and Objectives
This project will apply a suite of genetic markers, morphological taxonomy and Species
Distribution Modelling to provide complementary information on the historical processes
acting on the genomes of European saproxylic beetles (focussing on Gnorimus nobilis, but
also using Lucanus cervus and Trichius spp. for comparison), including glacial period
contractions and recolonisations, host shifts, population connectivity, and historical and
contemporary habitat fragmentation. The primary questions for the study are:


Which standard patterns of post-glacial recolonisation do Gnorimus nobilis, Lucanus
cervus and Trichius spp. adhere to, and can any differences be attributed to their
biology?



What is the status of the three proposed subspecies of G. nobilis, and are they reliably
identifiable by genetic and morphological means?



How closely related are the three Trichius species, and are their morphological
differences robust enough to allow for identification in field conditions?



Do markers under selection show similar patterns to neutral markers in analysing
Gnorimus phylogeography? Does the “southern richness, northern purity” paradigm
still hold for genes under selection?



Can species distribution modelling be used in tandem with multi-locus
phylogeography to provide the best prediction of glacial refugia possible, or are there
too many dataset biases? Is there a general “saproxylic post-glacial recolonisation
pattern”, or are different species predicted to have utilised different refugia?



How strongly do previous results from other researchers match with SDM predictions
about glacial refugia?
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Can areas predicted to become unsuitable for rare saproxylic scarabs be identified and
can new climatically suitable areas be identified with climate change predictions?



How robustly do the three main methods utilised (SDMs, morphological modelling,
and phylogeography) support each other, and where are the weakest areas of support?

It is predicted that both Gnorimus nobilis and Lucanus cervus will show reduced genetic
diversity in the UK compared to populations from mainland Europe, particularly those
populations in areas predicted to have acted as glacial refugia. These may be in contrast to
Trichius, which might show higher genetic diversity in norther regions thanks to possible use
of northern glacial refugia. These methods will be used to generate phylogenies of both
species on European and UK scales, showing patterns of post-glacial recolonisation and the
genetic effects of habitat loss. It is expected that habitat loss for both Gnorimus and Lucanus
will have impacted their genomes by increasing localised inbreeding, encouraging local
adaptation and discouraging potentially fatal unsuccessful dispersals. Microsatellite analysis
can identify kinship patterns within a tree and an orchard, and may show how regularly
individuals emigrate from one tree to another in an orchard, or potentially further. Using
sample sites across the UK distribution of G. nobilis, along with multiple frass samples per
tree and orchard, will show how homogenous UK G. nobilis populations are, plus if there is
any way to rescue isolated populations genetically via reintroductions (Hedrick &
Fredrickson 2010).
The work aims to produce a comprehensive genetic map of UK Gnorimus nobilis,
concentrating on its current distribution, but also using museum and European specimens to
provide a wider temporal and spatial analysis of the genetics of this species. By using a
variety of techniques, including next-generation sequencing, the genetic effects of rapid
habitat loss on the species will be quantified.
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1.6 General Abbreviations
ANOVA – Analysis of Variance, a group of statistical models used to analyse differences among
group means
ATCG – Adenine, Thymine, Cytosine and Guanine, the fundamental base codes which make up DNA
BAP- Biodiversity Action Plan, an international program to address the threats facing specific species
COI – Cytochrome Oxidase 1, a mitochondrial gene commonly used in barcoding
CR – Control Region, a mitochondrial gene used in barcoding
CTAB - Cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide, a buffer solution
CVA – Canonical Variate Analysis, an analysis method for identifying pre-defined taxa within a
‘population’ of variable taxa
DNA – Deoxyribonucleic Acid, the molecule carrying the genetic instructions for living organisms
ESU – Evolutionarily Significant Unit, a monophyletic unit of evolution
FST - the most important of Wright’s F-statistics for assessing subpopulation structuring
IUCN – the International Union for Conservation of Nature, the global authority on the status and
conservation of the natural world
KYA – thousands of years ago from present
mtDNA – mitochondrial DNA, found within eukaryotic cell mitochondria
MYA – millions of years ago from present
n – sample size
Ne – effective population size, the number of individuals in an idealised population undergoing the
same level of genetic drift as an actual population
P – the p-value, the probability that the statistical result would be the same as or more extreme than
the actual result
PCA – Principle Component Analysis, a method of converting a set of possibly correlated
observations into a smaller set of uncorrelated principle component values
PCR – Polymerase Chain Reaction, a technique for amplifying a copy of a piece of DNA over several
orders of magnitude
RAD-seq – Restriction Site Associated DNA Sequencing, a fractional genome sequencing method
SDM – Species Distribution Modelling, a suite of methods for predicting species presence in
mathematical enviro-space
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Figure 1.1. Major and minor refugia during the last glacial maximum. R refugia represent
southern Mediterranean refugia, M refugia represent northern refugia. The light blue line
shows the approximate extent of the northern ice sheets, whilst the dark red line shows the
approximate northern extent of woody vegetation. R1: the Maghred, R2: northern Iberia, R3:
eastern Iberia, R4: southern Italy/the Adriatic, R5: the southern Balkans, R6: Turkey, R7: the
Caucasus. M1: southern France, M2: eastern France, southern Germany and Switzerland,
M3: eastern Alps, Slovenia and Austria, M4: Dinaric Alps, M5: the western Carpathians, M6:
the eastern Carpathians, M7: the Balkan mountains. Additional minor refugia occur on
Mediterranean islands and likely through Russia. Data from Schmitt 2007; Habel et al. 2010;
Tzedakis et al. 2013, Juřičková et al. 2014.
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Figure 1.2: Kinship coefficients between pairs of a habitat specialist (Osmoderma barnabita,
top) and a habitat generalist (Protaetia marmorata, bottom) against logarithmic geographic
distance in the whole population, with a 95% confidence interval from randomly distributed
genotypes (dashed line) and standard error from jack-knifing over loci (error bars) (modified
from Oleksa et al. 2013).
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Figure 1.3. The main study species. Clockwise from top left, Gnorimus nobilis, Max Blake; Trichius gallicus (by Wikipedia user GabrielBuissart,
public domain); Lucanus cervus (by Wikipedia user Orchi, public domain); Osmoderma eremita (by Wikipedia user Magnefl, public domain)
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Figure 1.4: relationships between groups within Cetoniinae (data from Šipek et al. 2016)
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Chapter 2

Development of microsatellite markers and a
preliminary study of nuclear and
mitochondrial DNA diversity in the Stag
Beetle (Lucanus cervus L.)
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2.1 Introduction
Analysis of genetic population structure provides information as to the geographical scale at
which evolutionary processes can occur for a species, and by extension the spatial scales on
which conservation management may need to focus (Waples 1995). Analysis of genetic
diversity can also be used to identify populations with unusual genetic characteristics and to
identify populations with low levels of genetic variability that might have reduced probability
of persistence (Avise 2004).
Genetic structure and diversity within and among populations are influenced by both
historical and recurrent processes. Genetic structure inferred from analyses of mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) often reflects long term demographic processes associated with historic
geological events, such as glaciation (Tabarlet et al. 1998; Hewitt 2000) and can be used to
elucidate evolutionary heritage among populations, to identify evolutionary significant units
(ESUs; Moritz 1994) and clarify taxonomic uncertainties, for the conservation of
evolutionary diversity in cryptic species complexes, subspecies and ecologically isolated
populations (e.g. Hebert et al. 2004; Segelbacher & Piertney 2007). Genetic analysis of more
rapidly evolving markers, such as nuclear microsatellites (Ellegren 2004) can provide
information as to recurrent population dynamics (Balloux & Lugon-Moulin 2002). In
addition, microsatellites are useful for studies of kinship, parentage and inbreeding (Queller
& Goodnight 1989; Hadfield et al. 2006; Wange 2011), which are amongst the most
important parameters in conservation genetics (Allendorf & Luikart 2007).
Saproxylic invertebrates have been identified as one of the most threatened components of
European fauna (Nieto & Alexander 2010) with their declines largely attributed to
intensification of forestry and agricultural management practises. The European stag beetle
(Lucanus cervus L.) is undoubtedly the most charismatic and popular saproxylic beetle in
Europe and is regarded as the most emblematic flagship species for biological conservation
in Europe, as well as habitat conservation for saproxylic beetles (Thomaes et al. 2008;
Campanaro et al. 2016). It occurs throughout Europe but evidence from several countries

suggests that its range is decreasing and it has become extinct in Denmark (Tochterman 1987;
van Helsdingen et al. 1995). As a consequence it has been listed in the IUCN Red list of
Threatened Species as “near-threatened”, in the EU Habitats Directive and as a priority
species of community interest (Appendix II) (Nieto & Alexander 2010). In the UK, it has
been classified as ‘Nationally Scarce, category B’ (Percy et al. 2000).
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Despite the abundant formal recognition of the threatened status of the stag beetle,
conservation plans are fundamentally limited by a lack of population data. For
holometabolous insects, where larvae and adults exhibit different ecological requirements it
has been suggested that studying adults represents the most effective approach for monitoring
populations (Tikkamaki & Komonen 2011). However, for stag beetle, attempts to estimate
abundance using various approaches such as mark-recapture and lures have often yielded
contradictory results. As such there are considerable uncertainties regarding the reliability of
ecological parameters (e.g. abundance, dispersal) inferred using such methods. As genetic
markers offer a powerful approach to understand such processes the objective of this study
was to (i) develop microsatellite markers as a resource for stag beetle conservation and (ii) to
perform a preliminary analysis of microsatellite and mitochondrial DNA diversity between
British and continental European samples.

2.2 Materials and methods

2.2.1 Sample collection and DNA extraction
For microsatellite and mitochondrial DNA analysis, leg samples were obtained from across
the UK region (n=48, collected by Dr Dave Chesmore (University of York)) and from Spain
(n=52, donated by Dr Deborah Harvey (Royal Holloway University of London)). No finer
geographical information or sex data was available but the UK samples were obtained from a
much wider geographical area than the Spanish samples which were predominantly collected
around Madrid. For mtDNA analysis sequences were also obtained for individuals collected
from Italy (n=1), France (n=15), Romania (n=2) and Germany (n=2). DNA was extracted
using a standard CTAB-phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol method unless DNA was to be
used for RAD-seq (see below), in which case it was extracted using a Qiagen DNeasy Blood
and Tissue kit.

2.2.2 Identification of microsatellites
Microsatellite arrays were identified by two methods (1) construction of a microsatellite
enriched genomic library and (2) exploration of sequences obtained from a Restriction
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enzyme Associated DNA sequence (RAD-seq) library generated as part of a European wide
collaboration investigating stag beetle conservation genetics.
1. Microsatellite-enriched genomic library construction: An enriched library was
constructed following methods outlined in McKeown & Shaw (2008). Genomic DNA
was digested with the restriction enzyme RsaI (New England Biolabs) and the blunt
ended fragments ligated to double-stranded SuperSNX linkers. Enrichment was then
performed by selective hybridization of biotin-labelled repeat motif oligonucleotide
probes [(TG)12, (GA)12, (AAAT)8, (AACT)8, (AAGT)8, (ACAT)8, (AGAT)8] with
hybridised complexes captured using streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (DYNAL)
and unbound DNA removed by a series of washes. DNA fragments were then eluted
from the magnetic beads and amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using the
SuperSNX24F oligonucleotide. The PCR products were cloned using the TOPO-TA
cloning kit (Invitrogen) and recombinant colonies identified by disruption of βgalactosidase activity. Recombinants were individually transferred into 50 l of water
and incubated at 95oC for 10 min to promote plasmid DNA release. 1µl of each
plasmid extract was subjected to PCR using M13 forward and reverse primers. The
PCR mixture contained 1X buffer, 1.5mM MgCL2, 0.2mM dNTPs, 0.2U of Taq
DNA polymerase (Bioline, UK), 1pmol of each primer and the thermoprofile
consisted of 30 cycles of [95oC for 30 sec, 50oC for 30 s and 72oC for 30 s]. PCR
products were then sequenced directly using the internal T7 vector primer.

2. RAD-seq: Total genomic DNA was extracted using a Qiagen DNeasy Blood and
Tissue kit according to manufacturer’s protocols. DNA was quantified and 2.5μg per
individual used to generate and sequence RAD tags following the methods outlined
by Baird et al (2008), Hohenlohe et al. (2010) and Emerson et al. (2010). In brief,
sequencing adaptors and individual barcodes were ligated to Sbf I-digested total
genomic DNA, and the resulting fragments were sequenced from the restriction sites.
RAD samples were jointly sequenced on a MiSeq (Illumina) and demultiplexing,
quality scoring and trimming (to 120 base pairs) performed using the software CLC
Workbench. Sequences were then surveyed for the presence of microsatellite arrays
using MICROSAT commander.
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2.2.3 Microsatellite genotyping and statistical analysis
PCR primers were designed from sequences flanking microsatellite arrays using PRIMER 3.0
(Koressaar & Remm 2007). For each locus the respective forward primer was labelled with a
fluorescent dye at the 5’-end (Life Technologies). For genotyping the UK and Spanish
samples each locus was individually PCR amplified in a 10µl reaction containing 100-200ng
of DNA, 5µl Biomix (Bioline, UK) and 0.2pmol of each primer. PCR thermoprofiles
included an initial denaturation step (95oC for 3 min) followed by 35 X [95oC for 30 sec,
55oC for 30 sec and 72oC for 30 sec]. Amplicons were separated using an AB3500 (Applied
Biosystems), and alleles subsequently designated using the GENEMAPPER software
(version 4.1, Applied Biosystems).
Numbers of alleles (NA), allelic richness (AR; El Mousadik & Petit 1996), observed
heterozygosity (HO) and expected heterozygosity (HE), were calculated using FSTAT 2.9.3.2
(Goudet 1995). Genotype frequency conformance at individual loci to Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (HWE) expectations and genotypic disequilibrium between pairs of loci were
tested using exact tests with default parameters in GENEPOP 3.3 (Raymond & Rousset
1995). Genetic differentiation among samples was quantified by the unbiased FST estimator, 
(Weir & Cockerham 1984) calculated in FSTAT, with significance assessed by 1000
permutations of genotypes among samples. Genetic heterogeneity was also assessed using the
Bayesian clustering analysis implemented in the programme STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al.
2000), which was used to identify the most likely number of genetic clusters (K) in the data
(from comparison of models of K =1-4). Each MCMC run consisted of a burn in of 106 steps
followed by 5 X 106 steps. Three replicates were conducted for each K to assess consistency.
The K value best fitting the data set was estimated by the log probability of data [Pr(X/K)].

2.2.4 mtDNA sequencing and analysis
GenBank sequences for Lucanus cervus were used to design the species specific primers [F:
5’-ATGGCAATTGGCCTTCTTG-3’; R: 5’-CGTAATGAAGAGAATGCCTCTCAG-3’]
permitting PCR amplification of a 750bp stretch of the Cytochrome Oxidase I (COI) gene.
PCRs were performed in a total volume of 20ul, containing ~100ng of template DNA, 1 uM
of each primer, 10ul Biomix and using a thermoprofile of 3min at 95oC, followed by 35 X
[30s at 95oC, 30s at 52oC and 45 s at 72oC] followed by a final 3 min extension at 72oC. PCR
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products were purified using ExoSAP IT and sequenced from both ends with the PCR
primers on an ABI 3130 DNA sequencer. Sequence chromatograms were examined and
edited in CHROMAS. Sequence alignment was performed using the CLUSTAL W
(Thompson et al., 1994) program executed in BIOEDIT (Hall 1999) with adjustments made
by eye where necessary. Sequences collected by Cox et al. (2013) were included in the
sequence alignment.
All analysis was performed using ARLEQUIN 3.1 (Excoffier et al. 2005) unless stated
otherwise. Genetic variation was described using indices of haplotype and nucleotide
diversity (h and π respectively; Nei & Tajima 1981; Nei 1987) and their variances. A
minimum spanning network was constructed in NETWORK (www.fluxusengineering.com/sharenet.htm). Fu’s Fs (Fu 1997) and Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) tests were
used to test for deviations from mutation-drift equilibrium that could be attributed to selection
and/or population size changes. Mismatch distributions (Harpending 1994), the frequency
distribution of numbers of pairwise differences between haplotypes within a sample, and
simulated distributions under a model of demographic expansion were compared with the
sum of squared deviations (SSD) between observed and expected distributions (significance
assessed after 10 000 bootstrap replicates) used as a test statistic.

2.3 Results
From the enriched genomic library, screening of 48 clones yielded 2 microsatellite arrays
with suitable flanking regions for PCR primer design. One locus (Lc-1) was chosen for
genotyping samples. From the RAD-seq library over 300 unique sequences containing
microsatellite arrays (>10 repeats of a dinucleotide repeat) with sufficient flanking sequence
for PCR primer design were identified. Four loci (Lc2-5) were randomly selected for
genotyping of samples. Primer sequences are given in Table 2.1.
Overall each of the five assayed loci were polymorphic [total Na per locus: Lc-1 (4), Lc-2
(8), Lc-3 (7), Lc-4 (4), Lc-5 (10)] with an average of 7 alleles per locus. The UK sample
exhibited a markedly lower level of genetic variation than the Spanish sample (Table 2.2),
with Lc-2 and Lc-3 being fixed for a single allele among UK samples. No significant
deviations from random associations of genotypes between loci were detected (global test
with UK and Spanish samples pooled). For the Spanish sample each locus exhibited a
significant heterozygote deficit (Table 2.2). Due to the fixation for single alleles, tests of
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HWE could not be performed for Lc-2 and Lc-3 for the UK sample, but no significant
deviation from HWE was detected for Lc-1 and Lc-5 while a significant heterozygote deficit
was reported for Lc-4 (Table 2.2).
STRUCTURE analysis unanimously supported a model of K=2 (posterior probability =
100% and nearly zero for other K values tested) wherein the UK and Spanish samples were
partitioned (Fig. 2.1). The corresponding FST was 0.287 and highly significant (P<0.0001).
For the de novo COI sequenced samples [UK (n=48); Spain (n=52); France (n=15); Italy
(n=1); Germany (n=2); Romania (n=2)] 725bp of sequence could be aligned across all
individuals. However, to facilitate alignment with data from Cox et al. (2013) this was
trimmed to 325bp. This did not affect the number of haplotypes resolved.
Across all samples a total of 26 haplotypes were identified (Table 2.3). Haplotype 1 was the
most abundant (present in 76% of sequences), with the remaining haplotypes occurring in one
or two individuals (h = 0.424). The haplotype network revealed haplotype 1 to be at the
centre of a star shaped genealogy wherein adjacent haplotype were separated by one site
difference in all but two cases (Fig. 2.2; π=0.002). Significantly negative values were
obtained for Tajima’s D (-2.2504; P<0.0001) and Fu’s Fs (-31; P<0.0001) across all samples
and mismatch distribution was compatible with a model of rapid population expansion
(PSSD=0.86). Despite the similar sample sizes mtDNA diversity was notably lower among
UK samples (nhap=4; h=0.12 (SD=0.064)) than the Spanish samples (nhap=13, h=0.5561
(SD = 0.084)).

2.4 Discussion
This study reports on the isolation and characterisation of the first microsatellite loci for
Lucanus cervus and by extension represents the first assessment of presumably neutral
nuclear genetic diversity for the species. The assayed microsatellite markers were all
polymorphic and produced clear PCR products. As the markers obtained from the RAD-seq
library were randomly chosen from a large (>300) number of unique microsatellite containing
sequence reads with sufficient flanking sequences to develop PCR primers, this indicates that
such untested microsatellites are likely to be useful markers for future studies
For the Spanish sample each of the microsatellite loci exhibited strong heterozygote
deficiencies. Strong heterozygote deficiencies at microsatellite loci have been widely
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reported for invertebrates (e.g. Zouros & Foltz 1984; Huang et al. 2000) and can be attributed
to technical artefacts (e.g. null alleles), selection, inbreeding and/or Wahlund effects. While
null alleles are common among microsatellites, a recent paternity study within our research
group comparing parent and offspring genotypes from mating experiments has indicated no
evidence of null alleles at the assayed loci (McKeown pers. comm.). Selection can also be
discounted as while there is increasing evidence of selection effects at ‘outlier’ microsatellite
loci (Nielsen et al. 2009), for selection to be occurring at all five loci assayed here must be
considered extremely unlikely. Therefore it seems that the patterns have likely been
generated by inbreeding and/or a Wahlund effect. Inbreeding could occur as a consequence of
small population size and would be is consistent with the overall low levels of genetic
diversity. However, for the Spanish samples haplotype diversity was moderately high,
contrary to the prediction that mtDNA diversity would be lost more rapidly in a system with
prevalent inbreeding suggesting that the heterozygote deficits may not reflect inbreeding per
se. Wahlund effects occur when two or more genetically different groups are sampled as a
single population. Although STRUCTURE analysis failed to detect any substructuring within
the Spanish sample this may be due to the resolution threshold of the analysis (Latch et al.
2006). As the sample consisted of pooled individuals collected across Madrid and
surrounding areas it is possible that multiple populations may have been sampled and thus,
the heterozygote deficits reflect cryptic population structuring.
A second aim of this study to compare genetic diversity (nuclear and mitochondrial) among
UK samples with sampled continental European populations. This was envisaged as a
preliminary study rather than the compilation of a full European phylogeography and
therefore, de novo sampling was restricted to a few locations. While including relatively few
individuals per location is not unusual (e.g. Taberlet et al. 1998; Questia et al. 1999) future
analyses should sample a greater geographical range. A striking feature of the microsatellite
variation was the low levels of variability among UK samples compared to the Spanish
samples. This pattern of lower diversity among UK samples was also evident in mtDNA
diversity, for which some additional geographic samples were included.
The mtDNA phylogeny revealed a shallow level of divergence, conforming to a typical starshaped phylogeny wherein a central, most abundant haplotype was surrounded by a number
of closely related low frequency haplotypes. The lack of any mtDNA diversification suggests
the predominance of a single clade across western Europe, and although based on a small
portion of the mtDNA genome is in agreement with the more extensive data from Cox et al.
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(unpublished) suggesting that western European stag beetles can be regarded/conserved as a
single ESU.
The star shaped phylogeny is expected in populations that have undergone a historical
decrease in size followed by rapid expansion (Grant & Bowen 1998) because population
bottlenecks decrease molecular diversity and rapid population growth enhances retention of
new mutations (Slatkin & Hudson 1991; Rogers & Harpending 1992). The demographic tests
(Tajima’s D, Fu’s FS, mismatch distribution) were also compatible with a population
expansion. Such population contractions/expansions can almost certainly be linked to
Pleistocene glacial/intergalcials. The higher diversity among Spanish samples is also
consistent with a classic northward pattern of postglacial recolonization from refugia in
Southern Europe (Tabarlet et al. 1998), and matches a similar pattern in a primary stag beetle
larval food source, oak trees (Quercus spp., Hewitt 2000; Petit et al. 2002). While the specific
phylogeography of the British Isles was poorly resolved due to low levels of mtDNA
variation, there was no evidence of colonisation from more than one lineage (e.g. the Celtic
fringe scenario; Searle et al. 2009).
Overall levels of microsatellite diversity were low but comparable to values reported in other
saproxylic beetles (Drag et al. 2013). Rather than reflecting low genome wide mutation rates
such low levels of variation are more likely to be a consequence of stochastic loss of alleles
in small isolated populations (Drag et al. 2015). Despite the low overall level of microsatellite
variation, the UK samples still exhibited a significantly lower level of nuclear and mtDNA
variation comparted to their continental counterparts. The low genetic diversity among UK
samples might be a consequence of founder effects during post-glacial south-north
colonisation events. Furthermore, as there are no historic nuclear genetic diversity data
available to compare to contemporary diversity it is not possible to ascertain whether the
observed genetic patterns reflect more recent genetic erosion. British stag beetle populations
are at the most north-west of the species distribution, and confined to the milder southern
areas. British populations, isolated and constrained by historical and contemporary climatic
factors have probably undergone higher levels of genetic drift relative to others in Europe.
While some studies have reported increases in local distributions, successive national surveys
have indicated that its range in Britain has declined (Bowdrey, 1997; Pratt 2001). Analysis of
ancient DNA samples (e.g. Brace et al 2015) would permit an assessment of historical versus
recent genetic loss. The microsatellites developed from the NGS library are extremely short
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(~110 base pairs) and may be especially suitable to analysis of low quality ancient DNA
templates.
Notwithstanding the underlying causes, genetic diversity in UK populations was extremely
low. There is considerable evidence that reduced genetic diversity can increase long-term
extinction risk (Frankham 2005, 2010) even when reduced fitness is not immediately
apparent (Johnson et al. 2009). The low level of genetic diversity among UK samples
suggests that concern over evolutionary potential and population persistence may be
warranted. Neutral diversity may poorly reflect adaptive diversity, and for loci like
microsatellites with high mutation rates, neutral diversity may overestimate genomic adaptive
diversity (Moss et al. 2003; Vali et al. 2008). If adaptive diversity in UK stag beetle is low
concern over long term adaptability and consideration of translocations to increase genetic
diversity in particularly depauperate populations may be warranted. Translocations can help
rehabilitate populations but are notoriously difficult (Tallmon et al. 2004; Frankham 2005).
To minimise outbreeding depression efforts are typically made to ensure that stocked
individuals are taken from genetically similar populations, although Frankham et al. (2011)
argue that concerns over outbreeding depression may be less severe where populations have
been recently fragmented. For stag beetle, there are substantial ecological differences
between UK and continental European populations (Harvey et al. 2011). British populations
are typically associated with more urban areas whereas European populations are more
prevalent in rural areas (Harvey et al. 2011). There is also considerable variation in larval
duration (100% variation in the number of instars across Europe) and adult size (beetles from
Spain, Germany and the Netherlands are larger than those from the UK) (Harvey et al. 2011).
While such differences may be largely due to phenotypic plasticity, the potential for
underlying adaptive divergences must be considered in potential stocking plans to ensure that
locally adapted gene complexes are not disrupted.
The primary goals of conservation genetics are to quantify genetic connectivity among, and
diversity within, populations, consider the consequences for population viability and apply
appropriate conservation actions (Frankham 2010). Though based on limited sampling this
study indicates that while a single beetle clade extends over Europe, British populations must
be monitored and managed separately from their continental counterparts. This readily aligns
with current geopolitically delineated conservation strategies (Harvey et al. 2011; Campanaro
et al. 2016). An essential step now is to perform more extensive population genetic analysis
to understand patterns of connectivity/isolation, with the potential Wahlund effect for the
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Spanish sample pointing to structuring occurring on local scales. Such studies will require
analysis of more precisely georeferenced individuals and a greater number of microsatellite
loci and must be performed before any translocations are attempted, and alongside habitat
restoration / management schemes. Improved habitat quality might facilitate greater
connectivity and expansion of populations (e.g. Johnstone et al. 2011). The RAD-seq library
developed here represents a considerable resource for the development of a large number of
microsatellite markers suitable for fine-scale genetic monitoring of stag beetle populations.
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Table 2.1.Stag beetle microsatellite primers used in the study
Locus

Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

locus lc-1

5’-TGCAGATTATGAACACGTG-3’

5’-TGTGAAAGAGCCAAGATACACG-3’

locus lc-2

5’-TGCAGTTTCATTTATAAATGTG-3’

5’-AACCACCGTCGTGCAGTTAG-3’

locus lc-3

5’-TGCAGCTTTTTATTATTTCTTGC-3’

5’-TGTCGCCTGAAAATAACTTGTC-3’

locus lc-4

5’-TGCAGTCTAATCTGAATTGAG-3’

5’-TGGTCCCATTCGAACCAC-3’

locus lc-5

5’- TGCAGGGATGCAAAAACG -3’

5’- GGGTTGTTCTCCACCGTACC-3’

name

Table 2.2 Molecular diversity for UK (n=48) and Spanish (n=52) stag beetles as assessed by
microsatellites. Significant deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium are marked in bold.
Locus

LC-1

LC-2

LC-3

LC-4

LC-5

UK
Number of alleles
Allelic richness
Observed Heterozygosity
Expected Heterozygosity
Probability of being in HardyWeinberg equilibrium
Number of alleles
Allelic richness
Observed Heterozygosity
Expected Heterozygosity
Probability of being in HardyWeinberg equilibrium
Number of alleles
Allelic richness
Observed Heterozygosity
Expected Heterozygosity
Probability of being in HardyWeinberg equilibrium
Number of alleles
Allelic richness
Observed Heterozygosity
Expected Heterozygosity
Probability of being in HardyWeinberg equilibrium
Number of alleles
Allelic richness
Observed Heterozygosity
Expected Heterozygosity
Probability of being in HardyWeinberg equilibrium

3
2.87
0.09
0.08

Spain
4
4
0.20
0.43

1

< 0.0001

1
1
0.00
0.00

8
7.72
0.53
0.58

-

< 0.01

1
1
0.00
0.00

7
6.83
0.36
0.46

-

<0 .01

2
1.8
0.12
0.20

4
4
0.33
0.56

0.04

< 0.0001

2
1.99
0.06
0.06

10
9.67
0.33
0.57

1

< 0.0001
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Table 2.3 Distribution of COI haplotypes across Europe in stag beetle. ‘N’ represents the total sample size per country.

N

H1

H2

H3

H4

Britain

48

45

1

1

1

Spain

52

34

Portugal*

1

1

France*

20

15

Belgium*

2

1

Germany

2

2

Switzerland*

1

1

Italy*

3

2

Romania*

3

Hungary*

1

Greece*

3

2

Ukraine*

1

1

H5

1

H6

1

H7

H8

H9

H10

H11

H12

H13

H14

H15

H16

H17

H18

H19

H20

H21

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

H22

H23

H24

H25

1

1

1

1

1
2

1

1
1

* includes sequences from Cox et al. 2013
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H26

Figure 2.1 STRUCTURE output (K=2) for UK and Spanish stag beetles

Figure 2.2. Haplotype network for stag beetle COI. All branch lengths represent one mutation, but the
blue ellipses represent one mutation each
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Chapter 3

Trichius phylogeography and taxonomy
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3.1 Introduction

The advent of DNA based taxonomy has in many cases contradicted traditional views based
on morphological traits (Sites & Marshall 2003; Audisio et al. 2009; Hill et al. 2015). Studies
comparing traditional taxonomies with DNA-based inferences are needed as accurate species
delimitation is fundamental to research in biogeography, ecology, macroevolution and
conservation biology (Wiens & Penkrot 2002; Raupach et al. 2016). Despite a push toward
‘turbo-taxonomy’, where new species are described based on genetic barcodes and
morphology (Butcher et al. 2012; Summers et al. 2014), species described many years ago
may be being left behind in the rush to close the gap on the number of species left to describe
(Mora et al. 2011).
Combined analysis of phenotypic and genetic divergence is also a central topic in
evolutionary biology (Slatkin 1987). Patterns of morphological and genetic diversity reflect
varying influences of historical and contemporary processes. The influence of historical
climatic events has been investigated through numerous phylogeographic studies, which have
permitted identification of glacial refugia and recolonization dynamics (Taberlet et al. 1998).
A number of studies have reported congruent patterns of morphological and genetic variation
reflecting postglacial history, and by extension point to the putative influences of selection
and stochastic events (Huang & Lin 2010; Ahrens et al. 2013). Studies reporting discordant
patterns of morphological and genetic variation suggest a more prominent role for selection
and/or short term plasticity in shaping phenotypic variation (Babik et al. 2005; Meraner et al.
2008; Toews & Brelsford 2012). Therefore, an integrative approach can provide insight into
the eco-evolutionary processes shaping biodiversity.
The bee beetles (Trichius; Scarabaeoidea, Cetoniinae) are a small genus found throughout the
Palaearctic. Following the taxonomic clarifications by Krell (2010; 2012) three species are
described throughout Europe west of the Caucasus, T. fasciatus, T. gallicus gallicus and T.
sexualis. The three species are generally identified based on the pattern of white stripes on the
male sternites (Baraud 1992; Krell 2012). There is a general consensus that the three species
differ slightly in distribution (Fig. 1a, b, c), but aren’t known to inhabit significantly different
environments or host tree preferences (Alexander 2002), i.e. there are areas of sympatry. T.
fasciatus has been identified throughout Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Scandinavia,
therefore inhabiting the greatest range extent, but all three species overlap in eastern France,
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Germany, Italy, Poland, Romania and the Balkans (Fig. 1a) A primary objective of this
research was to combine phenotypic and genetic markers to jointly assess both the genetic
validity of the three species and their facility to be identified using phenotypic traits. Genetic
variation was assessed using a standard DNA barcoding approach based on sequencing a
portion of the COI gene. Based on limitations of this approach mtDNA genotyping was
complemented by sequencing a portion of the nuclear Wingless gene. Phenotypic variation
was then overlaid onto genetic phylogenies to provide a holistic appraisal of these taxa in
both a taxonomic and evolutionary framework.
Due to the potential influence of climate change on beetle biodiversity, a secondary objective
was to interpret genetic patterns in a phylogeographic context to assess the role of historical
climate change. Trichius are breeders in heartwood-rot, specialising in utilising tree-birches
(Betula spp.; Jessop 1986, Koch 1989, Alexander 2002, Mannerkoski et al. 2010c) as hosts.
Other species occasionally used include aspen (Populus tremula), beech (Fagus sylvatica),
and oak (Quercus spp.). This reliance on discrete habitats allows for predictions to be made
regarding the phylogeographic patterns exhibited by the genus. As the most widespread
species (Fig. 1a), appearing to inhabit more northern regions than the other species, T.
fasciatus would be expected to have closely followed the distribution of birch heartwood-rot
throughout history. In contrast to other northern European tree species, which spread from
southern glacial refugia as the climate warmed after the last glacial maximum (LGM; Hewitt
1997; Provan & Bennett 2008), southern populations of tree-Betula did not colonise
northwards to a large extent, northern areas of the present distribution being instead repopulated from existing northern refugia (Palmé et al. 2003), with genetic boundaries
showing a strong east-west split. Therefore, T. fasciatus might not conform to a standard
“southern richness, northern purity” model of genetic diversity (Hewitt 1996), but instead
some pre-existing elements of species diversity may be found in the genome following form
the effects of living through the LGM in widespread northern refugia alongside the coldtolerant Betula (Coope 1998; Svenning et al. 2008; Tzedakis et al. 2013). Trichius fasciatus
might therefore not show genetic signals of population crashes and expansions, instead
tightly tracking the habitat which itself has not shown evidence of large population
crashes/expansions consistent with glacial cycles. The other two Trichius species (Fig. 1b &
c), with more southerly ranges, might not have inhabited northern refugia, instead
conforming to standard post-glacial recolonisation patterns (Taberlet et al. 1998; Hewitt
2000).
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Sample Collection
Specimens identified as belonging to all three European Trichius species were obtained from
private beetle collectors. These specimens were used in the genetic and morphological
analyses (n=47). A further six specimens (one male and female from each species) were
photographed from the Natural History Museum (London, UK) and used for morphometric
analysis (Supplementary Table 1), but were not used in the genetic analysis. As these
individuals were identified by experts at the NHM these specimens were assumed to
represent standard ‘phenotype models’ of the three European Trichius species.

3.2.2 DNA extraction
DNA was extracted from all samples using a modified phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol
protocol (Winnepenninckx et al. 1993). Tissue was initially taken from a meta- or
mesothoracic leg from preserved adults up to the trochanter. For specimens which yielded
very little DNA via this method, a separate leg was used up to and including the coxa, or by
cutting into the thorax and using preserved flight muscles instead. The tissue was washed in
distilled water, dried by blotting on lab roll, and placed into a 1.5ml Eppendorf tube. 350µl of
CTAB buffer and 10µl of 5μg/ml Proteinase K was added, followed by 10s on a vortex. This
was incubated overnight (18-22 hours) at 37°C. 350µl of equilibrated 6.7/8.0pH PhenolChloroform-Isoamylalcohol was added into each tube before being shaken by hand for 10
minutes. The tubes were then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13,000RPM, after which the top
layer was pipetted into a new tube, and the waste discarded. 990µl of 100% Ethanol was
added to the new tube, and the solution was incubated at -20°C for at least two hours. This
was then centrifuged at 13,000RPM for 10 minutes; the liquid solution poured off, with small
remaining volumes removed using a pipette. DNA pellets were then dried in open tubes in a
fume cupboard for 20 minutes, after which 50µl of distilled water was added. DNA was then
left overnight at 4°C to go into solution before assessment by running 5µl DNA stock on 1%
agarose gels.
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3.2.3 PCR & Sequencing Protocols
Depending on the concentration of DNA visible on a gel, stock DNA was diluted to between
1/10 and 1/100 for mitochondrial PCRs. Most samples were diluted to either 1/20 or 1/40.
Genus-specific primers (Table 3.1) were designed to amplify a region of the COI gene
(approximately 520bp) from an alignment of sequences from all three Trichius species on
GenBank. These primers were then used for both PCR and sequencing. PCRs were
performed in 20µl volumes consisting of 10µl of Biomix (Bioline, London, UK), 1µl of each
primer at 10µM, 5µl of ddH2O, and 3µl of diluted DNA. The standard PCR thermoprofile
was 95°C/3 minutes, 55X (95°C/30s, 55°C/45s, 72°C/45s), 72°C/3 minutes. For specimens
that didn’t work first time the annealing temperature was reduced to 52°C.
Genus-specific primers for Wingless were developed (Table 3.1) from sequences initially
generated from using the LepWg1a [5’-GARTGYAARTGYCAYGGYATGTCTGG-3’] and
LepWg2a [5’-ACTICGCARCACCARTGGAATGTRCA-3’] conserved primers designed by
Brower & De Salle (1998). Genus-specific primers designed to amplify a 200bp fragment
spanning the most variable regions among the two initial sequences were developed using
Primer3 (Koressaar & Remm 2007) to permit more consistent amplification, as initial tests
with primers designed to amplify 450bp struggled to amplify Wingless in the poorer quality
samples (regardless of PCR conditions). Genotyping PCRs were performed in 20µl columns
consisting of 10µl of Biomix (Bioline, London, UK), 1µl of each primer at 10µM, 5µl of
ddH2O, and 3µl of diluted DNA. PCR conditions were 95°C/3 minutes, 55X (95°C/30s,
55°C/45s, 72°C/45s), 72°C/3 minutes.
Amplicons for both genes were checked on a 2% agarose gel, then cleaned with SureClean
Plus (Bioline) following the manufacturer’s protocol (but increasing the initial centrifugation
step to 20 minutes), and sequenced with AB BigDye technology in both directions for
Wingless, and in a single direction (forward) for COI.
Sequences for both genes were then checked and edited in Chromas Lite (Version 2.1; 2012;
Technelysium Pty Ltd). Additionally, for Wingless, mixed peaks were edited to include
degenerate base codes if these were present. Mixed peaks are base positions in the sequence
showing two clear peaks representing different nucleotides, presumed to result from a
heterozygous base position. To be classed as a mixed peak, points of inflection in both peaks
had to match exactly, whilst the smaller peak could be no less than one third of the size of the
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larger (to account for PCR and sequencing biases; most mixed peaks were near equal in size,
Fig. 3.2), also, the mixed peaks had to be present in two replicated amplicons for an
individual. Both genes were checked for identity using BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990).
PHASE was used to construct Wingless alleles not assuming recombination due to their short
length (Stephens et al. 2001; Stephens & Scheet 2005), and was implemented in DNASP. To
test for differences between haplotype confidence probability thresholds (following
recommendations from Garrick et al. (2010)), the data were run in separate analyses at 0.6
and 0.95 thresholds (1000 iterations, 1000 burn in).

3.2.4 Statistical analysis of COI sequence data
Sequences were downloaded from GenBank from other Trichius species for COI. Recent
pushes to barcode European beetles have resulted in a large number of sequences being
uploaded to GenBank (Hendrick et al. 2015; Rougerie et al. 2015) for this genus. In addition,
three other Trichiini species were used as phylogenetic outgroups: Trichiotinus assimilis
(KR491060.1), Gnorimus nobilis (KM286279.1) and G. variabilis (KM285777.1). The 74
sequences were then aligned in BioEdit (Version 7.1.11; 2013; Hall 1999) using the
CLUSTAL W algorithm with default settings (Thompson et al. 1994).
The Phylogenetic relationships among sequences were constructed using Maximum
Likelihood (built using MEGA6 (6.06; 2013; Tamura et al. 2013)), Neighbour Joining (in
MEGA6) and Bayesian Inference (using MrBayes (v3.2.6; Huelsenbeck & Ronquist 2001;
Ronquist & Huelsenbeck 2003)). The most appropriate model for the Maximum Likelihood
analysis was chosen using jModelTest (V. 2.1.10; Guindon & Gascuel 2003; Darriba et al.
2012) using the model with the lowest value for the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
statistic. The General Time Reversible substitution model with a gamma distributed with
invariant sites among-site rate (GTR+I+G) was shown to be the most appropriate method
(P=80, AIC=3697.05) and was used in the phylogeny with an extensive subtree-pruningregrafting (SPR) tree inference method, and 1000 bootstrap replications. For Neighbour
Joining, the next lowest AIC value model executable in MEGA6 (Tamura 3-parameter) was
chosen, (with 1000 bootstrap replicates) and assuming an inverse gamma distribution of site
variations, 100,000 generation burn in and 1,000,000 total generations for the Bayesian
approach. Additionally a haplotype network was built for the Trichius sequences using
DNASP (version 5.10, Librado & Rozas 2009) to produce an .rdf file for use in Network
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(fluxus-engineering.com), with both Median Joining networks (Bandelt et al. 1999) and
Maximum Parsimony networks (Polzin & Daneshmand 2003).
For COI haplotype and allele diversity statistics were calculated in ARLEQUIN (3.5.2.2;
2015; Excoffier & Lischer 2010); number of haplotypes (H), haplotype diversity (h), and
nucleotide diversity () and number of polymorphic sites (P) (Nei & Tajima 1981; Nei 1987).
The between group variation in haplotypes (corrected for within group variation) was
calculated using net nucleotide divergence between groups (Da –Kimura 2 parameter model)
and the mean pairwise divergence within groups (uncorrected P distances) were calculated in
MEGA.
Fu’s Fs (Fu & Li 1993; Fu, 1997) and Tajima’s D (Tajima, 1989) tests were used to test for
deviations from mutation-drift equilibrium that could be attributed to selection and/or
population size changes. Mismatch distributions (Rogers & Harpending 1992; Harpending,
1994), the frequency distribution of numbers of pairwise differences between haplotypes
within a sample, and simulated distributions under a model of demographic expansion, were
compared with the sum of squared deviations (SSD) between observed and expected
distributions (significance assessed after 10 000 bootstrap replicates) used as a test statistic,
and the expansion parameter τ estimated. All statistics were computed using ARLEQUIN
(3.5.2.2). COI mutation rates are likely to be between 3.54%My-1 (Papadopoulou et al. 2010)
and 2.34%My-1 (Brower 1994).

3.2.5 Statistical analysis of Wingless
For Wingless, allele diversity statistics were calculated in ARLEQUIN: number of alleles (H),
heterozygosity (h), and nucleotide diversity () and number of polymorphic sites (P). In
addition, the number of segregating sites (S), mean number of pairwise differences (k), and
estimates of nucleotide polymorphism ( and ) were calculated in DNASP. As a test for
selection the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous sites (dS) and the number
of nonsynonymous per nonsynonymous site (dN) were calculated in MEGA. The variances of
Ds and dN were computed by bootstrap analysis (1000 replicates) and with this information
the null hypotheses of neutral evolution (dN = dS), positive selection (dN > dS) and purifying
selection (dN < dS) were tested using z-tests. Additionally nucleotide sequence-based
estimates of genetic differentiation (KST and GST) for Wingless were calculated in DNASP
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(5.10.01; 2010; Librado & Rozas 2009), assessing statistical significance by permutating
sequences among samples (with 10000 permutations) for KST.

3.2.6 Morphological analysis
The aim of this analysis was to assess whether a morphometric technique can recognise and
recover three distinct morphological groups of individuals that correspond to their initial
species ID (based on supposedly discriminant characters, and comparison to “model” types
based on the original species identifications from the Natural History Museum collections)
and /or mtDNA haplogroup clade determined by COI sequencing (see above and Results). In
effect, whether haplogroup or morphologically distinct clustering can reliably assign
individuals back to traditional species descriptions.
Each specimen was photographed with a Canon EOS 7D (Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan)
mounted to a Sigma 105mm f/2.8 DG EX Macro (Sigma Corporation, Kanagawa, Japan)
lens.
From the literature (Baraud 1992, Krell 2010; Krell 2012), five characteristics were chosen
for their apparent reliability to differentiate between species regardless of preservation
method or specimen age (Table 3.2). One sex-specific character was chosen for each sex.
These were then checked against photographs of the specimens to check for their reliability
and ease of use, and used alongside the NHM “models” to confirm specimen species ID. The
identification cues were then sorted into a points-based system (Table 3.3) which was used to
score every individual. The characters were:
1. The presence and extent of white bands on the male sternites
2. The presence and size of the mesotibial tooth, which varied from a total lack of a
tooth, to a small bump on the mesotibia, to a tooth which comes to a distinct point
3. The extent of a central black band which stretches from the posterior elytra toward the
scutellum
4. The extent of the black spot over the elytral ‘shoulders’, from either total absence or a
single small spot, to a thick black band reaching the scutellum
5. The level of indentation on the female pygidium, from a convex pygidium to one with
two clear rounded indentations
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In addition, basic measurements (using a pair of digital callipers) of length and width were
used to infer body shape: width across the eyes, the pronotum and the elytra at the widest
points for each, along with the length of the left elytra as a proxy for body size which isn’t
affected by the position in which the beetle has been mounted/killed. Width measurements
were then recalculated as a ratio to elytral length to provide measurements of shape
regardless of absolute size.
Different tests were then completed on the dataset:


Initially, all males and females were grouped together for the analysis without
including any sex-specific characteristics. The data were tested for normality using
the Shapiro-Wilk test. As the data were shown to be a mixture of normal and nonnormal data, Principle Components Analysis was used as the most appropriate way to
reduce the complexity of the dataset. The three principle components explaining the
greatest amount of variation within the dataset were taken forward for the rest of the
analysis. A discriminant analysis was then completed on the principle components,
inputting all individuals with their COI haplotype.



Next, the male dataset alone was used (including male-specific external sexual
characteristics) with Principle Components recalculated, and the three components
explaining the greatest variation within the dataset taken forward for the rest of the
analysis. Two discriminant analyses were then run, one identifying the individuals by
their haplogroup, and the other by their morphogroup (original species ID)



Next, the male analysis was repeated exactly as above, but without including malespecific characteristics in the dataset.



Next the female dataset was used (including sex-specific characteristics), and the
same methodology repeated as for the males analysis.



Finally, the female analysis was repeated, but without including female-specific
characteristics.

Thus in total, nine discriminant analyses were run, with paired tests on the different sexes and
with or without sex-specific characteristics to see which grouping (morphological ID or
haplogroup ID) performed best in clustering individuals according to their input species ID.
Assessments of the discriminant analyses were performed using a leave-one-out crossvalidation method to check the classification results. All statistics were computed in SPSS v.
22 (IBM Corp. 2013).
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 mtDNA
COI sequences were clear of double peaks, indels, frameshifts and stop codons (in the first
reading frame sequenced), and once trimmed for quality resulted in an alignment 461bp long.
22 haplotypes were recovered from 44 samples which sequenced successfully, which rose to
32 haplotypes once GenBank samples were included (Fig. 3.3).
The network (Fig.3.5, 3.6) and all three tree-building methods (Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9) showed
the same three strongly supported reciprocally monophyletic haplogroup clades in COI,
corresponding to Trichius fasciatus (GenBank T. fasciatus sequences, plus novel individuals
from this study), Trichius sexualis (GenBank T. sexualis sequences, plus novel sequences
from this study), and Trichius gallicus (GenBank T. gallicus sequences). No individuals
morphologically identified in this study as being Trichius gallicus had COI haplotypes
clustering with the three Trichius gallicus sequences ((incorrectly) listed in Genbank as
“Trichius zonatus”, a synonym for Trichius gallicus (Krell 2012)), instead clustering with
either the Trichius fasciatus or Trichius sexualis haplogroups (Figs 3.3, 3.4). Molecular
diversity indices for this gene are shown in Table 3.4. Due to the complicated relationships
between the morphotype and the haplotype in individuals, the following groups were used to
calculate diversity indices based on the closest morphological identification compared to the
museum voucher specimens and the reference sequences on GenBank:


The Trichius fasciatus haplogroup, which includes 40 individuals labelled as ‘F’ in
Supplementary Table 1. This represented 21 individuals with T. fasciatus
morphotypes, 11 individuals with T. sexualis morphotypes and 8 individuals with T.
gallicus morphotypes



The Trichius sexualis haplogroup, which includes 9 individuals labelled as ‘S’ in
Supplementary Table 1. This represented 2 individuals with T. fasciatus
morphotypes, 5 individuals with T. sexualis morphotypes and 2 individuals with T.
gallicus morphotypes



The Trichius gallicus haplogroup, which includes the three sequences on GenBank,
but no specimens sequenced here
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61 variable sites were identified across all the Trichius sequences. Overall haplotype diversity
was high at 0.918, as was nucleotide diversity at 0.02972 largely due to the pronounced
divergence among haplogroups. Net between-haplogroup distances were 0.0668 between T.
fasciatus and T. sexualis, 0.0802 between T. fasciatus and T. gallicus, and 0.0589 between T.
sexualis and T. gallicus. Mean pairwise divergences within groups were 0.0053 for T.
fasciatus, 0.0068 for T. sexualis and 0.0044 for T. gallicus.
Haplotype diversity was higher for the Trichius fasciatus haplogroup than for Trichius
sexualis whether GenBank sequences were included (0.885 and 0.5619 respectively; Table
3.4) or not (0.876 and 0.7143). Nucleotide diversity however was lower in the T. fasciatus
haplogroup than in T. sexualis also regardless of whether GenBank samples were included
(0.0051 and 0.0065 respectively) or not (0.0054 and 0.0068). Significant levels of genetic
differentiation (FST ) were found between all three haplogroups (Table 3.5), but not between
morphogroups.
The Trichius fasciatus haplogroup reported significant deviation from neutral expectations
for both Tajima’s D and Fu’s F in COI, regardless of whether GenBank samples were
included or not (Table 3.6). Significant negative values of Tajima’s D (an excess of low
frequency polymorphisms relative to expectation) are indicative of either a recent selective
sweep, or a population expansion after a recent bottleneck, as does the similar Fu’s F statistic
(significant negative values from allele excess indicate genetic hitchhiking or recent
population expansion). The mismatch distribution also supported a population expansion
(SSD=0.0024, p=0.290, Table 3.6; Fig. 3.12 a & c) as did the raggedness statistic (Table 3.6).
Based on the corresponding Tau values, and assuming a range of mutation rates in the
equation =2ut (u=2μk , where μ=mutation rate, k=sequence length, t=time of expansion),
population expansion time was estimated at between 73,000 and 121,000 years ago (Table
21), depending on the mutation rate and if GenBank samples were included. Neither D nor Fs
demonstrated significant deviations from neutrality in either Trichius sexualis or T. gallicus
haplogroups. Estimated times of population expansion for T. sexualis are between 235,000
and 429,000 years ago. This lack of recent expansion is also borne out by the Mismatch
Analysis (Fig. 3.12 b & d) (not calculated for T. gallicus due to the small sample size) which
deviated from a population expansion model.
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3.3.2 Wingless
Once the sequences were trimmed for quality, the Wingless alignment was 149bp long.
BLASTn searches for the sequences confirmed them as Wingless, grouping with Wingless
sequences from Dynastes granti (Scarabaeoidea; Dynastidae; GenBank ID: gb|KP813412.1),
the closest relative to Trichius for which sequences from this gene are available. The 0.6 and
0.95 threshold data from PHASE was compared by eye, and as there were no differences in
the alleles recovered between the two thresholds, the 0.95 threshold data were used (Table
3.8). 11 alleles were recovered (Table 3.8). Heterozygosity was higher in T. sexualis
regardless of the species identification method used (0.9394 using COI haplogroup (8
alleles), 0.8478 using morphological ID (9 alleles)) than in either T. fasciatus (0.7719 (from 9
alleles) and 0.7429 (from 6 alleles) respectively) or T. gallicus (0.7532 from morphology (8
alleles), no COI sequences representing putative T. gallicus were identified from novel
samples).
There is some consensus between COI mitochondrial identification and Wingless
identification, significant genetic differentiation (KST=0.052, p=0.003; GST=0.034) being
found between the two haplogroups (Fig. 3.10), the common Wingless allele H.1 (n=29)
being exclusive to the Trichius fasciatus COI haplogroup, although there is substantial
Wingless allele sharing between the COI haplogroups. The same Wingless network colour
coded for the morphotypes (Fig. 3.11) however shows that there is no obvious differentiation
between the three morphotypes, with almost complete allele sharing and the three alleles
unique to one morphotype being represented by only one or two copies. However, significant
allele frequency differentiation was found between morphological T. sexualis and both T.
fasciatus and T. gallicus (KST=0.0586, p=0.005; GST=0.024, and KST=0.0353, p=0.048;
GST=0.042), but not between T. fasciatus and T. gallicus (KST=0.009, p=0.805; GST=0.0049).
The Z-test (using the modified Nei-Gojobori method) of neutral evolution (dN = dS) was not
refuted for either the T. fasciatus COI haplogroup Wingless sequences (0.0704, P=0.944) or
the T. sexualis haplogroup (0.550, P=0.583). Positive selection (dN > dS) was also not
detected (0.0721, P=0.471 for T. fasciatus, 0.559, P=0.289 for T. sexualis), nor was purifying
selection (dN < dS) (-0.074, P=1.00 for T. fasciatus, -0.568, P=1.00 for T. sexualis). Splitting
the Wingless dataset by morphological identifications also showed that the morphogroups
conformed with neutral expectations: T. fasciatus (-0.155, P=0.877), T. sexualis (0.414,
P=0.679) or the T. gallicus group (0.110, P=0.913). Positive selection was also not detected
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(T. fasciatus -0.153, P=1.00; T. sexualis 0.414, P=0.340; T. gallicus 0.110, P=0.456), nor was
purifying selection (T. fasciatus 0.160, P=0.437; T. sexualis -0.430, P=1.00; T. gallicus 0.114, P=1.00).

3.3.3 Morphological Data
For the general Trichius analysis using all individuals (Fig. 3.13), the first three Principle
Components (PCs) explained 75.77% of the variation. PC1 weighted high values of the
presence of a central elytral stripe, a mesotibial tooth, and high elytral width. PC2 weighted
presence of an anterior elytral band, high elytral length and relatively narrow eyes. PC3
weighted high elytral lengths, narrow eyes, and a wide pronotum (Table 3.10, Supplementary
Table 2). As only T. fasciatus-like and T. sexualis-like COI haplotypes were recovered from
the individuals sequenced, only these two haplogroups were used to compare between
haplogroup and morphogroup congruence. The discriminant analysis coded to the COI
haplogroup of the individuals showed that only 51% of individuals were correctly classified
under the leave-one-out cross-validation, with T. fasciatus haplotypes being correctly
classified (i.e. matching to individuals initially identified as T. fasciatus) 52.5% of the time,
and a T. sexualis correct classification rate of 44.4% (Table 3.11).
Using only the male data and including sex-specific characters, the first three PCs explained
76.4% of the variation (Supplementary Table 3). PC1 weighted presence of an anterior elytral
band, a mesotibial tooth, wide elytra and lack of sternal stripes. PC2 weighted a lack of an
anterior elytral band, short elytra, wide eyes and a wide pronotum. PC3 weighted presence of
a central stripe, long elytra, wide pronota and presence of sternite stripes (Table 3.12). Using
the haplogroup to identify the species lead to 58.3% of the classifications being correct,
whilst using morphogroup 87.2% of classifications were correct (Tables 3.13 & 3.14).
Re-running the male only analysis but removing the male-specific characteristic, the first
three PCs explained 77.8% of the variation (Supplementary Table 4). PC1 weighted presence
of a mesotibial tooth, wide eyes, wide pronota and wide elytra. PC2 weighted presence of an
anterior elytral band, presence of a central stripe, long elytra, and narrow pronota. PC3
weighted presence of long elytra, narrow eyes, wide pronota and wide elytra (Table 3.15).
Using the haplogroup to identify the species lead to 59.2% of the classifications being
correct, whilst using morphogroup 64.1% of classifications were correct (Tables 3.16 &
3.17).
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Using only the female data including the sex-specific character, the first three PCs explained
77.0% of the variation (Supplementary Table 5). PC1 weighted presence of a central stripe, a
mesotibial tooth, wide elytra and lack of the sternal notch. PC2 weighted absence of the
elytral band, short elytra, wide eyes and wide pronota. PC3 weighted presence of an elytral
band, wide pronota, narrow elytra and presence of the sternal notch (Table 3.18). Due to
being unable to separate Trichius fasciatus and T. gallicus using the sternal notch, the
classification grouping is between a T. fasciatus/T. gallicus morphogroup and a T. sexualis
morphogroup. Using the haplogroup to identify the species lead to 53.8% of the
classifications being correct, whilst using morphogroup 93.8% of classifications were correct
(Tables 3.19 & 3.20).
Using the female data without including the sex-specific character, the first three PCs
explained 78.0% of the variation (Table 3.21). PC1 weighted presence of an elytral band, a
central stripe, a mesotibial tooth, and wide elytra. PC2 weighted absence of the elytral band,
short elytra, wide eyes and wide pronota. PC3 weighted presence of an elytral band, absence
of a central stripe, wide eyes and narrow pronota (Table 21). Using the haplogroup to identify
the species lead to 44.9% of the classifications being correct, whilst using morphogroup
75.0% of classifications were correct (Tables 3.22 & 3.23).

3.4 Discussion
Mitochondrial DNA sequence results showed European Trichius genetic diversity falls into
three distinct clades, which might be expected to correspond to the three described species.
However, the Trichius fasciatus haplogroup (40 individuals labelled as ‘F’ in Table 1),
designated as such by presence of T. fasciatus sequences from GenBank, includes 21
individuals identified morphologically as T. fasciatus but also 11 individuals with T. sexualis
morphotypes and 8 individuals with T. gallicus morphotypes. Likewise the Trichius sexualis
haplogroup (9 individuals labelled ‘S’ in Supplementary Table 1) included 5 individuals with
T. sexualis morphotypes but also 2 individuals with T. fasciatus morphotypes and 2
individuals with T. gallicus morphotypes. The Trichius gallicus haplogroup was represented
only by the three T. gallicus sequences on GenBank with individuals morphologically
identified as Trichius gallicus only posessing COI sequences clearly grouping with either T.
fasciatus or T. sexualis (Supplementary Table 1, Fig. 3.6). Therefore, whilst the
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morphological analysis conducted here resolved three distinct morphotypes there was a high
level of morphological-genetic incongruence. Genetic and morphological incongruence is
well described for a number of terrestrial arthropod taxa (e.g. moths (Hundsdoerfer & Wink
2006; Hundsdoerfer et al. 2011), centipedes (Giribet & Edgecombe 2006), spiders (Miller &
Hormiga 2004) and flies (Kopp & True 2002)), but it has not been reported previously in
scarab beetles.
Two alternative hypotheses could explain the mtDNA/morphological incongruence. Firstly,
morphological variation could occur as a result of an adaptive or plastic response to
environmental variation. Environmental variation has been shown to drive colour and spine
changes in other invertebrates (Davis ret al. 2005; Westphal et al. 2014). However, some
samples collected at the same time and place (i.e. sympatric) also were identified as two
different species (Figs. 3.3 & 3.4): males from the ‘TK’ samples (Kimry, Russia) were
identified as both T. fasciatus and T. gallicus, but only possessed T. fasciatus haplotypes,
whilst the ‘CG’ (Croatian) samples were all morphologically identified as T. sexualis, but
possessed seven COI T. fasciatus haplotypes and four T. sexualis haplotypes. The occurrence
of morphological divergence in sympatry suggests that environmental factors may not be the
prominent drivers of the observed incongruence.
On the other hand the patterns could be attributed to introgression. This hypothesis entails
that populations (clades) have diverged allopatrically into morphospecies without attaining
complete reproductive isolation with introgression occurring upon secondary contact. In this
case the clades may have diverged in allopatric glacial refugia with secondary contact
occurring during interglacial periods. Of the five statistics used to test for signals of past
population expansions after bottlenecks, D, Fs, SSD, Raggedness and Mismatch all supported
a hypothesis of recent population expansion in the Trichius fasciatus haplogroup, whilst only
SSD and one result from D supported a hypothesis of recent population expansion in the T.
sexualis haplogroup, with T. sexualis displaying a bimodal mismatch distribution indicative
of longer term population stability than the unimodal pattern of expansion seen in T. fasciatus
(Rogers & Harpending 1992; Meraner et al. 2008; Excoffier et al. 2009). Therefore COI
supports a recent population expansion in T. fasciatus, but not T. sexualis. The three
GenBank sequences for T. gallicus prevent any meaningful statistics to be computed for this
species.
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In addition, completing the tests on the three different species as identified morphologically
shows a significant negative value for D in the T. fasciatus morphogroups, but no other
significant differences from the null hypotheses for either D or Fs in the other morphogroups.
However, Raggedness and SSD did support recent population expansions in all three
morphogroups (Table 3.6). These patterns, and estimated times for the T. fasciatus
haplogroup expansion (Table 3.7) fit with similar reports on other species in the northern
hemisphere with population expansions in the Weichsel Early Glacial period (60,000-115,000
years ago), before the Last Glacial Maximum 21,000 years ago: Neumann et al. (2005) on
European hamsters; Centeno‐Cuadros et al. (2009) on Iberian water voles; Pulgarin-R &
Burg (2012) on North American woodpeckers. Isolation and differentiation of the European
Trichius in separate glacial refuges during previous glaciations, followed by population and
range expansion before / during / after the last glacial maximum with consequent secondary
contact, may explain the present morphological and genetic diversity observed across Europe.
To directly investigate the potential occurrence of introgression sequencing of the nuclear
Wingless gene was performed. The gene has been used in a number of studies on insects
looking at hybridisation between closely related species (e.g. Brower & DeSalle 1998; Lin et
al. 2007; Solano et al. 2016) performing extremely well at reconstructing the phylogenetic
history of even relatively recently diverged species pairs (Wild & Maddison 2008). Even with
the short Wingless sequence length used, between 6 and 9 alleles were recovered within each
species depending on the identification method (either morphologically or from COI
haplotype, Table 3.8) from a total pool of 11 alleles. Between the two COI haplogroups,
significant population subdivision (KST) was recovered (p=0.003) between the Trichius
fasciatus and T. sexualis haplogroups. There was no subdivision between the T. fasciatus and
T. gallicus morphogroups (p=0.805), whilst T. sexualis showed differentiation between both
T. fasciatus (p=0.005) and T. gallicus (p=0.048) morphogroups (Table 3.9). However
morphogroups possessed Wingless alleles throughout the network (Fig. 3.11) as did COI
haplotypes (Figs. 3.4, 3.6), so despite some population subdivision indicated by this gene
there was considerable allele sharing between the different clades and morphospecies.
The ‘three times rule’ (Palumbi et al. 2001) predicts that due to the theoretically 4-fold larger
effective population size of diploid nuclear genes compared to mtDNA, the majority of
nuclear loci should attain monophyly when the interclade/intraclade diversity ratio is larger
than 3 for mtDNA. Mean within-group genetic distances for haplogroups including GenBank
samples were d=0.0053 within Trichius fasciatus and d=0.0068 within T. sexualis, whilst the
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between group divergence was 0.0668, approaching a 10:1 ratio. This suggests that sufficient
evolutionary time has elapsed for the nuclear alleles to be sorted and therefore, the high level
of allele sharing is compatible with nuclear introgression. The three common European
Trichius are sympatric throughout much of their range, and are locally common in suitable
habitat (Mannerkoski et al. 2010c, d, Mason et al. 2010). This might imply that the three
species have had ample chance to meet and introgress throughout their recent evolutionary
history.
Introgressive hybridisation across species boundaries has been reported for several fish
species and invertebrates (Bernatchez et al. 1995; Darling 2011; Ladner & Palumbi 2012) and
in many cases hybrid individuals may not be morphologically intermediate but rather
indistinguishable from one or other of their parent taxa (Allendorf et al. 2001; Harper & Hart
2007). Complete analysis of introgression, and specifically the role of historical vs recurrent
introgression, will require the analysis of rapidly evolving nuclear markers such as
microsatellites, which have been applied to such studies in a variety of species (e.g. Darling
2011; Harris et al. 2013).
Exactly where this leaves the status of Trichius gallicus is unknown:
1. Using morphology to differentiate between T. gallicus and T. fasciatus is extremely
unreliable without using external genital patterns in males (and are difficult to
distinguish in females) (Table 3.11), suggesting that the accepted non-genital cues for
identification are not reliable.
2. The species is intermediate between T. fasciatus and T. sexualis in every characteristic
studied (Tables 3.1 & 3.2).
3. Morphologically identified specimens of T. gallicus show either T. fasciatus or T.
sexualis COI haplotypes.
4. Males from the same population with the same haplogroup possess variable levels of
sternite striping, from black (T. fasciatus-like) to a single white stripe (T. gallicuslike) (Table 3.1).
5. Multiple specimens used in the study represented morphological T. gallicus but were
found far outside of its accepted distribution (Kyrgyzstan, western Russia, and central
Russia) (Supplementary Table 1, Figs. 3.1, 3.3, 3.4).
6. No sequences were recovered from any specimen which grouped with T. gallicus COI
sequences from GenBank (Figs 3.5, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9).
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7. Morphological specimens of T. gallicus possessed alleles throughout the Wingless
network (Fig. 3.11).
Three possible hypotheses could explain these findings.
a)

T. gallicus is a valid species which has been the subject of a selective sweep
caused by a cytoplasmic symbiont in some areas of its range, leading to the
species to having both T. sexualis and T. fasciatus mitochondria in different parts
of the range, but also its ancestral haplotype in areas which have not been subject
to symbiont infection.

b)

T. gallicus is an intermediate form / hybrid between T. sexualis and T. fasciatus
haplogroups, facilitating gene flow between the two species.

c)

T. gallicus is a morphological form of T. fasciatus, but T. fasciatus (sensu lato)
has hybridised with T. sexualis within recent evolutionary history.

Symbiont-driven selective sweeps in mtDNA reduce mtDNA diversity, producing similar
patterns to those caused by population bottlenecks and expansions (Tajima 1989; Hurst &
Jiggins 2005). Though there is no evidence for an altered sex ratio in Trichius (males and
females were approximately evenly used in the study, Supplementary Table 1), the common
symbiont Wolbachia usually causes cytoplasmic incompatibility in insects, causing zygotes
formed from eggs from uninfected females and infected males to die during early
development, uninfected individuals thus being selectively killed by the symbiont (Jiggins et
al. 2001; Hurst & Jiggins 2005). Sweeps caused by Wolbachia are known in Coleoptera (e.g.
Noriyuki et al. 2014; Mazur et al. 2016), which could lead to difficulties in gene flow
estimation, especially where cross-species hybridisation may have occurred (Johnstone &
Hurst 1996). Thus, whilst the possibility of cytoplasmic symbionts in Trichius cannot be
ruled out, it needs to be specifically tested for. Following from the genetic results strongly
suggesting introgression between Trichius fasciatus and T. sexualis, suggestions b and c may
be the most likely.
Despite many publications discussing three species of Trichius in Western Europe clearly
defined from non-genital morphological identifications (e.g. Baraud 1992; Krell 2010;
Mannerkoski et al. 2010c; Mannerkoski et al. 2010d; Mason et al. 2010; Krell 2012), this
study has failed to provide strong support for species identifications for this genus without
using sex-specific characteristics (Table 3.14 & 3.20). Even with these sex-specific
characteristics, both the mitochondrial COI and the nuclear Wingless failed to provide strong
support for there being three genetically distinct species within the study samples, despite
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initial expectations based on samples from GenBank that three reciprocally monophyletic
clades existed. No clade-specific COI haplotype was recovered from the Trichius gallicus
specimens, and both T. fasciatus and T. sexualis haplotypes (as identified form their
representative sequence on GenBank) were found throughout individuals regardless of their
morphological identification. Additionally, one sample site possessed individuals with one
COI haplogroup, but belonging to two different morphological groups, and another site
possessed individuals all belonging to the same morphogroup, but with T. fasciatus and T.
sexualis COI haplotypes.
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Table 3.1. Novel DNA primers designed for this study.
Primer name
TrFaCOIF1
TrFaCOIR1

Gene targeted
COI
COI

TrWG60f
TrWG259r

Wingless
Wingless

Sequence
5’-TGGTAGATGAGCAGGAATAGT-3’
5’-TGTTGGTATAAAATTGGATCTCC3’
5’-TGAAGGATAGATTCGACGGC-3’
5’-TTTGTGTTCGGGATTGTATGG-3’

Table 3.2: Morphological characters used in this study to identify Trichius species

T. fasciatus

T. sexualis

T. gallicus

No white sternite stripes

Multiple white sternite

Single white sternite stripe

stripes on males covering

on males, occasionally up to

four sternites

three stripes

Prominent mesotibial tooth

Lacking tooth

Small mesotibial tooth

Black central band on elytra

Black band doesn’t reach

Black band may reach

reaches scutellum

scutellum

scutellum

Black band covers the

Black band restricted,

Black band restricted,

anterior end of the elytra

remaining as a single spot if

remaining as a single spot if

present

present, but variable

Female pygidium not

Female’s terminal sternite

Female terminal edge of

indented

with two small rounded

sternite regular and convex

incisions around the centre
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Table 3.3. Identification markers and scores used in this study. The shape of the female
pygidium is scored from 0 to 1; the other metrics are from 0-2.

0
Males without sternite stripes

1

2

Single white sternite stripe

Multiple white sternite

on males

stripes on males covering
four sternites

Lacking mesotibial tooth

Small mesotibial tooth

Prominent mesotibial tooth

Black central band on elytra

Black band may reach

Thick black central band on

doesn’t reach scutellum

scutellum, but is thin

elytra reaches scutellum

Black band at the anterior of

Large black spot approaching Black band covers the

the elytra not present, may

the scutellum, or broken band anterior end of the elytra

just be a single spot
Female pygidium not

Female’s terminal sternite

indented

with two small rounded
incisions around centre
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-

Table 3.4: molecular diversity for COI across all three Trichius species (461bp). Trichius gallicus is erroneously referred to as “Trichius
zonatus” [sic] on GenBank. This name is retained here to avoid confusion when referencing the morphological Trichius gallicus.

Haplogroup/
Species
Fasciatus haplogroup
Fasciatus haplogroup
Sexualis –
haplogroup
Sexualis –
haplogroup
Zonatus –
haplogroup
Fasciatus –
morphological
Sexualis morphological
Gallicus morphological

GenBank
included
Yes

Sample
size
52

Number of
haplotypes
24

Haplotype
diversity
0.885

Nucleotide
diversity
0.0051

Polymorphic k
sites
27
2.351

H



6.196

0.0134

No

36

18

0.876

0.0054

22

2.490

5.546

0.0120

Yes

15

5

0.5619

0.0065

13

3.010

3.998

0.0087

No

7

4

0.7143

0.0068

11

3.143

4.489

0.0097

Yes

3

3

1

0.0043

3

2.000

2.000

0.0043

No

17

10

0.838

0.01163

35

5.360

10.649 0.0231

No

14

11

0.956

0.0314

37

14.462

11.635 0.0252

No

10

7

0.933

0.2642

34

12.178

12.372 0.0268
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Table 3.5: Genetic differentiation (COI sequence FST ) between putative Trichius species designations, based on haplogroup or morphological
ID. Significant values of FST shown in bold.

Sexualis haplogroup
Sexualis inc. GenBank
Sexualis morphological
Gallicus GenBank
Gallicus morphological

Fasciatus
Fasciatus Fasciatus
Sexualis
Sexualis Sexualis
Gallicus Gallicus
haplogroup inc.
morphological haplogroup inc.
morphological GenBank mophological
GenBank
GenBank
0
0.91496
0.91961
0
0.91456
0.91898
0.1027
0
0
0.93195
0.93544
0.89797
0.89674
0.0042
-0.04963
0
-
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Table 3.6: Tests for COI sequence neutrality and for signals of population expansion for all three Trichius species.

Haplogroup/
Species
Fasciatus haplogroup
Fasciatus haplogroup
Sexualis –
haplogroup
Sexualis –
haplogroup
Zonatus –
haplogroup
Fasciatus –
morphological
Sexualis morphological
Gallicus morphological

GenBank Tau
included
No
2.543

Theta

Raggedness SSD

D

Fs

0.0025

Yes

2.354

0.0006

No

9.233

1.583

Yes

7.686

0.6952

Yes

2.281

0.010

No

2.688

0.0007

No

26.489

6.3200

No

26.908

6.5754

0.0426
P=0.330
0.03554
P=0.220
0.1769
P=0.840
0.1565
P=0.750
0.222
P=1.000
0.0834
P=0.450
0.0601
P=0.420
0.1417
P=0.730

-1.850
P=0.017
-1.987
P=0.009
-1.623
P=0.016
-0.972
P=0.170
0.000
P=1.00
-1.981
P=0.013
1.053
P=0.875
0.064
P=0.529

-11.66
P<.000
-19.71
P<0.000
0.752
P=0.637
1.292
P=0.787
-0.693
P=0.119
-1.286
P=0.253
-0.407
P=0.415
1.400
P=0.730

0.0069
P=0.320
0.0024
P=0.290
0.0809
P=0.370
0.0298
P=0.680
0.0423
P=0.660
0.0293
P=0.340
0.0578
P=0.090
0.0886
P=0.100
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Table 3.7: estimated time (years) since population expansion using Tau values from Table 21 under different minimum and maximum COI
mutation rates

Species

Tau

Fasciatus – inc. GenBank
Fasciatus – No GenBank
Sexualis – inc. GenBank
Sexualis – No GenBank
Gallicus – GenBank only

2.354
2.543
7.686
9.233
2.595

2.34%My-1 Mutation
rate
110916
121298
356249
427953
120279

3.54%My-1 Mutation
rate
73316
80181
235487
282884
79507

Table 3.8: molecular diversity and tests for signals of population expansion for Wingless across all three Trichius species
Species

Identification

Trichius
fasciatus
Trichius
fasciatus
Trichius
sexualis
Trichius
sexualis
Trichius
gallicus

COI

Sample
size
29

Number
of alleles
9

Allele
diversity
0.7719

Nucleotide Polymorphic Tau
diversity
sites
0.01078
6
0.884

Theta

Raggedness D

Fs

0.804

0.3400

Morphological 18

6

0.7429

0.00815

3

1.291

0.010

0.0400

COI

8

0.9394

0.012

6

1.981

0.010

0.2149

Morphological 12

9

0.8478

0.0145

7

2.591

0.025

0.0520

Morphological 11

8

0.7532

0.0104

5

0.782

0.815

0.0476

-1.777
P=0.206
-0.836
P=0.282
-4.463
P=0.001
-2.443
P=0.075
-2.894
P=0.021

6
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0.589
P=0.758
1.519
P=0.924
-0.382
P=0.376
0.475
P=0.712
0.386
P=0.699

Table 3.9: measures of genetic differentiation in Wingless between groups. Individuals are identified by either their COI haplotype or
morphotype.
Fasciatus, COI

Fasciatus, Morphological

Sexualis, Morphological

Sexualis, COI

KST =0.05235
p=0.003

GST =0.034

-

-

-

Sexualis,
Morphological

-

-

KST =0.0586
p=0.005

GST =0.0240

-

Gallicus,
Morphological

-

-

KST =-0.0090
=0.805

GST =-0.0049
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KST =0.0353
p=0.048

GST =0.042

Table 3.10. The weighted proportion of the morphological measurements which make up
each PC score from Supplementary Table 2. The most important three variables in each
component are outlined in red.

Component
1

2

3

Elytra

.486

.677

-.425

Central

.653

.458

.068

Meso

.775

.187

.184

Left

-.259

.822

.228

Eyes_rel

.478

-.564

-.562

Pronotum_rel .521

-.545

.518

Top_rel

-.009

.097

.785

Table 3.11. Cross-validated classification results for the discriminant analysis for all the
Trichius, scored and identified by their haplogroup

COI identification
Count
Cross-validated
%

Trichius

Trichius

fasciatus

sexualis

Total

Trichius fasciatus 21

19

40

Trichius sexualis 5

4

9

Trichius fasciatus 52.5

47.5

100.0

Trichius sexualis 55.6

44.4

100.0
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Table 3.12. The weighted proportion of the morphological measurements which make up
each PC score from Supplementary Table 3. The four most important variables in each
component are outlined in red.

Component
1

2

3

Elytra

.750

-.554

-.113

Central

.654

-.220

.462

Meso

.757

.122

.010

Left

-.241

-.755

.389

Eyes_rel

.421

.672

-.310

Pronotum_rel .145

.880

.353

Top_rel

.729

.306

.237

Male

-.709

.491

.318

Table 3.13. Cross-validated classification results for the discriminant analysis for the Trichius
males, scored and identified by their haplogroup.

Output ID

COI identification
Input ID

Crossvalidated

Trichius
fasciatus
Count
Trichius
sexualis
Trichius
fasciatus
%
Trichius
sexualis

Trichius
fasciatus

Trichius
sexualis

18

11

29

4

3

7

62.1

37.9

100.0

57.1

42.9

100.0
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Table 3.14. Cross-validated classification results for the discriminant analysis for the Trichius
males, scored and identified by their morphogroup.

Output ID

Morphological ID
Input ID

Crossvalidated

Trichius
fasciatus
Trichius
Count
gallicus
Trichius
sexualis
Trichius
fasciatus
Trichius
%
gallicus
Trichius
sexualis

Trichius
fasciatus

Trichius
gallicus

Trichius
sexualis

17

2

0

19

1

5

1

7

0

1

12

13

89.5

10.5

.0

100.0

14.3

71.4

14.3

100.0

.0

7.7

92.3

100.0

Table 3.15. The weighted proportion of the morphological measurements which make up
each PC score from Supplementary Table 4. The four most important variables in each
component are outlined in red.

Component
1
2

3

Elytra
Central
Meso
Left
Eyes_rel

.227
.386
.669
-.649
.752

.886
.671
.411
.507
-.249

-.197
.041
-.058
.218
-.521

Pronotum_rel

.679

-.543

.316

Top_rel

.753

.199

.513
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Table 3.16. Cross-validated classification results for the discriminant analysis for the Trichius
males, without including sexual characters, scored and identified by their haplogroup.
Output ID
Input ID

Crossvalidated

Trichius
fasciatus
Count
Trichius
sexualis
Trichius
fasciatus
%
Trichius
sexualis

Trichius
fasciatus

Trichius
sexualis

23

17

40

3

6

9

57.5

42.5

100.0

33.3

66.7

100.0

.

Table 3.17. Cross-validated classification results for the discriminant analysis for the Trichius
males, without including sexual characters, scored and identified by their morphogroup.

Output ID
Input ID

Crossvalidated

Trichius
fasciatus
Trichius
Count
gallicus
Trichius
sexualis
Trichius
fasciatus
Trichius
%
gallicus
Trichius
sexualis

Trichius
fasciatus

Trichius
gallicus

Trichius
sexualis

12

5

2

19

2

3

2

7

0

3

10

13

63.2

26.3

10.5

100.0

28.6

42.9

28.6

100.0

.0

23.1

76.9

100.0
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Table 3.18. The weighted proportion of the morphological measurements which make up
each PC score from Supplementary Table 5. The four most important variables in each
component are outlined in red.

Elytra
Central
Meso
Left
Eyes_rel

Component
1
.644
.765
.830
.288
.371

2
-.465
-.087
.172
-.874
.722

3
.365
.010
.025
.269
.032

Pronotum_rel

.282

.626

.620

Top_rel
Female

.844
-.860

.051
.015

-.285
.334

Table 3.19. Cross-validated classification results for the discriminant analysis for the Trichius
females, scored and identified by their haplogroup.

Output ID
Input ID

Crossvalidated

Trichius
fasciatus
Count
Trichius
sexualis
Trichius
fasciatus
%
Trichius
sexualis

Trichius
fasciatus

Trichius
sexualis

6

5

11

1

1

2

54.5

45.5

100.0

50.0

50.0

100.0
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Table 3.20. Cross-validated classification results for the discriminant analysis for the Trichius
females, scored and identified by their morphogroup
Output ID

T. fasciatus /
gallicus

T. sexualis

Input ID

Count
Cross-validated

%

T.
fasciatus / 10
gallicus
T.
0
sexualis
T.
fasciatus / 90.9
gallicus
T.
.0
sexualis

1

11

5

5

9.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

Table 3.21. The weighted proportion of the morphological measurements which make up
each PC score from Supplementary Table 6. The four most important variables in each
component are outlined in red.

Component
1
2
Elytra
.642
-.473
Central
.786
-.097
Meso
.848
.161
Left
.322
-.880
Eyes_rel
.379
.717
Pronotum_rel .357
.619
Top_rel
.810
.042

3
.540
-.386
-.012
.121
.447
.032
-.312
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Table 3.22. Cross-validated classification results for the discriminant analysis
for the Trichius females without including sex-specific characteristics, scored
and identified by their haplogroup.
Output ID
Input ID

Crossvalidated

Trichius
fasciatus
Count
Trichius
sexualis
Trichius
fasciatus
%
Trichius
sexualis

Trichius
fasciatus

Trichius
sexualis

18

22

40

5

4

9

45.0

55.0

100.0

55.6

44.4

100.0

Table 3.23. Cross-validated classification results for the discriminant analysis
for the Trichius females including sex-specific characteristics, scored and
identified by their morphogroup.
Output ID
Input ID

T. fasciatus /
Count gallicus
T. sexualis
Cross-validated
T. fasciatus /
gallicus
%
T. sexualis

T. fasciatus /
T. sexualis
gallicus
8

3

11

1

4

5

72.7

27.3

100.0

20.0

80.0

100.0
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Figure 3.1: distributions (in the red shaded area) of common Trichius spp. in Europe from the
IUCN Red List Regional Assessments for Europe (Mannerkoski et al. 2010c.,d.; Mason et al.
2010): A) Trichius fasciatus; B) Trichius gallicus (referred to as ‘Trichius zonatus’ in the Red
List); C) Trichius sexualis. The distribution of T. fasciatus extends considerably further into
Asia, including to Kazakhstan and lake Baikal in Russia

A
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B

C
C
C
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Figure 3.2. Example of a C-T mixed peak in Trichius Wingless.
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Figure 3.3. Sample map for Trichius as identified by their COI haplogroup, and including GenBank samples
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Figure 3.4. Sample map for Trichius as identified by their morphogroup
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Figure 3.5. Haplotype network for COI for Trichius including sequences from GenBank. Haplogroups are labelled to species according to the
presence of GenBank type sequences, as described in the text
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Figure 3.6. Haplotype network for COI for Trichius without sequences from GenBank, with haplogroups labelled as described in text. The
haplotypes are coloured by the morphological identification of the individuals therein: T. fasciatus in blue, T. sexualis in red, and T. gallicus in
green. The distance between the two haplotype clades has been resized for clarity.
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Figure 3.7: Maximum Likelihood tree computed for COI for Trichius. Haplogroups are
labelled to species according to presence of named GenBank sequences. (% bootstrap support
indicated against nodes)
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Figure 3.8: Neighbour Joining tree computed for COI for Trichius. Haplogroups are labelled
to species according to the presence of GenBank type sequences (% bootstrap support
indicated against nodes)
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Figure 3.9: Bayesian Inference tree computed for COI for Trichius. Haplogroups are labelled
to species according to the presence of named GenBank type sequences. Posterior
Probabilities for each node are shown.
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Figure 3.10. Allele network for Wingless sequences from Trichius, produced using data
through PHASE, with individual composition colour coded according to COI clade: blue = T.
fasciatus, red = T. sexualis.

Figure 3.11. Allele network for Wingless from Trichius, produced using data through
PHASE, with individual composition colour coded according to morphological identification:
blue = T. fasciatus, red = T. sexualis and green = T. gallicus
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Figure 3.12: Mismatch Analysis for Trichius COI haplogroups: a. T. fasciatus including GenBank samples; b. T. sexualis including GenBank
samples; c. T. fasciatus without GenBank samples; d. T. sexualis without GenBank samples.
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Figure 3.13. 3D scatterplot showing the three PC values for each individual of both sexes
colour coded by their COI haplogroup
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Chapter 4

Geometric morphometrical and morphological
variation across European Gnorimus
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4.1 Introduction
The advent of DNA based taxonomy has in many cases contradicted traditional views on
systematics and species identification based on morphological traits (Sites & Marshall 2003).
As accurate species delimitation is fundamental to research in macroevolution, biogeography,
ecology and conservation biology studies comparing traditional taxonomic approaches
focussing on morphology with DNA-based inferences are needed (Wiens & Penkrot 2002;
Raupach et al. 2016). Combined analysis of phenotypic and genetic divergence is also a
central topic in evolutionary biology (Slatkin 1987). Phenotypic based approaches are
regaining importance due to mapping and conservation efforts being increasingly driven by
‘citizen science’ (observations and data used with little or no verification) and the associated
necessity of identifications based on external morphology or from a single photograph
(Gardiner et al. 2012; Lindenmayer et al. 2013).
Photographs have also been recently adopted as holotypes for species descriptions (Marshall
& Evenhuis 2015), and although controversial (Krell & Wheeler 2014), the practice is
supported by the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature, and therefore might have a
greater role to play in describing the 90% of biota yet to be named (Pape 2016). Knowledge
of how well accessible, non-invasive methods of identification (such as external morphology)
match with identifications based on more specialist methods (DNA barcoding or internal
morphology) will become increasingly important for entomology and conservation as data
from citizen science (collected with accessible, non-invasive identification methods) becomes
more widely used.
As body size can significantly influence the shape of arthropods (Chown & Gaston 2010),
geometric morphometrics can be used to describe the shape of organisms using a series of
landmarks to define discrete anatomical loci homologous across the study specimens
(Zelditch et al. 2012). A Procrustes superimposition is usually employed to find landmark
configurations irrespective of organism size, and the orientation and position of the shape
used (Rohlf & Slice 1990; Klingenberg et al. 2012). Once all individuals have had their shape
extracted and superimposed, the data are subjected to a canonical variate analysis (CVA) to
maximise the differences between pre-defined units relative to the variation within taxa
(Campbell & Atchley 1981), thus being an efficient method to detect between units,
including species and sexes. Detection of significant pairwise differences in mean shape can
then be tested using Mahalanobis distance (the distance in standard deviations of point P from
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the mean of D) (Klingenberg et al. 2012). Geometric morphometrics have been applied to
studies of Coleoptera body shape to answer a range of biological questions, in particular
looking at variation within and between species and sexes (Bai et al. 2014), or investigating
changes in body and weapon shape under sexual selection (Eldred et al. 2016). Work on
Carabus ground beetles has demonstrated significant variation in shape between the sexes
and between populations at scales under 200km (Alibert et al. 2001), whilst the technique has
also allowed for the identification of cryptic, previously unidentified ground beetle species
(Roggero et al. 2013). Geometric morphometrics becomes increasingly powerful when
combined with molecular approaches to identify subspecies and between-species
relationships (Garnier et al. 2005; Zinetti et al. 2013; Ober & Connolly 2015), and analysing
potential hybridisation between sister species (Pizzo et al. 2006).
The present study uses two different approaches to morphological analysis (landmark-based
geometric morphometrics, and scored phenotypic characteristics) to examine the
morphological variation within and between two closely related and widespread European
saproxylic scarabs: the noble chafer (Gnorimus nobilis) and the variable chafer (G.
variabilis). Both species are phenotypically variable, with many named colour variants
(Tauzin 2004b). However, the described variants most likely represent continuous variation
across the species’ range. Though apparently easy to discriminate (G. nobilis has a cuticle
reflecting ‘metallic’ circularly polarised light and males with a spoon shaped mesotibia, G.
variabilis is matt, slightly larger and with curved male mesotibia) the two species share
alleles at nuclear genes (Chapter 5), which may result from inter-specific hybridisation,
retention of ancestral polymorphism, or specimen misidentification or regional morphological
variation, so there are potential questions about the taxonomic status of the species and how
they can be delimited morphologically.
Both Gnorimus species show an east-west split in mitochondrial DNA haplogroups (clades)
across Europe, which may indicate the presence of different subspecies or evolutionarily
distinct units. In addition, G. nobilis has three recognised subspecies: G. nobilis nobilis found
throughout Europe, G. nobilis bolshakovi (Gusakov 2002) from one locality in Western
Russia, and G. nobilis macedonicus (Baraud 1992) from Macedonia. Though the genetic
divergence of G. nobilis bolshakovi individuals supports recognition of subspecies status,
genetic affiliation of G. nobilis macedonicus individuals is much less clear and so the merit of
separate of this subspecies open to question (Chapter 5). Additionally, the two new
subspecies were named on the basis of colouration and lack of the spoon-shaped metatibia
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found on male G. n. nobilis, thus there could be subtle differences in shape and scored
phenotype which have not been identified. However, Tauzin (2004a) suggested the two new
subspecies be synonymised due to their similarity. As a comparison to both sympatric
European species, the eastern Palaearctic G. subopacus was also included in part of the
analysis.
The two morphological analyses applied differ in their applicability and sample requirements.
The general phenotype analysis uses phenotype assessable from non-standard conditions (i.e.
field observations and/or photographs) and can be applied to living specimens anywhere. The
geometric analysis uses phenotype only assessable from dead specimens in a standardised
position. Using both methods together allows for a combined analysis of the power of
morphological analyses to correctly identify previously assessed groups (mtDNA clades,
subspecies, sex) together with clinal data and spatial differences which have not been
identified by genetic study. Thus the power of both methods to describe interspecific and
intraspecific heterogeneity can be analysed and discussed in light of other studies and utility
for easy specimen classification.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Sample Collection
Specimens of Gnorimus spp. were obtained from researchers, the Natural History Museum
(London, UK), Museo Zoologico La Specola (Florence, Italy) and commercial beetle
suppliers (Supplementary Table 7). Species and subspecies included in the study were G.
nobilis nobilis, G. nobilis bolshakovi, G. nobilis macedonicus, G. variabilis, and G.
subopacus. G. nobilis bolshakovi is the only known G. nobilis subspecies from Russia, whilst
G. nobilis macedonicus is only described in Macedonia (Baraud 1992; Rozner pers. comm.).
Russian samples, plus additional specimens from Eastern Ukraine, shared the same COI
haplotypes (Chapter 5) and so are here grouped into one ‘Eastern G. nobilis clade’ which may
represent G. nobilis bolshakovi. The three specimens of G. nobilis macedonicus collected
possess either COI haplotypes common to G. nobilis nobilis (n=2) or to the Eastern clade
(n=1), and so were included in either the ‘Western’ (G. nobilis nobilis) or ‘Eastern’ clades
respectively. Though most specimens were used both in the morphological analysis and in the
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genetic analysis (Chapter 5), the need for intact undamaged specimens in the morphological
analysis prevented some individuals being included in the geometric morphometrics analysis.
Each specimen was photographed with a Canon EOS 7D (Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan)
mounted to either a Canon 50mm f/2.5 Compact Macro, or a Sigma 105mm f/2.8 DG EX
Macro (Sigma Corporation, Kanagawa, Japan) lens. This was set above the specimens on a
tripod with a spirit level to avoid lens-induced warp. Specimens were set and repositioned to
avoid any shape warping if this had not already been done. Individuals were sexed based on
the shape of the mesotibia (spoon shaped in males), the shape of tergite 5 (indented in
females) and presence/absence of a sternal furrow (present in males).

24.2 Phenotypic Scoring
A range of morphological characters described in the literature as separating G. nobilis, G.
variabilis, G. subopacus, the different subspecies of G. nobilis, and representing some of the
variation apparent within species (Baraud 1992; Tauzin 2004a, Tauzin 2004b) were selected
and scored for each individual (see Table 4.1, Fig. 4.1). Colour was initially considered as a
variable, considering that this is the primary consideration used by Tauzin (2004a; 2004b) to
separate G. nobilis into different named variants/aberrations. However, due to the reflection
of circularly polarised light by this species, depending on the direction of the light individuals
can often appear to be two colours simultaneously (most commonly red and green, but also
bronze or purple) due to their rotation relative to the eye or lens. Because the photographs
used had been taken in a variety of conditions, including different photographic stages in the
laboratory and in museums, it was impossible to standardise photographic conditions across
all individuals and to therefore get a true representation of the colour of the individuals in
question. Therefore, colour was not considered in the analysis. Additionally, the length of the
left elytra (as a proxy for body size, as it is not affected by the position the beetle has been
mounted/killed in) was measured using a digital calliper.
Three datasets were then built: both sexes together, males only including the shape of the
metatibia, and females only. Other than the metatibia, no character used is known to vary
based on sex. Each dataset was tested for normality in SPSS (version 22) using the ShapiroWilk test. As the data were shown to be a mixture of normal and non-normal distributions,
Principle Components Analysis was used as the most appropriate way to reduce the
complexity of the dataset. Components were computed and checked for co-variation. The
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three components explaining the greatest proportion of variation within the dataset were
taken forward for the rest of the analysis. Individuals were grouped into the ‘haplogroups’
(Chapter 5, henceforth referred to as taxa) Gnorimus variabilis (n=15), G. subopacus (n=7),
Western G. nobilis (n=64) and Eastern G. nobilis (n=11) as inputs into the discriminant
analysis, and the success of the discriminant analysis was checked using a leave-one-out
cross-validation method, followed by a one way ANOVA and a Tukey post-hoc test to assess
the ability of each PC to identify each morphogroup. As the analysis hinged on the haplotype
identification, no museum specimens were used for G. nobilis and G. variabilis, but due to a
small sample size (n=1) in G. subopacus, 6 museum individuals for this species were
included.
In addition, as both Gnorimus nobilis bolshakovi and G. n. macedonicus were described
based on the lack of a spoon-shaped callus on the male metatibia, the variation in this
characteristic across Europe was tested, along with analysis of shape variation correlating
with leg shape. The metatibia shape varies from being straight and “normal”, similar to
female legs and the legs of other male Gnorimus species, to having a large, hairless, black
spoon-shaped callus. These two extremes were scored as ‘1’ and ‘4’ respectively, with
intermediate forms scoring 2 or 3. In addition to the samples used above, geotagged
photographs of male G. nobilis from internet resources were used to obtain additional scores
for the metatibia to improve sample size. These scores were then added to a map to
investigate the geographic pattern of variation in male leg shape. If only specimens from
Russia and Macedonia possess the straight leg shape, then this would indicate that this is a
suitable marker for identifying these two subspecies. Finally, the workflow from S2.2 was
followed (ANOVA, CVA, Discriminant analysis) to see if there were any differences in
shape between males with different leg shapes, and if the different male shape correlated with
leg shape.

4.2.3 Landmark Geometric Morphometric Analysis
For the geometric morphometrics, 23 landmarks were chosen for the dorsal (Fig. 4.2) and 31
landmarks were chosen for the ventral (Fig. 4.3) sides and scored using tpsDig2 (ver. 2.28;
Rohlf 2015). Landmarks chosen were similar to those used in other geometric studies for
beetles (e.g. Benítez et al. 2013, Zinetti et al. 2013; Eldred et al. 2016), but without including
certain features which could be easily warped (the position of the head for instance is very
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variable and difficult to set) or could be missing from certain specimens (many individuals
had a leg removed for DNA extraction). In addition, landmarks hypothesised to capture some
sex-specific shape differences, such as the three landmarks surrounding the terminal tergite to
analyse variation in the female indent, were also included. All landmarks were used at
definitive hard points, such as the apex of a shape, or the maximum point on a curved surface,
to capture variation on as many hard parts of the animals as possible (such as the elytra,
pronotum, scutellum, etc.) without relying on characters that may be difficult to score or
highly variable, such as the distribution of hairs on the underside, or variation in cretaceous
surfaces. All three putative subspecies of Gnorimus nobilis were grouped as one species in
the analysis against G. variabilis. Due to low sample sizes and issues with warp in some of
the photographs, Gnorimus subopacus was excluded from this analysis.
From the landmark scores, Canonical Variates Analysis (CVA) was implemented in MorphoJ
(ver. 1.06; Klingenberg 2011) to determine if pre-defined groups can be statistically
distinguished based on multivariate data. CVA therefore summarizes the description of
differences among groups relative to within-group variation (irrespective of how this relates
to variation across all specimens). To test the ability of CVA to identify between the different
groups, a discriminant analysis was completed on the data. Four separate analyses were
completed: one to test for shape differences between the Western and Eastern clades of
Gnorimus nobilis (as grouped in S2.2), and one to test for shape differences between G.
nobilis and G. variabilis, each repeated for the dorsal and ventral landmarks separately. The
two clades of G. nobilis were grouped for the comparison with G. variabilis. Each group was
also split by sex, thus four groups were included in each of the dorsal and ventral analyses.
The groups suitable for the CVA on dorsal landmarks were male G. nobilis nobilis (n=77),
female G. nobilis nobilis (n=43), male G. nobilis bolshakovi (n=9), female G. nobilis
bolshakovi (n=2), female G. nobilis macedonicus (n=1), male G. variabilis (n=23), and
female G. variabilis (n=24). The groups suitable for the CVA on ventral landmarks were
male G. nobilis nobilis (n=50), female G. nobilis nobilis (n=26), male G. nobilis bolshakovi
(n=9), female G. nobilis bolshakovi (n=2), female G. nobilis macedonicus (n=1), male G.
variabilis (n=13), and female G. variabilis (n=14). No male G. nobilis macedonicus was
included. Because many museum specimens were pinned to card they could not be used in
the ventral analysis, hence the discrepancy in sample sizes.
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A Procrustes ANOVA was used to check each dataset for asymmetry, a key source of error in
landmark analysis (Palmer & Strobeck 1986; Klingenberg et al. 2002). The statistical
significance of any differences in mean shape for both the dorsal and ventral surfaces
between sexes and species/subspecies was assessed using 10,000 permutations of the
Mahalanobis statistic computed in MorphoJ. A discriminant analysis was then performed for
each subgroup comparison to analyse the ability of the two CVs to identify each species and
sex.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Phenotypic Scoring Analysis

4.3.1.1. Differences between species, subspecies and sexes
For Gnorimus with no sex-related splits in the data, the first three principle components (PCs)
together explained 72.8% of the variation in the dataset. The three PCs used correlated with:
high scores for spotting on the pronotum and tergite 5, and extensively punctuated scutella in
PC1, long elytra, low levels of elytra ribbing, and extensively spotted elytra in PC2, and long
elytra, strong ribbing and few spots on tergite 5 in PC3 (Table 4.2). Individuals were
correctly identified to the input taxon identification in the dataset 53.9% (cross validated) of
the time (Supplementary Table 8) via the discriminant analysis. G. subopacus was correctly
identified 100% of the time, G. variabilis was correctly identified 96.3% of the time, Western
G. nobilis were correctly identified 35.0% of the time, and Eastern G. nobilis were correctly
identified 64.3% of the time (all cross-validated). The ANOVA showed that the mean
differences between each groups PC values were significantly greater than the mean
differences within in all three PCs from the whole population (P<0.001, Supplementary
Table 9), with all group pairs other than Western and Eastern G. nobilis being discriminated
by the analysis (Supplementary Table 10; 4.4)
For female Gnorimus, the first three principle components (PCs) together explained 73.3% of
the variation in the dataset. The three PCs used correlated with: high scores for spotting on
the pronotum and tergite 5, and extensively punctuated scutella in PC1; long elytra, high
scores for elytra spotting, and smooth scutella in PC2; and long elytra, presence of strong
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elytral ribs, and few spots on tergite 5 in PC3 (Table 4.3). Individuals were correctly
identified to their input ‘haplotype’ (Western G. nobilis, Eastern G. nobilis, G. variabilis and
G. subopacus) identification in the dataset 59.3% (cross validated) of the time
(Supplementary Table 11) via the discriminant analysis. G. subopacus was correctly
identified 100% of the time, G. variabilis was correctly identified 93.3% of the time, Western
G. nobilis were correctly identified 39.4% of the time, and Eastern G. nobilis were correctly
identified 25% of the time. The ANOVA showed that the mean difference between groups
was significantly greater than the mean differences within (P<0.001, Supplementary Table
12), and Tukey post-hoc testing showed that PC1 split (with P values <0.05) Western G.
nobilis from G. subopacus and G. variabilis, Eastern G. nobilis from G. subopacus and G.
variabilis, and G. subopacus from G. variabilis. PC2 split Western G. nobilis and G.
variabilis, and Eastern G. nobilis and G. variabilis. PC3 split Western G. nobilis and G.
subopacus, and Western G. nobilis and G. variabilis (Supplementary Table 13; Fig. 4.5).
For male Gnorimus, the first three principle components (PCs) together explained 67.7% of
the variation in the dataset. The three PCs used correlated with: high scores for spotting on
the elytra, pronotum and tergite 5, and extensively punctuated scutella in PC1, long elytra,
low levels of elytra ribbing, smooth scutella, and non-spoon shaped mesotibia in PC2, low
levels of elytra ribbing, low levels of pronota spotting, high levels of spotting on tergite 5,
and spoon shaped legs in PC3 (Table 4.4). Individuals were correctly identified to the input
haplotype identification in the dataset 80% (cross validated) of the time (Supplementary
Table 14) via the discriminant analysis. G. subopacus was correctly identified 83.3% of the
time, G. variabilis was correctly identified 91.7% of the time, Western G. nobilis were
correctly identified 76.1% of the time, and Eastern G. nobilis were correctly identified 90%
of the time. The ANOVA showed that the mean difference between groups was significantly
greater than the mean differences within in all three PCs (P<0.001, Supplementary Table 15).
Tukey post-hoc testing showed that PC1 split (with P values <0.05) Western G. nobilis from
G. subopacus, Eastern G. nobilis from G. subopacus, and G. subopacus from G. variabilis.
PC2 split Western G. nobilis and G. variabilis, Eastern G. nobilis and Western G. nobilis,
Eastern G. nobilis and G. variabilis, G. subopacus and G. variabilis, and Eastern G. nobilis
and G. variabilis. PC3 split Western G. nobilis and G. subopacus, Western G. nobilis and G.
variabilis, Eastern G. nobilis and G. subopacus, Western G. nobilis and G. variabilis, and G.
variabilis and G. subopacus (Supplementary Table 16; Fig. 4.6).
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4.3.1.2 Male leg shape
Contrary to expectations, investigating the male leg shape showed that many more samples
than just the putative non-nominate subspecies possessed straight mesothoracic legs (Fig.
4.7). No asymmetry was detected in the dataset (P<0.0001). Once scaled by the inverse of
the within-group variation, CV1 in the dorsal dataset explained 63.718% of the within-group
variation, whilst CV2 explained 24.707%. The variates in morphospace are displayed in
Supplementary Figure 1, grouped by mesotibia score, along with 95% confidence ellipses.
The most extreme values uncovered in the data are displayed in Supplementary Figures 2 &
3. CV1 shows high scores with wider individuals with wider, longer pronota, and short
abdomens. CV2 also weighs wider pronota, and pointed posterior elytra edges. The
discriminant analysis showed that scores ‘1’ and ‘4’ could be differentiated (P=0.0135) as
could ‘2’ and ‘4’ (P=0.0102) (Supplementary Table 17)
For the ventral analysis, no asymmetry was detected in the dataset (P<0.0001). Once scaled
by the inverse of the within-group variation, CV1 in the dorsal dataset explained 62.415% of
the within-group variation, whilst CV2 explained 26.690%. The variates in morphospace are
displayed in Supplementary Figure 4, grouped by mesotibia score, along with 95%
confidence ellipses. The most extreme values uncovered in the data are displayed in
Supplementary Figures 5 & 6. CV1 shows high scores with wider individuals with wider,
longer pronota, and narrower, longer abdomens. CV2 weighs wider and longer pronota, and a
longer thorax. The discriminant analysis showed that only scores ‘2’ and ‘4’ could be
differentiated (P=0.017). All scores of 3 & 4 belonged to individuals from the Western G.
nobilis taxon, and all individuals from the Eastern G. nobilis taxon possessed scores of 1 & 2.
However, many individuals from the Western G. nobilis taxon clade in the east of the range
possessed legs with scores of 1 & 2 (compare Fig. 5.6 to Fig. 4.9) (Supplementary Table 18).

4.3.2 Landmark Geometric Morphometric Analysis

4.3.2.1 Dorsal Gnorimus nobilis against G. variabilis
No asymmetry was detected in the dataset (P<0.0001). Once scaled by the inverse of the
within-group variation CV1 explained 59.79% of the within-group variation, whilst CV2
explained 35.39%. The variates in morphospace are displayed in Figure 4.8, grouped by sex
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and subspecies, along with 95% confidence ellipses. The most extreme values uncovered in
the data are displayed in Figures 4.9 & 4.10. CV1 is very powerful at splitting the two
species, with G. variabilis (generally high scores) showing longer pronota that are wide at the
anterior, the longest part of the elytra closer to the centre of the body, and the widest point of
the elytra toward the anterior. CV2 split the sexes, with females showing longer abdomens
with a notch, wider pronota, and shorter elytra. The discriminant analysis showed that all
groups could be differentiated from each other (P<0.0001, Table 4.5).

4.3.2.2 Ventral Gnorimus nobilis against G. variabilis
No asymmetry was detected in the dataset (P<0.0001). Once scaled by the inverse of the
within-group variation CV1 explained 72.62% of the within-group variation, whilst CV2
explained 23.12%. The variates in morphospace are displayed in Figure 4.11, grouped by sex
and subspecies, along with 95% confidence ellipses. The most extreme values uncovered in
the data are displayed in Figures 4.12 & 4.13. CV1 is very powerful at splitting the two sexes,
with females (generally low scores) showing slightly wider pronota at the anterior and
slimmer at the posterior, longer slimmer abdomens with greater separation between the
segments and a large ‘notch’, and a shorter, narrower thorax. CV2 showed that Gnorimus
variabilis has a slightly narrower pronotum at the anterior but wider at the posterior, and a
wider shorter abdomen. The discriminant analysis showed that all groups could be
differentiated from each other (P<0.05), other than G. variabilis males and females (P=0.903,
Table 4.6).

4.3.2.3 Dorsal shape of Gnorimus nobilis subspecies
No asymmetry was detected in the dataset (P=0.0007). Once scaled by the inverse of the
within-group variation CV1 explained 77.31% of the variation within the dataset, whilst CV2
explained 14.16%. The variates in morphospace are displayed in Figure 4.14, grouped by sex
and subspecies, along with 95% confidence ellipses. The most extreme values uncovered in
the data are displayed in Figures 4.15 & 4.16. CV1 is very powerful at splitting the two sexes,
with females (generally high scores) showing wider pronota, shorter slimmer elytra and a
longer abdomen. Though there was a lot of variation within both sexes, CV2 showed that
both G. nobilis macedonicus and G. nobilis bolshakovi differ in shape to G. nobilis nobilis by
having wider pronota, slightly longer abdomens, and considerably slimmer elytra. The
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discriminant analysis showed that G. nobilis nobilis males and females were significantly
different in overall shape (P<0.0001), as were G. nobilis nobilis and G. nobilis bolshakovi
males (P=0.002), and G. nobilis nobilis females and G. nobilis bolshakovi males (P<0.0001,
Table 4.7). Analysing the distribution of individuals in morphospace by eye showed there to
be no clinal variation within each group: individuals from the north and south, and east and
west, were found throughout morphospace with no sub-grouping.
Additionally, data were also split into other groups to test additional phylogeographic
hypotheses, such as differences between western G. nobilis sub-populations (Italy, Spain, the
Balkans). None of these additional phylogeographic hypotheses showed any subsequent
physical subdivision within western G. nobilis.
4.3.2.4 Ventral shape of Gnorimus nobilis subspecies
No asymmetry was detected in the dataset (P=0.017). Once scaled by the inverse of the
within-group variation CV1 explained 85.56% of the within-group variation, whilst CV2
explained 9.19%. The variates in morphospace are displayed in Figure 4.17, grouped by sex
and subspecies, along with 95% confidence ellipses. The most extreme values uncovered in
the data are displayed in Figures 4.18 & 4.19. CV1 is very powerful at splitting the two sexes,
with females (generally low scores) showing slightly wider pronota, longer slimmer
abdomens with greater separation between the segments, and a shorter, narrower thorax. CV2
showed that both G. nobilis macedonicus and G. nobilis bolshakovi differ in shape to G.
nobilis nobilis by having wider pronota, slightly longer slimmer abdomens, and a slimmer,
shorter thorax. The discriminant analysis showed that G. nobilis nobilis males and females
could be told apart by shape (P<0.0001), as could G. nobilis nobilis and G. nobilis bolshakovi
males (P<0.0001), G. nobilis nobilis females and G. nobilis bolshakovi males (P=0.016), G.
nobilis nobilis males and G. nobilis bolshakovi females (P=0.0003), and G. nobilis nobilis
males and G. nobilis macedonicus females (P=0.003, Table 4.8).

4.4 Discussion
The geometric analysis demonstrates clearly that Gnorimus nobilis and G. variabilis can be
distinguished from one another by shape alone to a high degree of confidence. G. nobilis had
wider and longer elytra than G. variabilis, as well as pronota that were wider at the front than
G. variabilis, but slimmer at the back, and wider, shorter abdomens (Figs. 4.9, 4.10, 4.12,
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4.13). Both species could be differentiated based on the dorsal and ventral geometric analyses
and in every morphological scoring analysis, as were both from G. subopacus (not included
in the landmark analysis).
However, cross-validated results from the general phenotype analysis were less consistent
than for the landmark: from the female analysis, one G. variabilis (out of 15) was classified
as a Western G. nobilis, two Western G. nobilis were classified as a G. variabilis (out of 33);
in the male analysis 4 Western G. nobilis were classified as G. subopacus (out of 67), and one
G. variabilis was classified as Eastern G. nobilis (out of 12). Though this performance is
relatively strong, in the combined analysis more individuals were misclassified: 15 Western
G. nobilis as G. subopacus (out of 100), 2 Western G. nobilis as G. variabilis, and one G.
variabilis as Eastern G. nobilis. Therefore the characters described as being diagnostic in
separating the three species (elytral ribbing and scutellum punctuation in particular) are here
confirmed as being useful to separate species/subspecies regardless of sex, but they are
weaker than the landmark analysis as they show greater within-species variation then
previously supposed. Combining the results across the methods shows that:
Gnorimus nobilis has wide and long shaped elytra, a wide anterior pronotum, a wide, short
abdomen, well punctuated scutella, absolutely shorter elytra, with spoon shaped mesotibial in
some male populations.
G. variabilis had short, slim shaped elytra, a wider posterior to the pronotum, slimmer longer
abdomens, scutella with punctuations largely restricted to the anterior, absolutely longer
elytra, and ‘normal’ male mesotibial throughout the range.
G. subopacus was not included in the geometric morphometric analysis, but showed the
highest levels of scutellum punctuation and strong elytra ribbing.
The interest in shape and phenotypic differences between Gnorimus nobilis and G. variabilis
was sparked by the finding of a number of gene alleles being shared between the two species
(Chapter 5), contrary to findings from ‘standard’ barcoding genes (such as COI) which
indicate that the two species are distinct. One hypothesis that may explain this result was that
there are melanic forms of G. nobilis which lack the metallic cuticle, and may have been
mistaken for black G. variabilis. However, the shape and phenotypic characteristic
differences between the two species can refute this hypothesis. In addition, though there is
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some overlap between G. nobilis and G. subopacus, the combination of strong elytral ribs and
intensely punctuated scutella allows G. subopacus to be reliably identified.
As no shape variation between the subspecies had been mentioned by their descriptionauthors, it was an unexpected finding that the subspecies differed in shape. Though hampered
by small sample sizes for some sub-groups (n=2 for Gnorimus nobilis bolshakovi females,
n=1 for G. nobilis macedonicus females, and no G. nobilis macedonicus males), which limit
some of the conclusions that can be drawn, male G. nobilis nobilis and G. nobilis bolshakovi
males can be distinguished based on shape (P=0.0018 dorsal, P=0.0319 ventral), G. nobilis
bolshakovi males having narrower longer elytra (Figs. 4.15, 4.16, 4.18, 4.19). The subspecies
could not be differentiated based on phenotypic characteristics (Supplementary Table 13) in
the female-only analysis, but could be differentiated in the male-only analysis, though with
10-17.9% of individuals being misidentified in the discriminant (Supplementary Table 14).
Most other analyses showed confusion and misclassification between the two subspecies:
more Western G. nobilis were classified as Eastern G. nobilis in the combined morphological
analysis than were correctly classified as Western G. nobilis (48 misclassified, 35 classified).
The geometric morphometric ventral analysis split more groups in the discriminant analysis,
again showing differences between the sexes and the subspecies, though G. nobilis
bolshakovi and G. nobilis nobilis females could not be distinguished. Only PC2 reliably split
male G. nobilis bolshakovi and G. nobilis nobilis in the phenotypic characteristic analysis. As
PC2 strongly weighs low scores for mesotibial shape (i.e. non-spoon shaped) this may
explain its use in splitting the two taxa. However, as PC2 also weighs longer elytra, a lack of
elytral ribbing, and smooth scutella, these other characteristics may also differentiate the
eastern G. nobilis from the western clade, though more research is needed. The low sample
size and large level of variation within the species suggests that to correctly identify between
the two putative subspecies, genetic and morphological markers should be used.
The leg shape analysis also indicated that there may be additional morphological variation
within G. nobilis. There is a clear east/west split in male leg shapes; black, hairless, spoonshaped mesotibia being largely confined to western and central Europe, and straight
mesotibia in Eastern Europe. This leg shape was supposedly confined to G. nobilis
bolshakovi and G. nobilis macedonicus, but finding it to be much more widespread among
G.nobilis nobilis was unexpected, which may explain some of the confusion between male G.
nobilis nobilis and G. nobilis bolshakovi in the phenotypic character analysis (above).
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Following the discriminant analysis from the geometric-morphometric analysis, using both
the dorsal and ventral analyses, males with leg shapes ‘1’ and ‘4’ can be differentiated
(P=0.0135 dorsal) and shapes ‘2’ and ‘4’ can be differentiated (P=0.0102 dorsal and
P=0.0166 ventral). This implies that there may be more morphological variation within G.
nobilis than initially supposed. Though the function of these protuberances on the legs is
poorly known, they may help males to hold on to females during mating (Bates pers. comm.),
though why such an apparently useful structure isn’t found throughout the whole population
is unknown. It may be that during the last glacial maximum both Balkan and Caucasian
refugia for G. nobilis held males with normal leg shapes, but Iberian, French and Italian
refugia (Chapter 5) held males with spoon-shaped protuberances. As the species spread
following the northern spread of its habitat the western COI haplotype clade may have
become fixed in the populations where the two expanding range edges met, then spread
south.
Male Gnorimus nobilis have shorter abdomens without the notch, a longer thorax, and
slimmer pronota at the anterior (Fig. 8). G. nobilis bolshakovi also have slimmer abdomens, a
shorter thorax, and a slight shift forward to the position of the pro-legs (Fig. 9). The
phenotypic scoring analysis did not show any differences between the two subspecies, other
than PC2 between male Gnorimus nobilis subspecies (Tables 12 and 15), which may be
related to this component strongly weighting the shape of the mesotibia.
Male and female Gnorimus can also be distinguished based on shape (Figs. 4 & 7), females
having longer abdomens with a notch, shorter and slimmer elytra, wider pronota, and slimmer
abdomens with greater spacing between the sclerites (Figs. 6 & 8). Within-species analysis
for G. nobilis shows this shape difference to hold (Figs. 11 & 14). There are a number of
reasons why shape differences between the sexes may have evolved. Wider pronota in
females may have evolved to allow for more space within the prothoracic cavity for extrinsic
coxal muscles (Chapman 1998), allowing for greater leverage on the coxa, and therefore on
the proleg as a whole (Grey 1944). This is known from other insects that spend a degree of
their lives underground (Villani et al. 1999), but is usually found along with other adaptations
for digging. Female Gnorimus appear to have slightly shorter and broader tibiae with longer
teeth toward the tarsi (Blake pers. obvs.), which matches knowledge from other Cetoniinae
(Lachaume 1983; Allard 1985, 1986, 1991; Ratcliffe & Warner 2011). Thus a wider
pronotum could be an adaptation to help females dig through pabula in rot holes to lay eggs.
Slimmer elytra and bodies could also be an adaptation for this (Villani et al. 1999),
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compensating for the loss of internal abdominal space by elongating it. Males could have
evolved wider elytra to sheath larger wings for better dispersal; wing length to body size
ratios are correlated with better dispersal abilities across Coleoptera (Harrison 1980). Males
fly more often and further than females in other scarab beetles, or have adaptations likely to
help in this role (such as larger wings, Kawano 1995; Rink & Sinsch 2007; Svensson et al.
2011).
Though possibly more of an issue for species which feed on food that needs to be slowly
digested (Gnorimus feed on pollen and nectar), differences in the internal composition of the
abdomen may explain the elongation detected in female Gnorimus compared to males and the
increased level of spacing between the segments (Fig. 4.12 & 4.18). Dissection of young
females preserved in ethanol has shown that mature eggs take up a large volume of space in
the abdomen of females (Blake pers. obvs.) but there are no data showing how egg number
changes during the adult life span of this genus. Gnorimus feed as adults on energy and
nutrient-rich foods that require little digestion, but it is likely that (as in Lepidoptera;
Wickman & Karlsson 1989) adults eclose with abdomens full of fat bodies as a nutrient store
and with large reproductive organs. Scarabs, generally being large for insects, usually
produce relatively small numbers of large eggs (Berrigan 1991, citing Iwata 1966; Blake
pers. obvs.), and Gnorimus are no exception. The large eggs and fat bodies, though
comprised of large quantities of water, may still take up large volumes of space when
compared to old individual Gnorimus that have used up most of their stored resources. This
may result in discrepancies between old and young individuals, and between females and
males. Thus the reliability of the shape of the abdomen in identifying male or female
Gnorimus may need more attention, but the shape of hard structures (such as the groove in
the terminal female tergite) do appear to be reliable characteristics to sex Gnorimus.
Though the approach revealed differences in phenotype and shape between the different
sexes and species investigated, conforming to prior hypotheses, some flaws in the analysis
were evident, though these did not seem to affect the results. Some causes of error could
include:


using liquid preserved specimens alongside dried specimens may lead to differences
in the size and shape of the soft internal organs, which could take up additional space
in the abdomen, forcing it to telescope
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females may have eggs retained within the body, which as semi-hard structures, may
take up space in the abdomen leading to telescoping. Additionally, young adult
females may have more eggs held within their bodies than older females, which may
also take up abdominal space



well-fed individuals could also have large volumes of space taken up by food they’ve
eaten

Despite some gene-sharing between Gnorimus nobilis and G. variabilis, the two species can
be reliably identified based on shape and general phenotypic characteristics which are useful
both on set specimens in a standardised environment (in museums, or the laboratory) and
from high-resolution photographs in the field. Thus if melanistic variants of G. nobilis are
found in some populations, they can be differentiated from G. variabilis due to their shorter
elytral length, poorly punctuated scutella, and slimmer elytra and abdomens. In addition there
exist some differences in shape and characteristics between the western (G. nobilis nobilis)
and eastern (G. nobilis bolshakovi, and individuals which share their COI and CR haplotype
(Chapter 5)) populations of G. nobilis, and an unexpected finding that male G. nobilis exist in
two allopatric morphs, one in the west with large spoon-shaped metatibia, and an eastern
morph with normal metatibia (Fig. 4.7). However, these populations don’t largely differ in
shape (Supplementary Figures 1 & 4), though there may be some subtle differences which
require further study (Supplementary Tables 17 & 18). Finally, male and female Gnorimus
can be reliably differentiated with shape, which is likely to have adaptive significance based
on sex-specific differences in behaviour and biology. Additionally, these differences should
be useful for accurate identification of sexes and species from photographs taken in noncontrolled settings (including from data collected by citizen science initiatives), improving
the data that can be collected from such schemes.
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Table 4.1: Characters used in scoring morphological variation in Gnorimus specimens, with
the maximum achievable score
Character
Elytra Ribbing
Elytra Spotting
Pronotum Spotting
T5 Spotting
Scutellum Punctuation
Male metatibia shape

Explanation
Presence and level of longitudinal
ridges on the elytra
Presence and level of cretaceous
spots on the elytra
Presence and level of cretaceous
spots on the pronotum
Presence and level of cretaceous
spots on tergite 5
Distribution of punctuation on the
scutellum
Shape of the male metatibia from
straight and hairy to spoon-shaped,
black and hairless

Score
4
6
4
5
5
4

Table 4.2. PCA Component Matrix for all Gnorimus. The 3 most important variables for each
component are listed in red.

Size
Rib
Espot
Pspot
T5Spot
Scutellum

1
-.231
.337
.593
.693
.651
-.726

Component
2
.768
-.445
.630
.119
.263
.412

3
.424
.726
.046
.272
-.425
.118

Table 4.3. PCA Component Matrix for female Gnorimus. The 3 most important variables for
each component are listed in red.

Size
Rib
Espot
Pspot
T5Spot
Scutellum

1
-.449
.523
.474
.608
.683
-.769

Component
2
.750
-.182
.732
.317
.219
.334

3
.259
.744
-.096
.232
-.430
.096
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Table 4.4. PCA Component Matrix for male Gnorimus. The 4 most important variables for
each component are listed in red.

1
Size
Rib
Espot
Pspot
T5Spot
Scutellum
Leg

.194
.144
.786
.717
.580
-.531
-.322

Component
2
.779
-.407
.322
-.165
-.124
.621
-.542

3
-.061
-.675
.149
-.181
.628
.119
.556

Table 4.5. Mahalanobis distance between groups, and the significance of the Discriminant
analysis to differentiate between the dorsal groups. Significant differences between groups
are marked in bold

Species and sex
G. nobilis F
G. variabilis M
G. variabilis F

G. nobilis M
3.5560
P<0.0001
5.0641
P<0.0001
6.2888
P<0.0001

G. nobilis F
-

G. variabilis M
-

6.4057
P<0.0001
5.9751
P<0.0001

5.3756
P<0.0001

Table 4.6. Mahalanobis distance between groups, and the significance of the Discriminant
analysis to differentiate between the ventral groups. Significant differences between groups
are marked in bold

Species and sex
G. nobilis F
G. variabilis M
G. variabilis F

G. nobilis M
4.9430
P<0.0001
3.9139
P=0.0319
7.6272
P<0.0001

G. nobilis F
-

G. variabilis M
-

7.1839
P=0.0021
7.0561
P=0.0010

-
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5.591
P=0.9026

Table 4.7. Mahalanobis distance between subspecies and sex groups, and the significance of
the Discriminant analysis to differentiate between the dorsal groups. Significant differences
between groups are marked in bold

Subspecies
and sex

G. nobilis
nobilis, M

G. nobilis
nobilis, F

G. nobilis
bolshakovi,
M

G. nobilis
bolshakovi, F

G. nobilis
macedonicus,
F

G. nobilis
nobilis, F

3.5330

-

-

-

-

G. nobilis
bolshakovi,
M

2.9800

5.5005

-

-

-

P=0.0018

P<0.0001

G. nobilis
bolshakovi, F

4.3754

4.1929

2.6383

-

-

P=0.2046

P=0.6382

P=0.9742

6.2315
G. nobilis
macedonicus, P=0.1879
F

8.1169
P=0.1388

4.3592
P=0.9109

0.6581
P=0.7235

-

P<0.0001

Table 4.8. Mahalanobis distance between ventral groups, and the significance of the
Discriminant analysis to differentiate between the subspecies groups. Significant differences
between groups are marked in bold

Subspecies
and sex

G. nobilis
nobilis, M

G. nobilis
nobilis, F

G. nobilis
nobilis, F
G. nobilis
bolshakovi,
M
G. nobilis
bolshakovi, F
G. nobilis
macedonicus,
F

7.0767
P<0.0001
3.9139
P=0.0319

-

12.2141
P=0.0003
15.2859
P=0.0026

G. nobilis
bolshakovi,
M
-

G. nobilis
bolshakovi, F
-

G. nobilis
macedonicus,
F
-

12.4072
P=0.0163

-

-

-

10.5705
P=0.9373
31.3945
P=0.6108

5.0728
P=0.8012
5.3553
P=0.8460

-

-

0.3576
P=0.8191

-
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Figure 4.1. Examples of the phenotypic characters used in the study, with an example of an
individual with the lowest score to the left, and a specimen with the highest achievable score
on the right. a & b: elytra ribbing. c & d: elytra spotting. e & f: pronotum spotting. g & h:
scutellum punctuation. i & j: male metatibia.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

Figure 4.2: Geometric morphometric landmarks used for the dorsal surface of Gnorimus
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Figure 4.3: Geometric morphometric landmarks used for the ventral surface of Gnorimus

Figure 4.4 – 3D scatter plot showing the three principle components computed for Gnorimus
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Figure 4.5 – 3D scatter plot showing the three principle components computed for the female
Gnorimus
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Figure 4.6 – 3D scatter plot showing the three principle components computed for the male
Gnorimus
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Figure 4.7: Gnorimus nobilis distribution showing variation in male metatibial shape.
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Figure 4.8. Plot of canonical variate 1 against canonical variate 2 for the Gnorimus nobilis
against G. variabilis dorsal dataset. Individuals were also split by sex. The confidence
ellipses show 95% probability from equal frequency
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Figure 4.9. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 2 for the dorsal
species level analysis. These represent the most extreme values from the data for each variate,
showing how the scores vary.
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Figure 4.10. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 2 for the dorsal
species-level analysis. These represent the most extreme values from the data for each
variate, showing how the scores vary.
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Figure 4.11. Plot of canonical variate 1 against canonical variate 2 for the Gnorimus nobilis
against G. variabilis ventral dataset. Individuals were also split by sex. The confidence
ellipses show 95% probability from equal frequency
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Figure 4.12. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 2 for the ventral
species-level analysis. These represent the most extreme values from the data for each
variate, showing how the scores vary.
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Figure 4.13. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 2 for the ventral
species-level analysis. These represent the most extreme values from the data for each
variate, showing how the scores vary.
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Figure 4.14. Plot of canonical variate 1 against canonical variate 2 for the Gnorimus nobilis
subspecies dorsal dataset. Individuals were also split by sex. The confidence ellipses show
95% probability from equal frequency
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Figure 4.15. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 1 for the dorsal
subspecies analysis. These represent the most extreme values from the data for each variate,
showing how the scores vary.
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Figure 4.16. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 2 for the dorsal
subspecies analysis. These represent the most extreme values for each variate, showing how
the scores vary.
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Figure 4.17. Plot of canonical variate 1 against canonical variate 2 for the Gnorimus nobilis
subspecies ventral dataset. Individuals were also split by sex. The confidence ellipses show
95% probability from equal frequency
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Figure 4.18. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 1 for the ventral
subspecies analysis. These represent the most extreme values from the data for each variate,
showing how the scores vary.
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Figure 4.19. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 2 for the ventral
subspecies analysis. These represent the most extreme values from the data for each variate,
showing how the scores vary.
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Chapter 5

Systematics and phylogeography of Gnorimus
in Europe
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5.1 Introduction
Gnorimus is a small genus of 11 species distributed throughout the northern hemisphere
(Tauzin 2004a), though only the two most widespread species in Europe (G. nobilis (L. 1758)
and G. variabilis (L. 1758)) have been the recipients of much research and conservation
attention (Schenke 2010; Trizzino et al. 2013; Bates et al. 2014). These two species are both
specialists feeding on heartwood rot of veteran trees with some overlap in their chosen hosts,
oaks (Quercus spp.), sweet chestnuts (Castanea sativa) and fruit trees (Prunus spp., Malus
spp.) in particular, although G. nobilis is also found in willow (Salix spp.) and poplar
(Populus spp.) and lives at higher altitudes in the southern part of its range (Mannerkoski et
al. 2010a; Trizzino et al. 2013). Gnorimus variabilis prefers lower altitudes in the southern
reaches of its range, and will also use beech (Fagus sylvatica) and alder (Alnus spp.) as hosts
(Mannerkoski et al. 2010b; Trizzino et al. 2013).
Though widespread, the two species are poorly documented from a phylogeographical
standpoint. Both species have a large number of named colour variations (Tauzin 2004b)
which almost certainly represent continuous variation (see Chapter 4), but G. nobilis has
three recognised subspecies: G. nobilis nobilis found throughout Europe, G. nobilis
bolshakovi (Gusakov 2002) from one locality in eastern Russia, and G. nobilis macedonicus
(Baraud 1992) from Macedonia. It is worth noting that the range of G. n. macedonicus is
surrounded by that of G. n. nobilis. The relationships between these three subspecies are
unknown: both new subspecies were named on the basis of colouration (see Chapter 4) and
lack the spoon-shaped metatibia typical of male G. n. nobilis. Tauzin (2004a) suggested the
two minor subspecies be synonymised due to their morphological similarity, although no
comment was made on the disjunct distribution or biogeographic separation between Russia
and Macedonia for the definition of G. n. macedonicus.
Little is known about the changing distributions and phylogeography of saproxylic beetles,
despite these species being under serious pressure from habitat loss and degradation (Horák
et al. 2012). Rot holes (also called tree cavities) are the rarest saproxylic habitat in Europe
(Müller et al. 2014), taking decades or centuries to form. Once rot holes have formed they
can persist for as long as the tree stays standing (up to many tens of years), thus acting as
reservoirs in the absence of any suitable holes in surrounding trees. Though most large
European tree species hosting saproxylic beetles conform to a ‘standard’ “southern richness,
northern purity” model of phylogeography (Petit et al. 2002; Hewitt 2004; Magri et al. 2006),
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evidence strongly suggests that some tree species persisted in northern European refugia
during the last glacial maximum (Provan & Bennett 2008; Schmitt & Varga 2012). The
extent to which saproxylics utilised such habitats during the last glacial maximum is
unknown (though some evidence for northern rot-hole refugia exists - Coope 1998), as is the
extent to which the post-glacial recolonisation pattern of rot-hole specialist beetles across
Europe matches that of their tree hosts.
To analyse patterns of postglacial recolonisation and genetic predictions of past distributions,
plus the genetic status of the named subspecies and potential presence of other cryptic
subspecies, of European species of Gnorimus a suite of genetic markers were chosen for their
suitability and reliability to address these questions. Mitochondrial genes have been widely
utilised in phylogeographic studies of insects (e.g. Hewitt 2004; Habel et al. 2005; Garrick et
al. 2006; Ahrens et al. 2013), though such genes need to be complemented by studies on
nuclear genes to better understand potential hybridisation / introgression and to avoid reading
too much into results from a single gene (Rand & Harrison 1989; Knowles & Maddison
2002; Shaw 2002; Flanders et al. 2009). Combinations of mtDNA and nDNA markers can
provide extremely detailed pictures of the pattern of phylogeography, phylogeny and postglacial expansion in the study species (e.g. Holderegger et al. 2006; Vila et al. 2006; Říčan et
al. 2008). Additionally, markers under selection can also provide insights when combined
with selectively neutral markers.
Cytochrome Oxidase 1 (COI) is the most commonly utilised mitochondrial DNA marker in
phylogeography (Moore 1995; Hebert et al. 2003), and as such has a vast quantity of
literature associated with its analysis. Studies typically either use primers designed from
conserved regions in the gene to amplify a large section for analysis (Simon et al. 1994), or
develop species- or genus-specific primers using sequences on publically accessible
databases such as GenBank. The COI gene has a reported mutation rate between 3.54%My-1
(Papadopoulou et al. 2010) and 2.34%My-1 (Brower 1994) in insects, allowing for analysis of
population divergence events down to a scale of approximately 5KYA using typical sequence
lengths (250bp+).
Control Region (CR, also known as the AT-rich region in insects) is a large non-coding
portion of the mitochondrial genome which controls the initiation of replication and
transcription of mtDNA (Saito et al. 2005).The CR is extraordinarily long and AT rich in
insects (usually ~90% AT; Zhang & Hewitt 1997), varying in size in Cetoniidae from 761bp
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in Osmoderma opicum (Kim et al. 2016) to 5654bp in Protaetia brevitarsis (Kim et al. 2014),
the latter being one of the longest Control Regions of any sequenced beetle. This extended
length of CR is often composed of large (100bp+) tandem repeats (e.g. in P. brevitarsis) or
shorter microsatellite-like sequences (e.g. in O. opicum). For the few species for which
population-level data are available, CR can be highly variable in size due to variable numbers
of repeat units (Mancini et al. 2008), and therefore represents an extremely challenging DNA
region to amplify reliably within Coleoptera (and arthropods in general), especially those
with very large CRs. For those species where a section of CR can be reliably amplified, the
gene shows a high level of nucleotide variation, making it suitable for use in phylogeography
(Mardulyn et al. 2003), but in general the region often proves to be so difficult to amplify
reliably in arthropods that little population-level data is available (e.g. Snäll et al. 2002;
Mancini et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2012). Additionally, there has been very little work on
arthropods to characterise genetic distances between lineages (e.g. species) and the rate of
evolution in CR. Most studies have used microsatellite-like repeat units within CR rather than
nucleotide differences, an approach suited to species with small, simple CRs, but one that
becomes near impossible when the repeat units are long (30bp+) or the region highly
complex (Hwang & Kim 1999; Navajas et al. 2002; Ma et al. 2009). One of the few studies to
have computed CR divergence levels showed pairwise uncorrected distances among
Halocaridina shrimp were approximately 9.9-18% per million years (2-3 times higher than
other regions of the mitochondrial genome) (Justice et al. 2016).
In addition to mtDNA markers, neutral nuclear markers are often employed to analyse
population connectivity, speciation, hybridisation, and assessment of phylogeographic
patterns (Roy et al. 1994; Barluenga et al. 2006; Palstra & Ruzzante 2008). The most
commonly employed markers are microsatellites, short simple sequences composed of
tandemly repeated motifs of non-coding DNA, which are popular due to their high mutation
rate and common occurrence in genomes (Sunnucks 2000). Though homoplasy, null alleles
and allele dropout caused by high mutation rates can make microsatellites challenging to
study (Hendrick 1999; Brito & Edwards 2009), they offer considerable power to investigate
fine scale processes, such as dispersal and subpopulation structure (Paetkau et al. 1995;
Keller et al. 2005).
Evidence of adaptation in the genome is being increasingly targeted in studies of
conservation genetics and phylogeography (Pauls et al. 2013; Frankham et al. 2014),
typically being studied by investigating sequence variation within functional genes and
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comparing the patterns to those from neutrally evolving markers (though see Ballard &
Whitlock 2004). Heat Shock Protein 70 (HSP70 hereafter) mediates cellular protection under
environmental stress via interfering with apoptosis (Beere et al. 2000; Li & Srivastava 2004).
Though the utility of heat shock genes for investigating phylogeographic pattern has been
little investigated, the work that has been done suggests that they are useful markers with
which to discriminate between lineages along with other nuclear and/or mitochondrial
markers (e.g. Lee & Boulding 2009 on the related HSC70; Hou et al. 2014 using HSP70;
Baringou et al. 2016 using HSP70).
The Orco (Odorant co-receptor, previously known as Or83b, Vosshall & Hansson 2011) gene
region codes for an atypical receptor which is co-expressed with other odorant receptors in
Drosophila melanogaster, but is also highly conserved across other insect orders (Larsson et
al. 2004; Jones et al. 2005; Malpel et al. 2008). Orco binds to a specific odorant receptor,
then forms a heterodimer which acts as an ion channel (Jones et al. 2011). Along with this
general function, it appears to be an important receptor for detecting host cues (the gene is
expressed to a greater degree in female emerald ash borer beetles (Agrilus planipennis),
which need to find rot holes to lay their eggs, than males (Mamidala et al. 2013)) and/or
male-produced pheromones (e.g. Bactrocera cucurbitae, Diptera; Shen et al. 2011). The gene
has been used in phylogeny reconstruction due to its conserved nature (e.g. Yang et al. (2012)
in Orthoptera and Endopterygota; Zhao et al. (2013) in Hymenoptera; Macharia et al. (2016)
in Diptera), however despite the gene being useful to reconstruct phylogenies across orders,
families and genera, no study has investigated this gene for its use in phylogeographic studies
within genera.
The objectives of this study were to: (i) analyse genetic diversity in the two common
European species of Gnorimus (G. nobilis and G. variabilis), and to investigate their
relationships to other Gnorimus; (ii) to resolve the systematic status of both G. n. bolshakovi
and G. n. macedonicus subspecies of G. nobilis; and (iii) to investigate the post-glacial
recolonisation patterns and historical demographic changes of both species. An earlier
objective was to extend the Europe-wide phylogeographic analysis to investigate smaller
scale connectivity between Gnorimus populations in UK orchards using microsatellite loci.
Due to technical difficulties in isolating microsatellites and extremely low levels of variation
at the loci developed (see Chapter 6) led to this objective being dropped and replaced with a
comparative study of population genetics of UK populations of another saproxylic beetle, the
stag beetle Lucanus cervus.
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5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Sampling Protocol
A total of 131 specimens of adult Gnorimus nobilis were obtained for this study
(Supplementary Table 7), plus four larvae from Kent, UK. Due to the elusive nature and low
abundance status of species of the genus large numbers of samples across the full range of
each species are difficult to gather (and not ethically justifiable), so small numbers of existing
beetle samples were collected from a variety of sources including museums, commercial
insect suppliers, scientists and private sellers on eBay (only reliable sources used, with
collection locality verified). Due to the focus on G. nobilis, samples were collected from
throughout its range representing all three named subspecies and from nearly every potential
southern glacial refugial location. The only putative refugium that could not be sampled for
this study was Turkey. In addition, samples of G. variabilis (n=17) and G. subopacus (n=2)
were included as outgroups for comparison. No individuals were sampled from areas where
they are legally protected. Where extra fresh samples were collected in the UK, this was done
in collaboration with local conservation groups and the People’s Trust for Endangered
Species with landowner permission obtained where necessary. Samples were stored on arrival
to Aberystwyth University either in 100% ethanol or individually bagged and dry frozen at 20°C.

5.2.2 DNA Extraction Protocol
DNA was extracted from all samples using a modified CTAB phenol-chloroform-isoamyl
alcohol protocol (Winnepenninckx et al. 1993) (see Chapter 6): tissue was initially taken
from a meta- or mesothoracic leg up to the trochanter from preserved adults. For delicate
specimens or those on loan from an institution only the tarsi and tibia were used. For
specimens which yielded very little DNA via this method, a separate leg was used up to and
including the coxa, or cutting into the thorax and using preserved flight muscles instead. The
tissue was washed in distilled water, dried by blotting on lab roll, and placed into a 1.5ml
Eppendorf tube. 350µl of CTAB buffer and 10µl of Proteinase K was added, followed by 10s
on a vortex. This was incubated overnight (18-22 hours) at 37°C. 350µl of equilibrated
6.7/8.0pH Phenol-Chloroform-Isoamylalcohol was added into each tube before being shaken
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by hand for 10 minutes. The tubes were then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 13,000RPM, after
which the top layer was pipetted into a new tube, and the waste discarded. 990µl of 100%
ethanol was added to the new tube, and the solution was incubated at -20°C for at least two
hours. This was then centrifuged at 13,000RPM for 10 minutes; the liquid solution poured
off, with small remaining volumes removed using a pipette. DNA pellets were then dried in
open tubes in a fume cupboard for 20 minutes, after which 50µl of distilled water was added.
DNA was then left overnight at 4°C to go into solution before assessment by running 5µl
DNA stock on 1% agarose gels.

5.2.3 mtDNA genotyping and statistical analysis
Depending on the concentration of DNA visible on a gel, stock DNA was diluted to between
1/10 and 1/100. Most samples were diluted to either 1/20 or 1/50. Species-specific primers
(Table 5.1) were designed from a sequence from Gnorimus variabilis on GenBank
(DQ155821.1) to amplify the 5’ end of COI, one of the most variable regions of COI and
useful for phylogeographic study and species identification (Lunt et al. 1996). These primers
were used to amplify and sequence this region from G. nobilis, from which internal speciesspecific primers were designed to amplify a 512bp region. Using these primers, all specimens
were screened using 20µl PCRs consisting of 10µl of Biomix (Bioline, London, UK), 1µl of
each primer at 10µM, 5µl of dH2O, and 3µl of diluted DNA. PCR conditions were 95°C/3
minutes, 55X (95°C/30s, 52°C/45s, 72°C/45s), 72°C/3 minutes. For specimens that didn’t
amplify (most notably non-G. nobilis Gnorimus) the annealing temperature was reduced to
48°C. All primers novel to this study were designed in Primer 3 (Koressaar & Remm 2007).
For Control Region, primers were initially developed from recommendations by Simon et al.
(2006), sequencing in from the 12s and ND2 regions. Primers used were the 12s primers SRJ14197 (5’- ATAAGYCTACTTTGTTACGACTT-3’) and SR-J14610(5’ATAATAGGGTATCTAATCCTAGT-3’), and the ND2 primer N2-N993 (5'GGTAAAAATCCTAAAAATGGNGG-3’). Modifications to the primers were made
following suggestions from Simon et al. (2006) to as closely match Coleoptera as possible.
Amplicons approximately 6-7kb in size were initially produced using the same PCR mix as
above, but under the following PCR conditions: 95°C/3 minutes, 55X (95°C/30s, 55°C/60s,
70°C/90s), 72°C/5 minutes. Additional tests using lower annealing and extension
temperatures proved unreliable, despite Su et al. (1996) suggesting that this might help with
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A+T rich DNA templates. The amplicons were cleaned and sequenced with both forward and
reverse primers. These provided approximately 600bp from 12s, and 400bp from Nad2, from
which internal primers were designed. These were used to continue to sequence along the
fragment, developing new primers when possible. However, this proved to be extremely
difficult due to the repetitive nature of the CR (see below). Primers developed often turned
out to be from regions replicated in the centre of the CR, and would regularly produce a
mixture of bands of different sizes with a reverse primer corresponding to replicated forward
primer sites. This, along with the extremely large size of the region and its extremely AT rich
nature (generally between 80-95%) resulted in dozens of forward and reverse primers being
developed and utilised to eventually find a short region (Table 5.1; 350bp) which reliably
amplified across all samples, including museum specimens, and was free of mixed
(overlapping) peaks. The final PCR conditions for these primers were: 95°C/3 minutes, 55X
(95°C/30s, 54°C/30s, 72°C/30s), 72°C/5 minutes.
Amplicons were checked on a 2% agarose gel, then cleaned with SureClean Plus (Bioline)
following the manufacturer’s protocol (but increasing the initial centrifugation step to 20
minutes), and sequenced with AB BigDye technology on an AB3500.
Sequences were checked and edited in Chromas Lite (Version 2.1; 2012; Technelysium Pty
Ltd), checked for identity using the BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al. 1990), then aligned in
BioEdit (Version 7.1.11; 2013; Hall 1999) using the CLUSTAL W algorithm with default
settings (Thompson et al. 1994). Sequences of COI from Gnorimus nobilis were aligned to a
sequence of G. nobilis accessioned to GenBank (JX234208.1) from southern Greece
(N39°52'E22°44', Sipek pers. comm. 2015); no sequences to Gnorimus CR were available on
GenBank, so de novo alignments were created. All sequences were carefully checked by eye
for double peaks, then checked in the ‘ORF Finder’
(http://www.bioinformatics.org/sms/orf_find.html) for indels, frameshifts and stop codons
which could indicate the presence of nuclear mitochondrial pseudogenes (NUMTs; Song et
al. 2008).
Intra-population estimates of genetic diversity were calculated for both mtDNA regions:
number of haplotypes (H), haplotype (h) and nucleotide () diversities, and the number of
polymorphic sites (P) were calculated in ARLEQUIN (3.5.2.2 2015, Excoffier & Lischer
2010). Additionally, statistics of neutral sequence evolution and of population expansion
were computed under a sudden spatial expansion model: Tau, Theta, Harpending's
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Raggedness index (Harpending et al. 1993), Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989), Fu’s F (Fu & Li
1993) and Mismatch Distribution analysis (Rogers & Harpending 1992) were computed in
ARLEQUIN. Simulated results of pairwise nucleotide differences can be compared to the
observed distribution by using the sum of squared deviations (SSD), which was also
computed in ARLEQUIN. Values of Tau were used to estimate population expansion times
under 2.34%MY-1 and 3.54%MY-1 COI mutation rates (Brower 1994; Papadopoulou et al.
2010). In addition, the mean diversity within subpopulations was calculated alongside the
mean diversity of all populations for COI.
The most appropriate model for the analyses was chosen using jModelTest (V. 2.1.10;
Guindon & Gascuel 2003; Darriba et al. 2012) for each gene using the model with the lowest
value for the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) statistic. The Tamura 3-parameter
substitution model including a gamma-distributed amongst site variation was shown to be the
most appropriate method for COI (P=61, AIC=2175.01), whilst the General Time Reversible
model including a gamma-distributed amongst site variation was the most appropriate
method for CR (P=55, AIC=1371.92). Both Maximum Likelihood phylogenies were built
using an extensive subtree-pruning-regrafting (SPR) tree inference method, and 1000
bootstrap replications.
Neighbour Joining (1000 bootstrap replications) trees were built for both genes using
MEGA6 (6.06; 2013; Tamura et al. 2013), using models with the lowest AIC statistic in
jModelTest where appropriate within MEGA6 (Tamura 3-parameter for both COI and CR).
A Bayesian approach using MrBayes (v3.2.6; Huelsenbeck & Ronquist 2001; Ronquist &
Huelsenbeck 2003) (assuming an inverse gamma distribution of site variations, 100,000
generation burn in and 1,000,000 total generations) was also used to explore phylogenetic
relationships within the COI and CR datasets. A sequence each from Trichius fasciatus
(GenBank accession JX234253.1) and T. zonatus (GenBank accession EF487734.1) were
used as Trichiini outgroups.
Haplotype networks were built using DNASP to produce an .rdf file, which was then
visualised in Network (5; 2015; fluxus-engineering.com) using Median Joining networks
(Bandelt et al. 1999) and Maximum Parsimony networks (Polzin & Daneshmand 2003).
Inter-population tests of genetic diversity were calculated. Estimates of genetic differentiation
among lineages were calculated using pairwise FST in ARLEQUIN.
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5.2.5 Nuclear gene sequencing and analysis
Stock extracted DNA was diluted to between 1/5 and 1/100 for nuclear gene amplification.
For Heat Shock Protein 70, the Clarke HSP primers were used to amplify a large portion of
this gene from Gnorimus nobilis, before species-specific primers (Table 5.1) were developed
from within this larger sequence. PCR cycling protocols were: 95°C/3 minutes, 45X
(95°C/30s, 52°C/30s, 72°C/30s), 72°C/5 minutes.
For Orco, primers were developed from an alignment of three Holotrichia (Scarabaeidae,
Melolonthinae) species uploaded to GenBank (H. plumbea, HQ110087.1; H. oblita,
JF718662.1; H. parallela, JF826514.1). The alignment was 1428bp long, and showed some
highly conserved sites between the three Holotrichia species and the non-Scarab Coleoptera
outgroups Tenebrio molitor (KP296755.1) and Tribolium castaneum (AM689918.1). Primers
(Table 5.1) were designed from the most conserved regions in this alignment, and were then
used to amplify and obtain a sequence of the gene from G. nobilis. This was aligned to the
other Orco/Or83b sequences, and shorter primers were developed to more reliably amplify
the gene from a variety of samples. PCR conditions for the short, species-specific primers
were: 95°C/3 minutes, 45X (95°C/30s, 57°C/30s, 72°C/30s), 72°C/5 minutes.
Amplicons were checked on a 2% agarose gel, then cleaned with SureClean Plus (Bioline)
following the manufacturer’s protocol (but increasing the initial centrifugation step to 20
minutes), and sequenced with AB BigDye technology.
Sequences of both genes were checked and edited in Chromas Lite (Version 2.1; 2012;
Technelysium Pty Ltd), then checked for identity using the BLAST algorithm against the
GenBank database. Mixed peaks were edited to include degenerate base codes if these were
present. To be classed as a mixed peak, points of inflection in both peaks had to match
exactly, whilst the smaller peak could be no less than one third of the size of the larger (to
account for PCR and sequencing biases; most mixed peaks were near equal in size).
Recombination Detection Program 4 (RDP4, Martin et al. 2015) was used to detect
recombination in HSP70 and Orco using the following statistical methods: RDP,
GENECONV, MaxChi, BootScan and SiScan. Due to the short sequence lengths, the window
size for the recombination detection methods was set to 20bp (Miraldo et al. 2011). No
recombination was detected in any statistical analysis.
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Following this, PHASE was used to reconstruct alleles assuming no recombination (Stephens
et al. 2001; Stephens & Scheet 2005), implemented in DNASP (version 5.10, Librado &
Rozas 2009). To test for differences between haplotype thresholds (following
recommendations from Garrick et al. (2010)), the data were run in separate analyses at 0.6
and 0.95 thresholds (1000 iterations, 1000 burn in). Comparing both haplotype networks and
Maximum Parsimony trees in Network (version 5, Bandelt et al. 1999; Polzin & Daneshmand
2003; fluxus-engineering.com) showed no differences in the alleles constructed for either
gene, whilst no unresolved genotypes were detected. For future analyses, the 0.95 threshold
data were used for both genes.
An issue occasionally found in arthropod nuclear gene phylogeography is segregation of a
large number of alleles at a locus, resulting in low power to reconstruct haplotypes (Garrick
et al. 2010; Walter et al. 2014). Whilst a common solution is to remove apparent
heterozygotes from the analysis, here most individuals are heterozygous in HSP, thus making
this solution impractical. Alcaide et al. (2011) suggest that for PHASE to accurately
reconstruct nuclear haplotypes in the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) there needs
to be a minimum allele to individual ratio of 1:2. Though our HSP data violate this rule due
to most individuals being heterozygous (allele to individual ratio: 84:93, 1:1.107) and a low
percentage of common alleles (the five most common alleles hold 57 of the total pool of 186
alleles) that PHASE always resolved all genotypes suggests that this is not an issue with our
analysis. Orco shows somewhat more structure, with an allele to individual ratio of 27:76
(1:2.815).
Alleles were then aligned in BioEdit (Version 7.1.11; 2013; Hall 1999) using the CLUSTAL
W algorithm with default settings (Thompson et al. 1994). Nucleotide-sequence-based
estimates of genetic differentiation (KST and KST*) for both genes were calculated in DNASP
(5.10.01; 2010; Librado & Rozas 2009), assessing statistical significance by permutating
sequences among samples (with 1000 permutations) for both KST and KST*. KST* is a
modification of KST which adds a logarithmic function to “dij,jk (which) denotes the number of
differences (restriction sites or nucleotide sites) between the jth sequence from locality i and
the kth sequence from locality j”, with the effect of reducing the weighting given to large
numbers of nucleotide differences between alleles (Hudson et al. 1992). Tests of selection
were computed in MEGA6 using a codon-based Z-test of selection under the modified Nei &
Gojobori method (Nei & Gojobori 1986; Zhang et al. 1998): using the ratio of synonymous
substitution per synonymous site (dS) and the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per
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nonsynonymous site (dN). The variances of dS and dN were computed with bootstrap analysis
(1000 replicates), and the following hypotheses examined: neutral evolution predicts dS=dN,
whilst positive selection predicts dS<dN, and purifying selection predicts dS>dN (Hughes &
Nei 1989).

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Mitochondrial data

5.3.1.1 COI sequences
COI sequences were clear of double peaks, indels, frameshifts and stop codons. Once the
low-quality ends of the sequences were removed, 318bp of COI was used in the analysis from
108 individuals of Gnorimus nobilis (Table 5.2; Fig. 5.1; Supplementary Table 7). Though
most sequences were longer than this (up to 512bp), the reliance on old museum samples
stored dried and pinned from certain glacial refugia (many samples from Spain and southern
Italy were over 20 years old, some were over 50 years old) or samples not preserved with an
emphasis on retaining high-quality DNA (most of the eBay samples over 5 years old) meant
that some of the amplicons were faint, and sequence quality sometimes fell below acceptable
levels, thus leaving the trimmed alignment at 318bp. However, this should be sufficient to
identify divergences between predicted glacial refugia based on the 3.54%My-1 (≈11 base
pair mutations in 318bp between lineages per million years; Papadopoulou et al. 2010)
mutation rate for Coleoptera COI, assuming reciprocally monophyletic groups.
The haplotype network and the Maximum Likelihood, Neighbour Joining and Bayesian
Inference trees all supported a separation within Gnorimus nobilis into two groups
representing eastern and western geographical clades (Figs.5.2, 5.3, 5.4 & 5.5), though
branch bootstrap values were low from two phylogeny methods (ML bootstrap=45, BI
bootstrap 57), whilst high in the NJ (bootstrap=98). Individuals of the “western clade” were
found distributed from southern France, Germany and the UK in western Europe, and
throughout central Europe from Latvia/Poland in the north to Greece in the south, and
including south of the Alps in Italy (Fig. 5.6). Individuals of the “eastern clade” were
distributed in Russia and Ukraine (plus one individual in Macedonia – see below). All trees
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indicated a distinct clade in southern Italy that was recovered as the sister clade to the main
western-eastern clades within G. nobilis with very strong support from two trees (ML
bootstrap=90, BI bootstrap 100), but low support in the NJ (bootstrap=45), but did not
recover the Spanish samples as being a distinct clade. One sample from Greece belonged to
the most common haplotype, whilst the other sample grouped closely to a GenBank sample
from Greece. These latter Greek haplotypes were nearly equidistant between the western
clade and the eastern clade, being 6bp from the most common haplotype and 8-10bp from the
Eastern clade. The Greek clade was identified as being more closely related to the Eastern
clade in the MP, NJ and BI analyses. Individuals previously identified as G. nobilis
bolshakovi had a distinctive eastern clade haplotype, which was shared by samples from
central Ukraine, and one sample identified as G. nobilis macedonicus. The other two G.
nobilis macedonicus samples displayed the common (western clade) haplotype. In addition,
all analyses showed clear separation between G. nobilis and G. variabilis, and a wellsupported divide within G. variabilis between samples from the eastern and western areas of
the distribution (ML bootstrap=100, NJ bootstrap=100, BI bootstrap 100).
Within-group distances between COI haplotypes were considerably lower for the Western
population than in any other due to large numbers of a single common haplotype (Table 5.3).
Between population distances of the Eastern clade were 0.0486-0.0553 compared to the
Western, Spanish and Italian clades, whilst G. variabilis differed by 0.1866-0.2038 to the G.
nobilis populations. In addition, overall Approximate ages of clade divergence were 1.882.44MY (2.34%MY-1, Brower 1994) or 1.24-1.61MY (3.54%My-1, Papadopoulou et al.
2010) between the Eastern and Western G. nobilis haplogroups, and 5.90-6.84MY / 3.904.52MY between G. nobilis and G. variabilis.
Both Tajima’s D and Fu’s F statistics differed significantly from neutrality (significant
negative values) in COI in the Western haplotype group (which includes Spanish and Italian
samples), rejecting a hypothesis of constant population size (Table 5.2). Both statistics did
not reject the hypothesis of constant population size in the Eastern haplogroup. Significant
negative values of both statistics indicate recent selective sweeps, genetic hitchhiking and/or
a population expansion after a bottleneck. Mismatch analysis showed a unimodal distribution
in Western G. nobilis (Fig. 5.11a), indicating a recent population expansion (Excoffier et al.
2009) whilst the bimodal distribution in the Eastern G. nobilis indicates an older expansion
and/or a stable population (Rogers & Harpending 1992). The ‘twin peak’ mismatch
distribution in G. variabilis (Fig. 5.11e) implies that there may be a greater east-west division
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in the species than has reported here, though the small sample size limits what can be said.
SSD results were not significant for any haplogroup, failing to reject the null hypothesis of
population expansion. Raggedness indices were similar in both haplogroups, implying similar
expansion times. Western Gnorimus nobilis had an estimated expansion time of 224000344000 years before present, Eastern G. nobilis 440000-670000 years before present, and G.
variabilis 408000-622000 years before present.

5.3.1.2 Control Region
Once the low-quality ends of the sequences were removed, 330bp of CR was used in the
analysis from 80 individuals of Gnorimus. Sequences used were free of double peaks, indels
and frameshifts in the internal primer combinations used (see Methods). The repetitive nature
of the CR in Cetoniids (Kim et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2016) makes it extremely difficult to
reliably amplify and sequence a clean region across multiple individuals not immediately
preserved for genetic analysis. Certain longer primer combinations yielded sequences which
did have occasional mixed peaks (hinting at the presence of NUMTs) and so were not used
for phylogeographic analysis. Most of the difficulties in sequencing CR outlined by Mancini
et al. (2008) were found with Gnorimus, including the high A+T nucleotide bias,
homopolymer stretches and repeated elements. Similar to other Cetoniid CR sequences
(Protaetia brevitarsis Kim et al. 2014; Osmoderma opicum Kim et al. 2016), the Control
Region of Gnorimus nobilis is littered with start (AAT, ATA and ATT in particular,
following the suggestion of Sheffield et al. (2008) of AAT and AAC as start codons in
Polyphaga) and stop codons in all reading frames: in the section of CR used seven Open
Reading Frames (ORFs) were detected, the longest CR ORF being 141bp. The region used in
this study did not have any indels present between individuals. The region used aligns
approximately to bases 19145-19477 in the Protaetia brevitarsis mitochondrial genome
(GenBank accession number: KC775706.1 (Kim et al. 2014)). The approximation is due to
the large number of indels between the two sequences.
The haplotype network (Fig. 5.7) and Maximum Likelihood (Fig. 5.8), Neighbour Joining
(Fig. 5.9) and Bayesian Inference (Fig. 5.10) trees all strongly supported a separation within
Gnorimus nobilis into two distinct haplogroups representing eastern and western
geographical clades. As with COI individuals from northern Spain were distinctive, as were
individuals from southern Italy, but their exact relationships to the two main clades (central
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European and Eastern) were unclear, being either more closely rooted with central Europe or
the Eastern group depending on the tree building method used. In addition, the ML and NJ
trees weakly supported a basal clade within the Western and Central clade exclusive to
English G. nobilis. Individuals from Kent had a unique haplotype, as did those from the north
Worcestershire site, but the southern Worcestershire site possessed two different
haplogroups.
Due to the difficulty in sequencing the CR, fewer samples were sequenced than for COI
(Table 5.2). The Greek sample with the central European COI haplogroup could not be
amplified, but the Greek specimen with a distinctive haplotype in COI had a CR haplotype
belonging to the central European CR haplogroup. The Eastern group was also supported,
with all individuals with an Eastern COI haplotype also possessing an Eastern CR haplotype,
including the G. nobilis macedonicus sample with the Eastern COI haplotype. Possibly due to
nucleotide differences in the primer binding sites, no G. variabilis samples could be
sequenced. Within-group distances between CR haplotypes were higher for the Western
population than in any other due (Table 5.3). Between population distances of the Eastern
clade were 0.0852-0.0872 compared to the Western, Spanish and Italian clades,
approximately twice that of COI.
Neither Tajima’s D nor Fu’s F statistics differed significantly from neutrality in CR in the
Eastern haplogroup, which couldn’t reject a hypothesis of constant population size (Table
5.2). In the Western haplogroup, Fu’s F differed significantly from neutrality, whilst Tajima’s
D approached the significance cut off (P=0.059). Mismatch analysis showed a unimodal
distribution in Western G. nobilis (Fig. 5.11c), indicating a recent population expansion
(Excoffier et al. 2009), though there is a hint that there could be a bimodal distribution. The
pattern is very similar to that in the Eastern G. nobilis (Fig. 5.11d), with both distributions
being intermediate between a clear unimodal distribution and a bimodal. SSD results were
not significant for any population, failing to reject the null hypothesis of population
expansion. The Raggedness index was similar between Eastern CR and Western COI and
Eastern COI, whilst the statistic was considerably lower in Western CR, suggesting a weaker
model fit.
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5.3.4 Heat Shock Protein
Once trimmed for quality, the HSP70 alignment was 206bp long. BLASTn searches for the
sequences showed close similarity on GenBank to HSP68 in Tribolium castaneum
(Tenebrionidae, 75%, NM_001170729.1) and HSP70 in Tenebrio molitor (Tenebrionidae,
75%, JQ219849.1). No other Scarabaeidae has had HSP70 sequenced. Grouping the samples
into haplogroups identified from the mitochondrial analysis (Western G. nobilis, Eastern G.
nobilis, and G. variabilis for COI) showed similar levels of allele and nucleotide diversity in
all three groups (Table 5.4), but G. variabilis showed lower levels of nucleotide diversity
than the other clades: 0.025 in 24 alleles with 16 polymorphic sites, against 0.027 from 20
alleles with 21 polymorphic sites in the Eastern G. nobilis clade, and 0.031 from 142 alleles
with 45 polymorphic sites in Western G. nobilis.
The alleles recovered by PHASE showed a chaotic double star pattern (Fig. 5.12), with no
apparent consensus between COI identification and HSP70 alleles, including between G.
nobilis and G. variabilis. The individuals were grouped according to their COI/CR
haplogroup (Western G. nobilis, Eastern G. nobilis, Spanish G. nobilis, Italian G. nobilis,
Western G. variabilis and Eastern G. variabilis), then tests of genetic differentiation (KST and
KST*) were carried out between each pair of haplogroups. Only KST* reported significant
genetic differences between some clades (Western G. nobilis and Eastern G. nobilis, Eastern
G. nobilis and Spanish G. nobilis, and Eastern G. nobilis and Western G. variabilis) with KST
approaching the significance cut-off (p=0.05) in all three instances (Table 5.5).
The Z-tests of selection showed all six clades (Western G. nobilis, Eastern G. nobilis, Spanish
G. nobilis, Italian G. nobilis, Western G. variabilis and Eastern G. variabilis) to all differ
significantly from the hypotheses of neutral evolution (Table 5.6) and purifying selection,
whilst a null hypothesis of positive selection was not refuted.

5.3.5 Orco
Once trimmed for quality, the Orco alignment was 150bp long. BLASTn searches for the
initial longer sequences revealed a close similarity to Orco from Holotrichia and Anomala
(both Scarabaeidae), but with a large indel 66 base pairs long. Sequences on either side of this
were 80-85% similar to Holotrichia and Anomala, but the indel did not match any other
sequence on GenBank. However, contrary to expectations of this gene showing some
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divergence between species within genera individuals of Gnorimus variabilis, G. nobilis and
G. subopacus all had similar or the same alleles in this gene. One divergent allele cluster was
more associated with G. variabilis in the network (Fig. 5.13), but still contained haplotypes
from G. nobilis individuals.
The Z-tests of selection showed all five clades (Western G. nobilis, Eastern G. nobilis, Italian
G. nobilis, Western G. variabilis and Eastern G. variabilis) to all differ significantly from the
hypotheses of neutral evolution (Table 5.7) and positive selection, whilst a null hypothesis of
purifying selection wasn’t refuted.
The individuals were grouped according to their COI/CR haplogroup (Western G. nobilis,
Eastern G. nobilis, Spanish G. nobilis, Italian G. nobilis, Western G. variabilis and Eastern G.
variabilis) and tests of genetic differentiation (KST and KST*) carried out between each pair of
haplogroups. In contrast to the HSP70 data, both statistics showed the same ‘significant/nonsignificant’ result for each pair of haplogroups. Western G. variabilis differed from every
other group other than Eastern G. variabilis, Spanish G. nobilis differed from Eastern G.
variabilis, Western G. nobilis and Italian G. nobilis, and Italian G. nobilis differed from
Eastern G. nobilis.

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 MtDNA diversity and phylogeographic patterns in European Gnorimus
Though mitochondrial DNA has traditionally been the marker of choice for phylogenetic and
phylogeographic study (Hebert et al. 2003), modern studies based on gene sequences should
use multiple markers to avoid inferring too much from single genes, where hybridisation,
lack of reciprocal monophyly, incomplete lineage sorting or retention of ancestral
polymorphism may complicate single-gene interpretations (Rand & Harrison 1989; Shaw
2002). Using the most commonly used and best understood mitochondrial gene (Cytochrome
Oxidase 1) here shows a clear split between Gnorimus nobilis and G. variabilis, as expected
from the morphological analysis (Chapter 4)), and supporting their description as distinct
species. The COI data also identified differentiation among haplotypes within G. nobilis
which form haplogroups with a geographical basis and appear to map to positions of expected
classical glacial refugia: Iberia, southern France, southern Italy, the Balkans and Eastern
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Europe (Russia - Caucasus) (Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 & 5.5; Hewitt 1999). Most individuals from
western-central to northern Europe possessed haplotypes belonging to a single common
haplogroup, implying an expansion from a single glacial refugium, likely from southern
France and/or the Balkans. Individuals from Spain and southern Italy possessed different
haplotypes not found elsewhere in the western-central-northern European distribution,
suggesting that refugial populations in these Mediterranean areas did not contribute to the
post-glacial expansion into northern Europe and have remained isolated from the post-glacial
distribution of G. nobilis across north-central Europe.
The distinct division between two geographically-based haplogroups in western-central
Europe and eastern Europe (Russia and Ukraine) suggests an existing geographical
differentiation of G. nobilis populations with little overlap, that most likely results from range
expansions from a central (southern France and/or Balkans) and eastern (Caucasus / Caspian
Sea) European refugium respectively. This does not fit closely with any of Hewitt’s (2000;
2004) classic models of European species postglacial expansion (Chapter 1), nor does it
tightly link to range expansions of some of the main host tree species (primarily form Iberia
and Italy in the oaks (Quercus spp., Hewitt 1999; Petit et al. 2002.) and the Balkans in the
beech (Fagus sylvatica; Magri et al. 2006)). The pattern is similar to that in the stag beetle
(Lucanus cervus) in that it supports an east-west split, but L. cervus spread from a refugium
in Iberia following oaks, not from a refugium around southern France (McKeown pers.
comm.).
The presence of a genetically differentiable clade of G. nobilis in Russia / Ukraine supports
the recognition of an Evolutionary Significant Unit (ESU; Moritz 1994) that may correspond
to the description of the G. n. bolshakovi subspecies (all individuals identified as G. n.
bolshakovi morphologically possessed “eastern” haplotypes). The identification of an
individual from Greece / Macedonia that possesses an eastern clade haplotype when all other
individuals from the Balkans possess western-central haplotypes may support the grouping of
G. n. macedonicus with G. n. bolshakovi, and may indicate that either the eastern clade is
spreading into the Balkans or that this individual represents a remnant population of the
eastern clade that is being overrun by continuing expansion of the western clade eastwards.
Further population genetic studies of the Balkans and Eastern Europe using more variable
genetic markers such as microsatellites or genome-wide Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms
(SNPs) will be needed to resolve these questions. Though the sample size for G. variabilis
was considerably smaller, a similar split between samples from Ukraine and the rest of
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Europe (Italy, France and the UK) indicates that both Gnorimus species may have undergone
similar past population subdivisions (and subsequent expansions / range changes) across
Europe during and after the last glacial maximum.
Tajima’s D and Fu’s F statistics differed significantly from neutrality in COI in the Western
haplogroup, rejecting a hypothesis of constant population size, and together with the
mismatch distribution, SSD’s failure to reject population expansion, and a high raggedness
index strongly indicates a historically recent population expansion. A recent population
expansion was not indicated in the Eastern COI clade from the D or Fs values, though the
SSD’s failure to reject population expansion and a high raggedness index indicates a recent
population expansion. The bimodal mismatch distribution indicates more long term
demographic stability than the western clade and possibly both a small recent expansion and
an additional division within the clade (Meraner et al. 2008).
This geographically-based division between western-central and eastern clades at COI, with
divergent populations in Mediterranean refugial positions, was corroborated by the data from
Control Region. Spanish, south Italian and western / eastern CR clades were recovered with
strong support (Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, & 5.10). More unique haplotypes were recovered by CR
sequences than by COI sequences throughout central and northern Europe, including three
unique to the UK, with one haplotype restricted to Kent, another to northern Worcestershire,
and samples from southern Worcestershire possessing a different pair of haplotypes.
Additional unique northern haplotypes were also recovered from Latvia. Such diversity at the
species range edge adds weight to a possible expansion from a northern refugium as well as
from more southern (France and/or Balkans) refugia (Figs. 5.14 & 5.15). That a recent
population expansion occurred is highly likely: Fu’s F statistic rejected a null hypothesis of
no population expansion, Tajima’s D nearly rejected a null hypothesis of no population
expansion (P=0.059), SSD failed to reject a null hypothesis of population expansion, and
within-group divergences for Western COI are considerably lower than those in any other
Gnorimus clade (Table 5.2). The raggedness index was fairly low however (0.0597,
compared to 0.1649 in Western COI). Haplotype diversity was considerably higher in
Western CR than in Western COI (0.798 and 0.398 respectively), whilst it was similar for
Eastern CR and Eastern COI (0.778 and 0.894 respectively), again suggesting that a
historically recent population bottleneck and expansion has occurred in the western clade but
not in the eastern clade (CR haplotype diversity is predicted to recover from a bottleneck
more quickly than COI diversity).
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Estimated times of divergence between the Eastern and Western clades were 1.24-2.44MY
depending on the mutation rate, and 3.90-6.84MY between G. nobilis and G. variabilis.
Despite a similar level of between species divergence to species in the Osmoderma species
complex, Audisio et al. (2009) estimated the divergence between European Osmoderma to
date to 8-9MY using a 2%MY-1 rate (Nei 1987), slightly older than the estimates for
Gnorimus, due in part to the different mutation rate used. Re-calculating the divergence
between G. nobilis and G. variabilis using this mutation rate puts the divergence at 6.98.0MY, still slightly younger than the Osmoderma divergences, but still in the late Miocene.
Population expansion times were similar for Eastern G. nobilis and G. variabilis in the
Middle Pleistocene (408000-670000 years ago), whilst expansion times for Western G.
nobilis were younger (225000-344000 years ago).
Gnorimus nobilis Control Region sequences show a similar molecular structure to that
reported from many other insects: high A+T content (88%+), tandem repeats, and extremely
large size (Zhang & Hewitt 1997; Lunt et al. 1998). Increased CR sequence variation
compared to other mtDNA regions is thought to result from, among other mutational
processes, slipped-strand mispairing during replication (Lunt et al. 1998) which has been
postulated as a common occurrence in repeat units inside the first and last hypervariable
regions (Fumagalli et al. 1996). Implications from point mutations suggest that CR is three
times more variable than COI in some beetles (Mancini et al. 2008), thus making the gene
considerably more suitable for phylogeographic studies than COI. Though the increased
among-individual variation is useful in population studies, the region is difficult to work with
in G. nobilis: single primer pairs often produce multiple CR products due to replication (Xu
& Fonseca 2011), high A+T content makes primer design and product amplification
unreliable (over 80 individual primers were used in this study), the extremely large size
(approximately 6kb) due to a large number of repeats requiring high-fidelity Taq, and large
blocks of mononucleotide repeats often caused sequencing to fail (some short A or T regions
5-10bp, but one long 20bp G region near the ND2 section of G. nobilis CR that was near
impossible to sequence across and retain an acceptable level of sequence quality) (Cha et al.
2007). However, once a suitable region was found, PCR amplification and sequencing was
straightforward, though it proved unreliable in older specimens (see Chapter 6).
That Control Region shows more variation than COI, but with largely the same
phylogeographic patterns, complies with data on Lepidoptera (Vila & Björklund 2004) which
have similar CR structures to Coleoptera, being AT rich (89-96%) and possessing satellite~ 166 ~

like repeat units in some species, though the region is rarely over 500bp long. One clade
identified by CR that wasn’t identified in COI is that English samples belong to a unique CR
clade (Figs. 5.8 & 5.9), which may imply that said individuals spread to the UK from a
northern refugium in France (Fig. 5.15). Trying to compare the CR data here to other studies
that used CR in European terrestrial arthropod phylogeography is difficult due to the lack of
similar studies. Vila et al. (2005) reported similar glacial refugia to those identified here
(southern France and Iberia) in the butterfly Erebia triaria, but detected multiple Iberian
refugia and no population expansion in this montane specialist. Meraner et al. (2008)
discovered two CR clades in the coddling moth (Cydia pomonella) which appeared to have
split in the mid-lower Pleistocene, but these haplotypes were found in the same populations,
indicating secondary contact and hybridisation after recent range expansions. Mancini et al.
(2008) reported divergence in CR between Iberian and Italian populations of the pollen beetle
Meligethes thalassophilus, but didn’t include samples from throughout Europe.

5.4.2 Nuclear gene diversity and allele conservation across Gnorimus
Data on population level diversity for Heat Shock Protein 70 is scarce for invertebrates. Hou
et al. (2014) reported intraspecific sequence divergence to be between 1.4-4.4% within
populations, and 4-6% between higher clades. However, no mention was made of
heterozygous positions in this study. Most Gnorimus were heterozygous, with allele sharing
between all three haplogroups used (Western and Eastern G. nobilis and G. variabilis). The
allele network (Fig. 5.12) shows two primary allele clusters to the ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ of the
network: most individuals are heterozygous possessing one allele from the ‘top’ cluster, and
one from the ‘bottom’ cluster. HSP70 is the most conserved member of the HSP gene family
(Baringou et al. 2016), so quite why Gnorimus has such extensive diversity in HSP70 but
with no obvious differentiation between the different species is unknown. HSP70, as a
generally expressed ‘stress gene’, can be expressed to help Diptera survive increased
temperatures, hypoxia, and/or dehydration (Abaza 2015), or bacterial infection in Copris
dung beetles (Hwang et al. 2008). A possible explanation is that the HSP70 has undergone a
duplication event somewhere in the evolution of Gnorimus: other beetles have large regions
of their genomes replicated (Wang et al. 2008), and heat shock proteins in general are known
to have been replicated a number of times in insect evolution (Concha et al. 2014; Zhang et
al. 2014). If such paralogues have been sequenced in this study then it may account for the
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high diversity in HSP70 alleles discovered and the large number of apparently heterozygous
individuals.
The Z test for signals of natural selection indicated that HSP was under positive selection in
all the clades investigated here (Western G. nobilis, Eastern G. nobilis, Italian G. nobilis,
Western G. variabilis and Eastern G. variabilis). Hughes & Nei (1989) discussed several
reasons that might account for positive selection in genes, the main one being selection for
advantageous mutations. However, as they also point out for the Major Histocompatibility
Complex (MHC) in mammals, which also shows positive selection, selection for
advantageous mutations can be ruled out because it cannot explain the high degree of
polymorphism in the complex, nor its long persistence (in millions of years) within
populations. In a similar vein, only two Gnorimus were homozygotes (97.8%
heterozygosity), and that the same HSP70 alleles were found in both G. nobilis and G.
variabilis (well separated species according to COI) indicated that these HSP70 alleles have
been present in the wider ‘European Gnorimus’ population for at least a million years.
Hughes & Nei (1989) accepted the hypothesis of overdominant selection as accounting for
similar findings in MHC whereby “a particular class II MHC molecule preferentially binds to
a particular foreign peptide, thus providing improved recognition of that peptide by helper T
cells and enhanced immune response. A heterozygote for two different alleles at a locus will
therefore have resistance to two different types of pathogens and consequently have a higher
fitness than a homozygote for either allele” (Hughes & Nei 1989). As HSP70 mediates cell
stress responses, it may be advantageous for individuals to possess two different alleles
coding for very different proteins so that the two alleles can be upregulated under different
stress conditions, giving the individual a higher chance of surviving, particularly in variable
environments. The HSP70 pattern in Gnorimus could be explained via two hypotheses, with
the limited knowledge available regarding Gnorimus biology and physiology: HSP70 allele
variation helps mediate seasonal survivability in Gnorimus larvae; and HSP70 allele variation
helps individuals survive as larvae and as sexual adults under different environmental
conditions and evolutionary pressures.
Gnorimus larvae live and grow in hollows in trees, which experience seasonal variations in
temperature. However, they are slightly insulated from the extremes: individual arthropods
living in soil environments regulate HSP70 at a lower rate than those on the surface (Liefting
& Ellers 2008). Additionally, Gnorimus-inhabited tree cavities are generally comparatively
dry, with the larvae being found from the surface of the pabula to deep within the cavity
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(Blake pers. obvs). These conditions, though not terribly extreme in temperature or humidity,
may invoke responses in HSP as a general stress-tolerance gene. Both Gnorimus species are
tolerant of high temperatures (Renault et al. 2005), but G. variabilis is tolerant year round to
below-freezing temperatures (Vernon & Vannier 2001), whilst G. nobilis empties its gut over
winter, relying on stored fat to survive throughout the winter and pupate in spring (Vernon &
Vannier 2002). Only Vernon & Vannier (2001) have investigated the thermal tolerance of G.
variabilis from multiple regions, finding populations further to the east in France to have
considerably greater thermal tolerance than those to the West (at near-identical latitudes),
corresponding with a climate less influenced by the Gulf Stream (Chapter 7). Thus if HSP70
is mediating stress responses in larvae due to seasonal fluctuations in temperature and
humidity, including freezing resistance, then some variability in the subpopulations would be
expected based on the different environmental conditions the larvae are living in. In addition,
as populations of G. nobilis in the UK are restricted to fruit tree orchards, they may have
different HSP70 alleles to allow them to cope with the reduction in insulation caused by the
smaller diameter of the tree trunk and rot-hole. Though there is no apparent geographical
segregation in the HSP70 network in our samples, if this hypothesis is correct then there will
be a degree of population differentiation in the gene based on locality and the climatic factors
there (so Mediterranean populations may be differentiated from those on the eastern
European plains Chapter 7) that doesn’t necessarily correspond to the assumed species
divides: so Eastern G. variabilis will show the same level of differentiation to Mediterranean
populations as Eastern G. nobilis.
As holometabolous insects, adult and larval Gnorimus will experience different selective
pressures as larvae living throughout multiple years and seasons in a rot-hole, and as adults
flying, mating and feeding in warm summer temperatures. Adults often bask in sunlight to
warm themselves (Bates pers. comm.), especially when first emerging from the tree, and
rapidly warm their bodies to over 30°C in an ambient temperature of 18.5°C (Bates pers.
comm.). Being subjected to temperatures below freezing as a larva with no UV radiation, and
temperatures above 30°C as an adult with UV radiation present, may suggest that the high
level of heterozygosity in HSP70 is due to the completely different environments adults and
larvae live in. If this is the case, then there should be very little genetic differentiation in
HSP70 across the different populations found in different environmental regions, but possibly
some differentiation related to the species, G. variabilis generally preferring warmer less
extreme environments (Trizzino et al. 2013; Chapter 7).
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The only significant values of genetic differentiation ( KST*) recovered all involved the
Eastern G. nobilis population, differing from the Western G. nobilis, Spanish G. nobilis and
Western G. variabilis (Table 5.5). This result does not closely fit with either hypothesis for
HSP70 diversity, but does indicate that the Eastern G. nobilis have adapted to a very different
environment to the other populations, most likely due to their distribution in colder
continental regions (Chapter 7), and again supporting the differentiation of the G. n.
bolshakovi ESU. The lack of differentiation between the different populations largely adds
support to the hypothesis of HSP70 generally mediating stress between the adult and larva: if
differentiation was due to climate then it would be expected that the southern Mediterranean
groups (Spain and Italy) would be different to the population from central and northern
Europe.
This is the first study to utilise Orco as a gene in phylogeography. It was expected, based on
other studies, that there would be clear differences in the gene sequences between Gnorimus
nobilis, G. variabilis and G. subopacus. However, G. subopacus had the same alleles as the
common haplotypes in G. nobilis and G. variabilis (Fig. 5.13). Considering the gene’s
potential role in mate detection (Shen et al. 2011), and the lack of significant host differences
between the species (Mannerkoski et al. 2010b on G. variabilis, Mannerkoski et al. 2010a on
G. nobilis, no data available on host preference for G. subopacus), this result was unexpected.
However, more subtle host-finding cues could be used within the genus: Trizzino et al.
(2013) demonstrated spatial niche partitioning between G. variabilis and G. nobilis, which
may be due in part to preferences for different rot-hole causing fungi. It is unlikely that there
has not been sufficient evolutionary time since the last common ancestor of all three species
to allow for complete lineage sorting in this gene: given the high between clade distances in
COI between G. variabilis and G. nobilis (Table 5.3; no G. subopacus were included in the
COI study) and the violation of Palumbi et al. (2001)’s ‘three-times rule’ this strongly implies
that selection is maintaining the retention of ancestral alleles.
The Z-tests of selection showed that the Orco gene is very likely to be under purifying
selection in each of the clades investigated (Western G. nobilis, Eastern G. nobilis, Italian G.
nobilis, Western G. variabilis and Eastern G. variabilis), which is likely to explain the
retention / sharing of ancestral alleles between the three species. Other studies have found
olfactory genes to be under purifying selection in arthropods (Vieira et al. 2007 on
Drosophila). Using the genetic differentiation tests however shows that Western G. variabilis
is significantly different from every G. nobilis group, but not from Eastern G. variabilis.
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Eastern G. variabilis is only differentiated from Spanish G. nobilis, whilst Spanish G. nobilis
are also differentiated from Western G. nobilis and Italian G. nobilis. Finally, Eastern G.
nobilis are differentiated from Italian G. nobilis (Table 6). This suggests that there are strong
evolutionary effects on this gene thanks both to the tests of purifying selection, and the
population differentiation indicated by the KST tests.

5.5 Conclusions
Both COI and Control Region show a deep divergence within Gnorimus nobilis between the
Western and Eastern populations, which corresponds with the original description of the
Russian population as a separate subspecies. However, as this population shares its COI and
CR haplotypes with individuals from Eastern Ukraine, then it is likely that G. nobilis
bolshakovi isn’t restricted to Russia as it was originally defined, but is instead found through
to Eastern Ukraine. An earlier expansion time in Eastern G. nobilis than the Western clade
could suggest that the population spread through Ukraine, and possibly further, but was
swamped by a more recent expansion in the Western clade. This may account for the Eastern
haplotype in Macedonia. Additional clades were also found in Spain and southern Italy which
likely represent areas of glacial refugia from which the species didn’t expand. Though the
sampling strategy for G. variabilis was more limited, a similar (though less marked)
divergence between Eastern and Western populations was identified.
Considerable nuclear gene sharing was also found between the different clades: Heat Shock
Protein 70 showed a lack of structuring between populations and species, but instead strong
evidence for positive selection as a driver of high genetic diversity was discovered. This
contrasted with the gene Orco, which suggested purifying selection on in all populations
tested, as well as genetic differentiation between some of the clades. Therefore whilst the
patterns from HSP70 don’t inform patterns of post-glacial phylogeography they may instead
indicate the need for high genetic diversity for individual Gnorimus to allow individuals to
respond to a variable ‘stress’ environment. Orco however suggests population divergence,
which may affect the behaviour of each clade as Orco may mediate host cue or male/female
pheromone detection.
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Table 5.1. Primers used in the study
Gene / Region targeted
COI

Control Region

Heat Shock Protein 70

Orco

Name

Code

COIF30

5’-GCAATTGGATTACTAGGATTTATTG-3’

COIR546

5’-TTCATGTTGTGTATGCATCTGG-3’

111fCR

5’-CCCCTATATCTGATTTTACTTT-3’

610R CR

5’-GGGTTAATTGCTGAATCTT-3’

HSPF1

5’-CAGACACCGAACGTTTACTCG-3’

HSPR1

5’-ATCGCGAACTGTGGTGCC-3’

Or83b118f

5’-CCAGGAAGGACCCTAATAACG-3’

Or83b340R

5’-TCCAACAAATTGGAATGCAG-3’
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Table 5.2. COI and CR mtDNA sequence variability measures for Gnorimus and tests of population expansion.

Subset

Indivi

Haplotypes

duals

G. nobilis

97

9

Length

Haplotype

Polymorphic

A.T:G.C

(bp)

diversity

sites

ratio

318

0.3982

11

68.2:31.8

Tau

Theta

Raggedness

D

F

SSD

5.03

0.616

0.1649

-1.6692

-4.2573

0.001

P=0.760

P=0.020

P=0.029

P=0.730

0.1159

-0.3297

-1.700

0.077

P=0.620

P=0.438

P=0.150

P=0.160

0.029

0.475

-1.685

0.024

P=0.860

P=0.714

P=0.184

P=0.60

0.0597

-1.38118

-8.97137

0.016

P=0.320

P=0.059

P<0.001

P=0.330

0.1728

-0.91004

-0.28567

0.032

P=0.340

P=0.244

P=0.318

P=0.210

Western COI

G. nobilis

12

8

318

0.8939

13

67.5:32.5

9.82

3.251

Eastern COI
G. variabilis

14

9

318

0.879

13

66.1:33.9

9.13

7.10

COI

G. nobilis

68

19

330

0.7976

21

88.7:11.3

1.20

1.472

Western CR

G. nobilis

9

4

330

0.7778

5

88.8:11.2

Eastern CR
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0.50

0.398

Table 5.3: mean within group distances and between group distances in COI and CR. Within
group distances are shown in the second column

COI

CR

Western
Spanish
Italian
Eastern
Variabilis
Western
Spanish
Italian
Eastern

0.0010
0.0041
0.0032
0.0132
0.0151
0.0073
0.0068
0.0
0.0050

Western

Spanish

Italian

Eastern

0.0061
0.0180
0.0486
0.1913

0.0229
0.0553
0.1910

0.0549
0.1866

0.2038

0.0154
0.0238
0.0872

0.0244
0.0869

0.0852

Table 5.4. HSP70 and Orco gene sequence diversity within Gnorimus haplogroups
Haplogroup Gene
Western

HSP70

Length
(bp)
206

Number of
individuals
71

Number of
alleles
142

Allele
diversity
0.975

Nucleotide
diversity
0.031

Polymorphic
sites
45

Eastern

HSP70

206

10

20

0.963

0.027

21

Variabilis

HSP70

206

12

24

0.946

0.025

16

Western

Orco

150

58

116

0.733

0.0301

27

Eastern

Orco

150

5

10

0.622

0.0178

7

Variabilis

Orco

150

11

22

0.877

0.0522

18

.
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Table 5.5. Genetic differentiation (KST and KST* - see text) estimated from HSP70 (A) and Orco (B) gene frequencies between Gnorimus mtDNA
haplogroups (Significant departures from zero in bold).

(A) HSP70
Eastern G. nobilis
Italian G. nobilis
Spanish G. nobilis
Western G.
variabilis
Eastern G. variabilis

(B) Orco
Eastern G. nobilis
Italian G. nobilis
Spanish G. nobilis
Western G.
variabilis
Eastern G. variabilis

Western
G. nobilis

KST

KST*

0.0059
p=0.076
-0.0031
p=0.711
0.0005
p=0.325
0.0061
p=0.090
0.0008
p=0.327

0.0073
p=0.019
-0.0019
p=0.788
0.0029
p=0.110
0.0033
p=0.099
0.0001
p=0.396

Eastern
G. nobilis

KST

KST*

-

-

-0.0208
p=0.752
0.0253
p=0.059
0.0277
p=0.089
0.0093
p=0.262

-0.009
p=0.674
0.0344
p=0.012
0.0281
p=0.036
0.015
p=0.158

Western
G. nobilis

KST

KST*

0.0025
p=0.267
0.0135
p=0.110
0.0207
p=0.043
0.0464
p=0.002
0.0039
p=0.287

-0.0005
p=0.386
0.0117
p=0.069
0.0187
p=0.047
0.0376
p=0.004
0.0110
p=0.105

Italian G. nobilis

Eastern
G. nobilis

KST

KST*

-

-

-0.0117
p=0.586
-0.0196
p=0.614
-0.071
p=0.934

-0.0089
p=0.652
-0.0033
p=0.458
-0.010
p=0.421

Italian G. nobilis

KST

KST*

-

-

0.1687
p=0.034
-0.0171
p=0.495
0.0995
p=0.010
0.0384
p=0.183

0.1614
p=0.014
0.0033
p=0.290
0.0704
p=0.009
0.053
p=0.128

KST

KST*

-

-

0.2446
p=0.004
0.0948
p=0.040
0.0899
p=0.167

0.3031
p=0.004
0.0470
p=0.045
0.0671
p=0.226
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Spanish G. nobilis

KST

KST*

-

-

0.0041
p=0.331
-0.006
p=0.523

0.0149
p=0.149
0.0114
p=0.258

Spanish G. nobilis

KST

KST*

-

-

0.156
P<0.001
0.0774
p=0.041

0.158
P<0.001
0.1414
p=0.037

Western G. variabilis

KST

KST*

-

-

-0.0037
p=0.448

0.0115
p=0.234

Western G. variabilis

KST

KST*

-

-

-0.0417
p=0.931

-0.0285
p=0.928

Table 5.6. Test statistics (with significance) for deviation from signals of neutral evolution or
natural selection acting on HSP70 gene frequencies in six Gnorimus mtDNA clades
(Significant results in bold).

Clade
Western G.
nobilis
Eastern G.
nobilis
Spanish G.
nobilis
Italian G. nobilis
Western G.
variabilis
Eastern G.
variabilis

Neutral evolution
Statistic
P

Positive selection
Statistic
P

Purifying selection
Statistic
P

-3.9963

0.0001

-4.0208

1

4.04119

4.71E-05

-3.2500

0.0014

-3.2605

1

3.23116

0.0007

-3.1159

0.0024

-3.0468

1

0.0009

-2.2622

0.0254

-2.2759

1

3.08463
2.36013

-2.5956

0.0106

-2.6866

1

2.70238

0.0039

-2.4627

0.0152

-2.5463

1

2.60747

0.0051

0.0099

Table 5.7. Test statistics (with significance P) for signals of neutral evolution or natural
selection acting on Orco gene frequencies in six Gnorimus mtDNA clades (Significant results
in bold).

Clade
Western G. nobilis
Eastern G. nobilis
Spanish G. nobilis
Italian G. nobilis
Western G. variabilis
Eastern G. variabilis

Neutral evolution
Statistic
P
2.373
0.0187
2.096
0.0428
2.082
0.0434
1.982
0.0497
2.011
0.0310
2.060
0.0352

Positive selection
Statistic
P
2.385
0.0094
2.048
0.0224
2.035
0.0230
1.973
0.0270
2.077
0.0192
2.130
0.0172
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Purifying selection
Statistic
P
1.000
-2.330
1.000
-1.996
1.000
-1.972
1.000
-1.946
1.000
-2.105
1.000
-2.171

Figure 5.1. Sample map for Gnorimus used in this study, showing species/subspecies and
sample size (see Table SX in Supplementary Materials for sample details). Base map from
www.d-maps.com, in the public domain.
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Figure 5.2. COI haplotype network for Gnorimus: branch lengths are proportional to number
of mutational changes; circle size proportional to number of individuals displaying each
haplotype. The distance between G. nobilis and G. variabilis has been resized for clarity.
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Figure 5.3. Maximum Likelihood tree of COI sequence variation in European Gnorimus
(numbers at nodes indicate bootstrap support, 1000 replicates).
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Figure 5.4. Neighbour Joining tree of COI sequence variation in European Gnorimus
(numbers at nodes indicate bootstrap support, 1000 replicates).
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Figure 5.5. Bayesian Inference tree for COI sequence variation in European Gnorimus , built
using MrBayes under the GTR+I+G model, run for 1,000,000 generations, with a burn in of
10% and with Markov chains sampled every 1,000 generations . All other settings were
retained as defaults. Figtree used to display the consensus tree and displayed with posterior
probabilities.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution across Europe of simplified haplogroups from mitochondrial DNA
(COI) for Gnorimus nobilis and G. variabilis.
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Figure 5.7. Haplotype network for Gnorimus nobilis Control Region: branch lengths are
proportional to number of mutational changes; circle size proportional to number of
individuals displaying each haplotype.
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Figure 5.8. Maximum Likelihood tree of CR sequence variation in European Gnorimus
nobilis (numbers at nodes indicate bootstrap support, 1000 replicates).
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Figure 5.9. Neighbour Joining tree of CR sequence variation in European Gnorimus nobilis
(numbers at nodes indicate bootstrap support, 1000 replicates).
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Figure 5.10. Bayesian Inference tree for European Gnorimus nobilis using Control Region.
Built using MrBayes under the GTR+I+G model, run for 2,000,000 generations, with a burn
in of 10% and with Markov chains sampled every 1,000 generations. All other settings were
retained as defaults. Figtree used to display the consensus tree and displayed with posterior
probabilities.
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Figure 5.11. Observed and simulated MtDNA gene sequence mismatch distributions within Gnorimus clades: A) G. nobilis COI Western Clade;
B) G. nobilis COI Eastern Clade; C) G. nobilis CR Western Clade; D) G. nobilis CR Eastern Clade; E) COI Gnorimus variabilis. Frequency
appears on the Y axis in all graphs, and pairwise differences appear on the X axis.
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Figure 5.12. Allele network for Heat Shock Protein 70 from data produced by PHASE,
assuming no recombination. The colours of each allele represent the COI haplogroup to
which the individual was assigned: yellow = Western Gnorimus nobilis, Green = Eastern G.
nobilis, Blue = G. variabilis
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Figure 5.13. Allele network for Orco from data produced by PHASE, assuming no
recombination. The colours of each allele represent the COI haplogroup to which the
individual was assigned: Yellow = Western Gnorimus nobilis, Green = Eastern G. nobilis,
Blue = G. variabilis, Orange = Gnorimus subopacus
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Figure 5.14.Hhypothesised refugial areas during Last Glacial Maximum (22KYA) for
Gnorimus nobilis, based on phylogeography and species distribution modelling (Chapter 7).
Black lines represent potential geographic barriers to populations

.
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Figure 5.15. Hypothesised expansions from glacial refugia based on Fig. 5.14 above. Dotted
lines represent possible limits to glacial refugia, dashed arrows represent likely directions of
post-glacial expansions that are strongly predicted from genetic data, and dotted arrows
represent possible directions of expansions that are weakly predicted from genetic data to
explain the Eastern Gnorimus nobilis haplotype being found in Macedonia.
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Chapter 6

DNA Sampling of rare and / or elusive species
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6.1 Introduction
Population or conservation genetic studies of rare and/or elusive species require, like all
genetic studies, samples containing intact DNA from the species in question. Whereas many
studies can quickly and easily sample individuals from populations of common, diagnosable
and perennial taxa, work on rare / elusive species is hampered by the small numbers of the
species available, the usually patchy distribution of rare species, and the difficulty in finding
elusive taxa (Hanski 1982; Magurran & Henderson 2003; Piggott & Taylor 2003; Mouillot et
al. 2013). Conservation genetic studies on rare species also should avoid reducing the
reproductive potential of the population (either by removing animals, or by removing tissue
and reducing their fitness), and thus need to use well considered (and usually restrictive)
minimal sampling strategies. In a similar manner studies on elusive taxa, regardless of rarity,
can be difficult to achieve due to the difficulty in reliably sourcing and in an objective /
randomised manner the individuals in question. Compared to standard studies, species that
are both rare and elusive require alternative strategies to sample collection.
Non-invasive and non-lethal sampling techniques are extremely important for conservation
genetics work on rare or elusive species. For example, use of non-living products from
individuals (e.g. frass/faeces, hairs, shed exoskeletons) can provide DNA from which basic
data such as presence and distribution of a species in an area (using DNA sequencing of
universal mtDNA gene markers) or more detailed data on population demographics or
structuring (using individual-specific markers such as microsatellites) can be determined.
Examples of population data assessable by non-invasive sampling includes relatively ‘simple’
parameters such as targeted presence of a species in an area (with species-specific barcodes),
up to estimates of population demography including effective population size, number of pergeneration breeders and structuring and gene flow (Waits & Paetkau 2005; Schwartz et al.
2007; Pierson et al. 2015). Additional advances have also been made in environmental DNA
sequencing (targeted to DNA molecules free in environmental samples), and there may be
considerable overlap between the techniques used in eDNA sequencing and non-invasive
sampling (Bohmann et al. 2014; Jones & Good 2016). In particular, studies on animal byproducts don’t have to find the study species itself; they just require that the by-product is
easier to find and more abundant than the animal.
Targeting species of interest can be done in two main ways: by utilising environmental DNA
(eDNA) and metabarcoding to determine community structure and identify rare species
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presence (Jerde et al. 2011; Taberlet et al. 2012; Zhan et al. 2013; Thomsen & Willerslev
2015), or by specifically targeting a species and its by-products (Morin et al. 1993; Kohn &
Wayne 1997; Taberlet & Luikart 1999; Valière et al. 2003; Mondol et al. 2009). There has
been a recent push toward refining DNA extraction techniques to successfully extract DNA
non-invasively or non-destructively from arthropods following the first paper to use nondestructive (samples from animal ‘by products’, like faeces) techniques to extract DNA from
butterfly frass (the hard pelleted faeces produced mainly by larvae) and exuviae (Feinstein
2004), and earlier proposals that such techniques would be useful on larger animals (Taberlet
& Luikart 1999; Piggott & Taylor 2003).
In contrast, non-lethal sampling removes material directly from the study organisms (a leg,
haemolymph, etc.) but without killing them (Table 6.1). Papers that have used these
techniques on arthropods include those targeted to identifying pest species (Lefort et al. 2012;
Strangi et al. 2013), or to aid conservation programs (Monroe et al. 2010; Scriven et al.
2013), with non-invasive work on frass (hard faecal pellets) also being used in both instances.
However, only Strangi et al. (2013) have extracted DNA from frass in-situ, working with
100mg of frass from trees infested with the longhorn beetle Anoplophora chinensis, whilst
the techniques of other workers involved capturing individual insects, then collecting the
frass for preservation (Lefort et al. 2012; Scriven et al. 2013). Though non-invasive in the
sense that the insects aren’t harmed by the treatment, such studies do still impose a time cost
to the individual insect by removing them from their environment. In the case of pest species,
this may not be a bad thing, but if the reproductive adults of a species of conservation
concern were being retained (even for a short period) then this could lead to a small
reproductive cost to the individual, and thus to the species as a whole. These techniques
requiring live, physical animals may also be difficult to utilise in studies on rare or elusive
taxa. Therefore it is important for conservation genetic programs to critically assess the best
approach to sample collection, considering a trade-off between endangering the life of the
animal or reducing its fitness, collecting and preserving high quality DNA, and the effort
required to collect said samples.
Population sampling of saproxylic beetles such as Gnorimus nobilis presents no problems
legally as it is not protected in the UK (Chapter 1; Smith 2003). However, the adults are hard
to find in the wild, and considering the species is BAP listed, lethal or even invasive sampling
should be avoided. Larvae are often found when an inhabited tree is cut down, but tests on
the related Cetoniid Pachnoda marginata have shown that though larvae do survive leg
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amputation and this yields enough DNA to use in PCRs to produce products of at least
330bp, larvae pupate 4-5 months (≈3000-3750 growing degree days at 25°C) later than
control group siblings (Blake pers. obvs.). In the wild this would result in the reproductive
imago emerging out of sync with other adults in the area, and it would not contribute
reproductively to the next generation. So, non-lethal sampling of larval legs is not
recommended.
Beetle adults are more robust than larvae, and non-lethal sampling by removing a leg should
not cause any long-term viability problems, and has been trialled successfully in other beetles
(e.g. Keller et al. 2005; Drees et al. 2008; Vila et al. 2009). The DNA extracted is generally
of high quality, and can be used to provide COI amplification products of over 700bp.
However, leg amputation is still invasive and so if a suitable alternative is available it should
be considered. Beetle larvae produce copious quantities of frass (hard, pelleted faeces), which
is used as an indicator for the presence of Gnorimus larvae within a veteran tree during
survey work (Whitehead 2003), and may be expected to contain some beetle DNA. Research
on captive colonies of Pachnoda marginata has shown that at a constant temperature of
25°C, the larvae produce 64 frass pellets per day on average (Blake pers. obvs.), and so the
similar Gnorimus should be producing enough frass to represent a viable alternative source of
DNA for conservation genetics studies. Gnorimus larvae are the only scarabs found in
orchard habitats in the UK, and are easily identified (Shabalin & Bezborodov 2009);
additionally the frass they produce is lozenge shaped, not rounded as in other Cetoniids
(Blake pers. obvs.) so confusion between species is highly unlikely.
Frass is usually dry, rarely fragments during transport or storage, and can be stored dry in
bags in the freezer. Other work has isolated DNA from frass (Table 6.1), though no frass
tested was older than 7 days (Lefort et al. 2012). Seeber et al. (2010) tested DNA extracted
from millipede frass up to five days old for PCR amplification with the universal Folmer COI
primers (710bp; Folmer et al. 1994), finding a significant decrease in the number of positive
PCRs as sample age increased. Collecting frass is expected to yield lots of low-quality
genetic material, but for little fieldwork effort. Collecting a sample of frass from a tree could
allow a genetic profile of the beetle population within the tree to be produced, though it is
unknown how long frass stays intact in a tree. Because of this, the age of the frass in a tree
could vary from a day to a year (or more).
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In addition to recently collected non-invasive samples (frass), samples of G. nobilis can come
from a number of other sources which have been collected without consideration of DNA
preservation (such as being flash frozen, dried or placed into ethanol (Post et al. 1993;
Moreau et al 2013)), and so methods for extraction of DNA from such non-optimal sample
sources are needed. Most endangered populations and species have only become so within
the last century, which coincides with the period of greatest focus on sampling species for
museum collections (Wandeler et al. 2007), and so such collections represent a valuable
source of samples as a historical time series. Studies using museum specimens have detected
population bottlenecks and microsatellite alleles not present in modern populations (Harper et
al. 2006), helping to date changes in population genetics. However older specimens typically
have extremely degraded DNA which causes issues when barcoding (Van Houdt et al. 2010),
with studies generally focussing on mitochondrial DNA (with a high copy number per cell) or
short sections of nuclear DNA (Navascués et al. 2010).
Sometimes locally rare taxa may not be so on wider scales. Gnorimus nobilis and G.
variabilis are both more common on European scales than they are in the UK (Smith 2003;
Mannerkoski et al. 2010a., 2010b.), which means that finding individuals at European scales
should be easier than within the UK, thus being useful for phylogeographic studies. As such,
scientists and private collectors are also useful resources for specimen collection, and so
represent a further source of samples that usually have not been collected with DNA
preservation in mind (i.e. dried and mounted). Though the trade in beetles (large, showy
scarabs in particular) is largely unregulated, there is no evidence that localised collection for
trade has a major impact on locally common species. However, the world-wide trade on such
species has the potential to pressure rare populations already threatened by loss and
degradation of habitat, especially for those subjected to strong natural Allee effects (positive
correlations between population density and individual fitness, e.g. stag beetles (Courchamp
et al. 2006; Tournant et al. 2012; Verma 2016)) and thus the costs and benefits of using the
private trade should be outlined for a particular species, and other options investigated, before
starting a study (Muafor et al. 2012).
Sampling non-invasive material for Gnorimus is relatively straight forward and safe (Fig. 6.1)
as the beetle is not dangerous to humans and there are no potential threats to humans living in
the rot-holes in the UK. However, other taxa are considerably more dangerous, and direct
contact should be avoided. Spiders (Araneae) are venomous arthropods, some of which are
quite capable of killing a person (Finkelstein et al. 1976; King & Hardy 2013), but they also
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produce copious quantities of conspicuous biological material in the form of silk webs that
represent a potential source of DNA for genetic studies. Silk is a fibrous biopolymer which is
a plesiomorphic character within Araneae (Vollrath 1999) and has been widely adapted for
various purposes within the group (Vollrath 2000, Blackledge et al. 2009, Blackledge 2012).
Assessing how useful this material is for genetic studies will be useful to help barcode via
non-invasive means some of the 44,000 known spider species. Though poorly researched
from a conservation genetics standpoint, of the species that have been assessed for the IUCN
Red List (162 species; IUCN 2015), 132 species (81.5%) are listed as Vulnerable or worse
(considerably above the average for terrestrial Arthropoda where 24.9% of the 5018 assessed
species are Vulnerable or worse (IUCN 2015)). As predators usually specialising on
Arthropods, loss of spiders could result in ecosystem destabilisation and the wild fluctuation
of prey numbers, including crop pests (Yen 1995; Cardoso et al. 2004; Crespo et al. 2014;
Hendrixson et al. 2015).
The aim of this chapter was to investigate potential sources of DNA from non-invasive
methods of sample collection from endangered or elusive arthropods, and the molecular
genetic markers that can be applied to said DNA source material: from frass as a DNA source
for scarab beetles, and from web silk for spiders.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 DNA extraction from beetle frass
Three DNA extraction methods were assessed: a Chelex based method following McKeown
& Shaw (2008); DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen); and a CTAB-phenol-chloroformisoamyl alcohol method (Winnepenninckx et al. 1993). Each method was tested with 8 pieces
of frass from three different sites. Frass from third instar G. nobilis larvae weighs on average
2.2mg (SD=0.51) with a range of 1.1-3.2mg (n=30, dry weights from a single locality). All
frass was washed in distilled water, dried by blotting on lab roll, then crushed before
digestion.
For the Chelex extraction, pieces of frass were incubated with 50µl of 5% chelating resin
(Chelex®, Bio-Rad) and 10 µl of Proteinase K (10 mgµl–1) at 55°C for 3 h, before being
boiled (at 100°C) for 10 min. Samples were then centrifuged at 13,000RPM for 10 min, and
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the supernatant removed and stored at –20°C. For the DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit, the
‘Purification of Total DNA from Animal Tissue’ protocol (see Qiagen instructions) was
followed including repeating the elution.
For the modified CTAB-Phenol-Chloroform-Isoamyl alcohol protocol, frass was initially
placed into a 1.5ml Eppendorf tube, 350µl of CTAB buffer and 10µl of 5μg/ml Proteinase K
added, followed by 10s on a vortex. This was incubated overnight (18-22 hours) at 37°C.
350µl of equilibrated 6.7/8.0 pH Phenol-Chloroform-Isoamyl alcohol was added into each
tube before being shaken by hand for 10 minutes. The tubes were then centrifuged for 10
minutes at 13,000RPM, after which the top layer was pipetted into a new tube, and the waste
discarded. 990µl of 100% Ethanol was added to the new tube, and the solution was incubated
at -20°C for at least two hours. This was then centrifuged at 13,000RPM for 10 minutes; the
liquid solution poured off, with small remaining volumes removed using a pipette. A 70%
ethanol wash was then completed by adding 990µl of 70% ethanol to each tube, then
incubating the solution at -20°C for at least two hours. This was then centrifuged again at
13,000RPM for 10 minutes; the liquid solution poured off, with small remaining volumes
removed using a pipette DNA pellets were then dried in open tubes in a fume cupboard for 20
minutes, after which 50µl of distilled water was added. DNA was then left overnight at 4°C
to go into solution.
For all three methods all extractions were then assessed by running 5µl DNA stock on 1%
agarose gels using GelRed (Biotium) as a staining agent in a concentration of 1μl per 100ml
of agarose solution. This staining agent was used throughout the work.

6.2.2 DNA extraction from spider web
Two spider species were chosen for study which utilise different web types. Psalmopoeus
cambridgei (Theraphosidae) produces a vertical sheet web in enclosed spaces in trees, which
is then covered in loose material surrounding the web structure; primarily detritus and leaves
(Bushell pers. comm.). Pholcus phalangioides (Pholcidae) builds ‘space webs’ which are
used as prey-detection structures from which the spider hunts prey (Jackson & Brassington
1987). The Psalmopoeus was a captive specimen, but the Pholcus samples were all collected
from inside a house in Wales (52.4113N, -3.9897W), a natural wild habitat for this species.
Webbing was cleaned of large particles of detritus (including exoskeletons from prey or the
web holder), but the majority of the fine detritus (small pieces of prey, faeces from the spider,
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local substrates, etc.) remained stuck to the web. Webbing was then cut into pieces (n=6 for
Psalmopoeus, n=8 for Pholcus) to give individual sample weights of 2.3-8.5mg. Only the
CTAB-Phenol-Chloroform-Isoamyl alcohol method was tested for the webbing, following
the protocol above. All eluted DNA was assessed by running 5µl DNA stock on 1% agarose
gels, and by quantification by running the DNA in a Nanodrop 2000 (ThermoScientific).

6.2.3 DNA extraction from adult beetle specimens
The aim of this test was to assess the facility to extract and amplify/sequence DNA from
adult beetles from historic collections, i.e. that had been collected and preserved (usually air
dried) under “non-optimal” conditions for DNA studies (Supplementary tables 1 & 7).
For the Gnorimus and Trichius specimens, phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol protocols
were followed (see Chapter 5 and 3 respectively). Specimens were collected from a variety of
sources, including other researchers, commercial insect suppliers, and museums. Sample ages
ranged from one year to 58 years old. No Trichius was preserved specifically for DNAextraction purposes, whilst 12 Gnorimus were preserved in 100% ethanol immediately after
being killed to preserve their DNA to act as positive controls. These positive controls were
not over two years old when sequenced. All DNA was assessed by running 5µl DNA stock
on 1% agarose gels.
6.2.4 Microsatellite development
Microsatellite loci were also identified using the same RAD-seq and enrichment protocols as
outlined in Chapter 2. A total of nine primer pairs were designed and tested on the samples
from Chapter 5. All loci produced PCR product of expected sizes, however, with the
exception of Locus NC-SSR-CT1 (Supplementary Material) no allelic variation was detected.
Locus NC-SSSR-CT1 also revealed extremely low levels of variation among samples from
Chapter 5 and so was not included in that analysis. However, this locus was used to assess the
PCR amplification of microsatellite among frass. PCRs were performed following the same
reaction mic and thermoprofile described in Chapter 2 but with the modification that cycle
number was increased to 55.
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6.2.5 PCR and sequencing protocols
To test the success and effectiveness of the three methods of extraction for recovering DNA
that can be used in further procedures, eluted fractions were tested by PCR with species- or
genus-specific DNA primers designed to produce specific amplicon lengths for the various
target species. Successful amplicons were assessed for their ability to yield clean speciesspecific DNA sequences through standard sequencing protocols.
Frass extractions were diluted in a series from stock to 1/10, 1/100 and 1/200 with ddH2O,
and used in PCRs with Gnorimus nobilis-specific primers from Chapter 5, plus two internal
primers , COIF213 (5’-TGTCTTCCTATTTACAGTGGG-3’) and COIR249 (5’ACGTAATGGAAATGAGCAACT-3’). COIF30 was used with COIR249 to amplify a
219bp section of Cytochrome Oxidase 1 (COI), whilst COIF213 was used with COIR546 to
amplify a 333bp section of COI which slightly overlapped the other primer pair, allowing for
the full 516bp section to be sequenced by concatenating the sequences. PCR mixes were:
20µl PCRs consisting of 10µl of Biomix (Bioline, London, UK), 1µl of each primer at 10µM,
5µl of dH2O, and 3µl of diluted DNA. PCR conditions were 95°C/3 minutes, 55X (95°C/30s,
52°C/30s, 72°C/30s), 72°C/3 minutes.
PCR amplification and genotyping of G. nobilis-specific microsatellite DNA loci was also
used to test extractions from frass material. Additional frass samples were extracted using the
CTAB-Phenol-Chloroform-Isoamyl alcohol method from 12 localities, with four pieces of
frass used in each (48 in total). Locus NC-SSR-CT1 was used.
Species-specific primers were designed for Psalmopoeus cambridgei, whilst within-genus
primers were designed for Pholcus phalangioides (Table 6.2). The widely used universal
invertebrate COI Folmer primers (710bp, Folmer et al. 1994) were also tested for both
species. Spider web extractions were diluted to between 1/20 and 1/50. PCRs were performed
in 20μl volumes consisting of 10μl of Biomix, 1μl of each primer (10μM), 3μl of DNA
diluted from stock to 1/50, and 5μl of ddH2O. Thermocycler conditions for all reactions were:
denaturation at 95°C for 3 minutes, then 45 cycles of 95°C for 30s, 50°C (45°C for the
Folmer primers) for 45s and 72°C for 45s, final extension at 72°C for 3 minutes.
For the adult Gnorimus specimens, species- or genus-specific primers were used for COI
(512bp), Control Region (330bp) (both mitochondrial genes), Orco (150bp), Heat Shock
Protein 70 (206bp) and a microsatellite locus (120bp) (three nuclear genes) (Chapter 5).
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Using these primers, all G. nobilis and G. variabilis specimens were screened using 20µl
PCRs consisting of 10µl of Biomix (Bioline, London, UK), 1µl of each primer at 10µM, 5µl
of dH2O, and 3µl of diluted DNA. PCR conditions were:
95°C/3 minutes, 55X (95°C/30s, 52°C/45s, 72°C/45s), 72°C/3 minutes for COI
95°C/3 minutes, 55X (95°C/30s, 54°C/30s, 72°C/30s), 72°C/5 minutes for Control Region
95°C/3 minutes, 45X (95°C/30s, 57°C/30s, 72°C/30s), 72°C/5 minutes for HSP70
95°C/3 minutes, 45X (95°C/30s, 52°C/30s, 72°C/30s), 72°C/5 minutes for Orco
95°C/3 minutes, 55X (95°C/30s, 52°C/30s, 72°C/30s), 72°C/3 minutes for the microsatellite
Because of issues with amplification from Control Region in G. variabilis, likely due to
mutations in the primer binding sites, this species was not included in the CR dataset, nor was
it included in the microsatellite dataset.
For the Trichius specimens, COI (461bp) with genus-specific primers was used, alongside
Wingless (149bp) (a nuclear gene) – see Chapter 3. PCR conditions were:
95°C/3 minutes, 55X (95°C/30s, 55°C/45s, 72°C/45s), 72°C/3 minutes for COI
95°C/3 minutes, 55X (95°C/30s, 55°C/45s, 72°C/45s), 72°C/3 minutes for Wingless
Amplicons from all extraction stocks and primer combinations were checked on a 2%
agarose gel, then cleaned with SureClean Plus (Bioline) following the manufacturer’s
protocol (but increasing the initial centrifugation step to 20 minutes), and sequenced with AB
BigDye technology. Sequences of all genes were checked and edited in Chromas Lite
(Version 2.1; 2012; Technelysium Pty Ltd), then checked for identity using the BLAST
algorithm against the GenBank database. Mixed peaks were edited to include degenerate base
codes if these were present (Chapter 3)
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Microsatellite development

25 microsatellites were tested from the RAD-seq library (representing approximately 10% of
the available putative microsatellites), plus 45 from the enriched library. Some loci failed to
amplify, others produced a mixture of different product sizes, and other putative loci were
monomorphic. Approximate success rates (i.e. a putative microsatellite flanked by enough
suitable base pairs for primer design) for sequenced clones in the enriched genomic library
were one in every five sequences possessing a testable microsatellite, but of the 70 loci
subjected to PCR testing, none were useable as microsatellites.

6.3.2 Frass extraction and sequencing
Success rates of extraction and PCR amplification are reported in Table 6.3. The Chelex
method produced very low (almost zero) amplification success, whereas both DNeasy and
CTAB-chloroform/isoamylalcohol extraction methods showed high success rates (90%+) at
higher dilutions for the two primer sets. All sequenced amplifications of COI were aligned to
reference material and confirmed as Gnorimus nobilis (compared to known adult specimens).
BLAST results also confirmed the sequences as the sister group to G. variabilis (the only
Gnorimus species on GenBank at the time).
DNA extracted from frass from all localities tested also was amplified reliably using the
nuclear microsatellite locus, and confirmed that same pattern of a lack of variation as found
for fresh samples of British adults and larvae tested in (Chapter 5), with only three of the 44
successfully amplifying samples showing alleles that were not 120bp homozygotes (all four
were 118 / 120bp heterozygotes). The 118 allele was not recovered from any British adults or
larvae, but had been found in Romanian, Spanish and Ukrainian individuals (n=4). Successful
genotyping rates seemed to be affected by the sample locality: nine of the 12 sites had all four
pieces of frass amplify successfully, two sites had one sample fail and one site had two
samples fail.
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6.3.3 Spider web extraction and sequencing
The concentration of the extracted DNA was 15.6-23.3ng/μL for the Psalmopoeus webbing,
and 1.1-7.4ng/μL for the Pholcus webbing. Sequences returned were clean of mixed peaks,
and identified to the correct species using the BLAST algorithm against the GenBank
database. Samples from both species amplified and were sequenced with both their speciesor genera-specific primers, as well as the longer 710bp Folmer primers (Fig. 6.2). All six
Psalmopoeus web samples successfully underwent PCR and were sequenced, as did seven of
the eight Pholcus samples. The lightest (1.1ng) Pholcus sample consistently failed to produce
amplicons.

6.3.4 Adult Gnorimus specimen extraction and sequencing
All sequences were checked for identity using the BLAST algorithm against the GenBank
database. Sequences were determined to have been successful if they were clearly readable
and aligned with the other material from the gene in question. Extraction + amplification +
sequencing success rates for the different age classes are shown in Fig. 6.3.
For Gnorimus patterns were variable across all five gene regions tested, with relatively high
success in certain genes and samples less than 10 years old (Fig. 6.3; COI = 84.5%, and the
microsatellite locus = 97.9%) and lower in other genes with 10 year old material (Control
Region = 65.3%, Orco = 47.3%, HSP70 = 63.0%). With older material (from 10 years and
above, up to 58 years old), the same genes produced relatively similar, but sometimes
considerably lower, success rates with successful sequences (COI = 87.9%, Control Region =
18.8%, Orco = 39.4%, HSP70 = 24.2%, and the microsatellite locus = 95.7%). Success rates
were generally highest for COI and the microsatellite, and lowest for CR, but both CR and
HSP70 showed a strong decline in success rates between the 1-10 year and 10 year plus
samples. Neither COI nor the microsatellite showed significant decreases in amplification
success in the older samples.
For Trichius adults success rates were uniformly high for the two gene regions tested and for
samples of all ages (Fig.6.3.f and Fig.6.3.g).
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6.4 Discussion
Extracting DNA from non-invasive sources has the potential to allow for conservation
genetic studies to be completed on a study species, but without needing to find and capture
the species in question in the wild. Though used for many years on megafauna, such work on
terrestrial arthropods has only been completed in the last 12 years, and is still limited to a
handful of studies (Table 6.1). However, these studies have worked on a diverse range of
insects (Coleoptera, Diptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, Odonata) as well as other
arthropods (Araneae, Diplopoda), suggesting that the techniques can be widely applied across
terrestrial arthropods.
DNA extraction from faeces/frass is the only non-invasive sample that has been studied
across a wide range of terrestrial arthropods, with exuviae and pupal cases also being
commonly utilised. However, only one previous study has used frass collected from wild
populations of terrestrial arthropods (Strangi et al. 2013), showing a clear decline in the
quantity of PCR product amplified from older samples (up to 3 years old, from a 345bp DNA
region), but that the species-specific primers still amplified this old product. Table 6.2 shows
that both a Phenol-Chloroform extraction and the commercially available kit DNeasy can
produce DNA from which it is possible to amplify COI reliably from Gnorimus nobilis frass
using species-specific primers, with extremely high success rates with well diluted DNA. As
the age of these frass samples is unknown, it is potentially a representative wild sample.
Sample weights were also considerably under those used by Strangi et al. (2013) at 2.2mg
against ≈100mg. A slight decline in the reliability of the larger primer pair was also detected
(Table 6.2), suggesting that the frass was old enough for the quality of DNA present in each
sample to have declined (Piggot 2005; Deagle et al. 2006), consistent with other studies on
degraded DNA (Junqueira et al. 2002; Hajibabaei et al. 2006).
In addition, species-specific microsatellites were successfully amplified from 91.7% of the
frass samples. Though most individuals were homozygous for a common allele (n=40, allele
size=120), this pattern is consistent with allele 120 being by far the most common across
Europe and in the UK, and so does not indicate the possibility of large allele drop out
resulting from preferential amplification of small target regions in poor quality DNA (Banks
et al. 1999; Butler et al. 2003). A larva from The Cherrys site showed the same genotype as
all four frass samples from the same tree, but one individual from the Tiddesley Wood
orchard site (frass from two trees was used in the extraction) was a heterozygote (120/122).
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This is unusual as the two adults genotyped from the same orchard are both homozygous for
allele 110. This could be explained by large levels of subpopulation structuring in the
orchards, with individual trees holding very distinct inbred breeding groups of Gnorimus, but
as the source tree from which the adults came is unknown, it is possible that they came from
a different tree (i.e. family) to the frass sample. These successful and reliable amplifications
from frass indicate that it represents a potentially useful sampling target for future studies into
beetle landscape genetics.
Although both mitochondrial (COI) and nuclear (microsatellite) regions were equally
successfully amplified from DNA extracted from frass in this study, multiple copies of
mitochondrial genomes are present in every animal cell, thus there is a greater chance of
undegraded target mtDNA than nDNA being present. Deagle et al. (2006) suggested a model
for DNA damage from strand breaks or chemical modification where:
f(x)=λe-λx
In which x is the distribution of undamaged fragment sizes, λ represents the probability of a
nucleotide being damaged, and e-λx is the complement of the cumulative exponential
distribution of an amplicon of xbp in size. As product size increases, there is an exponential
decline in amplifiable copies, the rate of decline being mediated by λ, which is in turn
affected by the DNA environment. Each mitochondrion possesses multiple copies of their
own mitochondrial genome, and each arthropod cell typically has hundreds of mitochondria
present, thus mitochondrial genomes outnumber genomic DNA by thousands of times per
cell (Minelli et al. 2013). Therefore, future studies on non-invasive wild samples should focus
on reliably amplifying short sections of mtDNA, preferably from short sections which show
from previous studies some within-population variation, rather than investigating the longest
amplicons possible.
In addition to the successful amplification and sequencing of COI from beetle frass, DNA
from spiders was also successfully recovered from web samples from two species in different
settings, one from a captive Theraphosid, and one from a wild Pholcid. The present study
adds to a previous study (Xu et al. 2015), by demonstrating successful DNA extraction using
a different method, amplification and sequencing of a longer COI region, and application of
the technique to a wild spider. The technique should be useful to metabarcode spiders from
ecosystems from web samples, as well as potentially being useful in population genetic
studies. As small microsatellite loci can be amplified in beetle frass, it seems likely that
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nuclear targets of a similar, or larger, size can also be amplified in spider webbing. As prey
can be molecularly identified in webbing (Xu et al. 2015), this should lead the way toward
being able to apply metabarcoding techniques to spider webbing involving high resolution
analysis of prey species targeted by a particular individual or the population (Taberlet et al.
2012; De Barba et al. 2014; Krehenwinkel et al. 2016).
The results from the amplification of DNA extractions from adult beetle samples from “nonoptimal” sources (e.g. old dried specimens in museums) show that the mtDNA COI region
and the small nuclear microsatellite locus display little change in amplification success with
specimen age (Fig. 6.3 a), and success rates for these genes may be more to do with the
preservation method of the sample rather than age. This is consistent with some other work
on COI from old specimens (Junqueira et al. 2002 on a mixture of mtDNA markers on
Diptera up to 70 years old), but is in contrast to Miller et al. (2013) who reported a strong
decline with age in successful sequencing of COI in spiders preserved in ethanol: samples 15
years old only successfully amplified and sequenced approximately 50% of the time, whilst
45 year old specimens only succeeded 20% of the time. Though the sample size reported here
is smaller, COI was sequenced successfully for all three 58 year old samples of Gnorimus,
and was similarly successful in Trichius up to 44 years old. Trichius have somewhat smaller
legs than Gnorimus, presumably with less DNA present per leg sample, so the finding of
roughly similar COI sequencing success rate between the two genera is a reliable indicator
that CTAB-Phenol-Chloroform is a useful DNA extraction method, regardless of specimen
size, though it may also be due to the shorter COI length targeted for Trichius (461bp vs
516bp).
Control Region, a long A+T rich region with large tandem repeats in Gnorimus (Chapter 5),
amplified considerably less reliably than COI. G. variabilis was not tested in this experiment:
tests indicated that the gene only amplified infrequently in this species, and may be due to
mutations in the primer binding sites rather than issues with specimen quality, therefore these
samples were removed from the analysis. No adult specimen over 15 years old was
successfully sequenced for this gene, which may confirm that A+T rich templates degrade
faster than those with more ‘normal’ A+T ratios (Kool 2001). The shorter length of the CR
region targeted (330bp) compared to COI and the lower success rates are testament to its
difficulty as a DNA template.
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Nuclear genes have been little investigated in studies looking at museum specimens. Raupach
et al. (2010) noted that nuclear genes could be sequenced in their dataset from specimens up
to 12 years old, but provided no data on sequencing attempted on older specimens, and its
success rate. None of the nuclear gene targets here were over 206bp, but the four genes
(HSP70, Orco, Wingless and the microsatellite) showed slightly different patterns of
sequencing success: HSP70 worked very well on younger specimens (under 10 years old),
and was sequenced in one of the oldest 58 year old samples, but largely performed poorly
with samples over 10 years old. Orco was less reliable overall, but was sequenced in more
specimens over 10 years old. In contrast to these markers, which performed far more poorly
than COI, Wingless performed as well as COI in Trichius, amplifying in every sample above
15 years old, up to the maximum 44 years old. The 120bp microsatellite performed extremely
strongly regardless of the sample age, with higher success rates than the mitochondrial COI.
This is likely due to its very short size (approximately a quarter of the length of the COI
section targeted).
Watts et al. (2007) used a suite of microsatellite markers (from 125-283bp in length) on
damselfly specimens from museums, reporting a steep drop off from acceptable success rates
(60%+ from samples 30-50 years old) to 0% in samples more than 50 years old. Thomsen et
al. (2009) also reported mixed success using the mitochondrial COI and 16s genes, with
primers targeting sections 77-204bp in length, but did manage to sequence genes from
material 190 years old. Strange et al. (2009) also reported declines in amplification success
on museum bumblebee samples for microsatellites, but still achieved 50% + success rates
with samples up to 50 years old. Nakahama & Isagi (2016) reported a strong effect of
microsatellite product size and sample age on the successful amplification of these loci from
museum butterflies, with shorter products (under 120bp) clearly performing more reliably
than longer products (140bp+) on samples older than 30 years. Finally, Krehenwinkel &
Pekár (2015) reviewed a number of effects on sample sequencing success by standardising
the study species (the wasp spider Argiope bruennichi), and DNA extraction method, and
finding increases in successful sequencing to correlate with sample body size, mitochondrial
rather than nuclear markers and shorter marker length, plus additional factors that are
interesting, but difficult to compare across the other studies, including strong effects of the
museum collection itself, and the distance between the sample locality and the museum it was
housed in. Though none of these studies are directly comparable due to the different species
studied with different DNA extraction methods, they all point to arthropod DNA being
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reliably amplifiable from museum tissue from ages up to and above 50 years provided that
the correct genetic markers are chosen.
Nuclear genes have not received the research attention that they should have for arthropods,
despite a number of studies suggesting that they can be useful markers. Whilst nuclear genes
are certainly harder to amplify and sequence than ‘typical’ mitochondrial barcoding genes,
small products can be sequenced with some reliability in older specimens, though this
depends on the gene. Why there is such a stark difference between the success of Wingless
and Orco (149bp and 150bp respectively) is unknown, but the success of the microsatellite
locus in amplifying so reliably is likely due to its small size. As both beetle frass and spider
webbing have proven to be useful samples for COI amplification, and microsatellites for
beetle frass, the next step for population and conservation genetics is to utilise such samples
for full multi-microsatellite marker studies to see if such non-invasive methods are useful for
investigating population demographics alongside barcoding and mtDNA analysis.

.
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Table 6.1. The tissue sources and taxa that have been investigated for non-lethal and noninvasive sampling in terrestrial arthropods. An ‘*’ denotes a study completed on wildsampled material, as opposed to under laboratory conditions or where an animal has been
taken into captivity (even only briefly).
Source

Taxa

References

Frass and faeces

Araneae, Coleoptera,

Feinstein 2004, Monroe et al. 2010,

Diplopoda, Hymenoptera,

Seeber et al 2010, Lefort et al. 2012,

Lepidoptera, Odonata

Scriven et al. 2013, Strangi et al.

Non-invasive

2013*, Sint et al. 2015
Exuviae and pupal

Coleoptera, Diptera,

Feinstein 2004, Watts et al. 2005*,

cases

Lepidoptera, Odonata

Dhananjeyan et al. 2010, Lefort et al.
2012, Richter et al. 2012*

Non-invasive
Wing clippings

Lepidoptera, Odonata

Vila et al. 2009*, Monroe et al. 2010*

Lepidoptera, Odonata

Vila et al. 2009, Monroe et al. 2010

Coleoptera

Donald et al. 2012

Araneae

Xu et al. 2015

Non-lethal
Leg clipping
Non-lethal
Defensive secretions
Non-invasive
Spider webs
Non-invasive
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Table 6.2: Details of novel primers used in the study on spider webbing. The number in the
Psal primer names denotes the position from the 5’ end of a Psalmopoeus cambridgei
cytochrome oxidase 1 sequence from GenBank (accession number JQ412455.1), whilst in the
Phol primers the number in the primer name denotes the position from the 5’ end of a
complete mitochondrial genome of Pholcus phalangioides from GenBank (accession number
JQ407804.1). ‘F’ and ‘R’ at the end of the primer name refer to whether the primer is a
forward or reverse respectively.

Taxon and targeted gene

Primer name

Primer sequence

Psalmopoeus cambridgei
CO1

Psal-333F

5’-GGGGCCGGGTGAACTATTA-3’

Psalmopoeus cambridgei
CO1

Psal-530R

5’-TACAGACCACAAACGCG-3’

Pholcus spp. CO1

Phol-415F

5’-GGGGTTTCTATGGATTTTGC-3’

Pholcus spp. CO1

Phol-459F

5’-GGCTTCTTCTATTATAGGGGC-3’

Pholcus spp. CO1

Phol-633R

5’GTCAGTCAACAATATGGTAATAGC-3’

Pholcus spp. CO1

Phol-694R

5’-CAGCCGTAATTAAAACAGACC-3’
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Table 6.3: PCR amplification success (number of reactions out of 24 tests displaying DNA
products) using 3 different primer sets on frass-derived DNA recovered using different
extraction techniques and stock dilutions.

DNA region tested
Extraction source
and dilution
Chelex Stock
Chelex 1/10
Chelex 1/100
Chelex 1/200
DNeasy Stock
DNeasy 1/10
DNeasy 1/100
DNeasy 1/200
Phenol-Chloroform
Stock
Phenol-Chloroform
1/10
Phenol-Chloroform
1/100
Phenol-Chloroform
1/200

1st CO1 (219bp) 2nd CO1 (333bp)
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
6
0
24
13
23
23
24
19
0

0

9

0

22

13

24

23
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Figure 6.1. Gnorimus nobilis frass in a typical position in an apple tree. Here the species has
been present in the hole for long enough for frass to reach a point where it spills out of the
rot-hole
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Figure 6.2: representative PCR success of Pholcus phalangioides webbing with HyperLadder
II (Bioline) on a 3.5% agarose gel in TBE. Sample 1: Phol-415F:Phol633R; sample 2 Phol459F:Phol633R; samples 3 & 4- Folmer primers on two different samples of P.
phalangioides webbing. The 300bp and 700bp ladder markers are labelled
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Figure 6.3. Histograms showing the success rate (blue) of production of clean DNA
sequences from attempts using Gnorimus or Trichius adult beetle samples of different ages
(red) amplified for a range of DNA targets. Not all samples were used with every marker,
hence the different sample sizes
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d.
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f.
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Chapter 7

Species Distribution Modelling of Saproxylic
Scarabs
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7.1 Introduction
Despite being large, charismatic insects found worldwide, saproxylic scarabs (Scarabaeoidea)
have received surprisingly little research interest, even within Europe where the conservation
status of many species has been assessed (Nieto & Alexander 2010; Horák et al. 2012).
Though not early stage ecosystem engineers (like the European Cerambyx cerdo,
Cerambycidae (Buse et al. 2008)), saproxylic scarabs perform decomposition roles that no
other species can by using their large body size, powerful mandibles and manipulation of
fungi to engineer ecosystems in decomposing wood (Tanahashi et al. 2010; Mouillot et al.
2013; Sánchez-Galván et al. 2014; Micó et al. 2015; Landvik et al. 2016; Tanahashi & Hawes
2016).
As inhabitants of forest ecosystems, saproxylic habitats currently exist in a fragmented state
across much of Europe, with very little undisturbed ancient habitat remaining (Rukke 2000;
Linder et al. 2010). Loss of habitat and degradation is the main threat facing saproxylic
beetles (Alexander 2003 b.), which are being additionally stressed by climate change.
However, the extent to which climate change will affect saproxylic scarab distributions is
unknown. One approach to assessing the projected impact of climate change is to use Species
Distribution Modelling (SDM) approaches by predicting the distribution of a species in
geographic space, then projecting the species-specific factor responses onto a geographic
model for the time period in question (Elith et al. 2011) to aid conservation planning (Loiselle
et al. 2003; Pearson & Dawson 2003; Franklin 2010).
As well as being able to make predictions for the future, SDM approaches can also help make
inferences about species distributions in the past, in particular predicting the locations of
glacial refugia (Provan & Bennett 2008; Svenning et al. 2008). This latter application of
SDMs becomes particularly powerful when combined with phylogeographic approaches,
allowing cross-discipline hypothesis testing (Knowles et al. 2007; Wielstra et al. 2013). In
one of the most commonly applied and accessible approaches to developing SDMs, climatic
data (such as the Bioclim bioclimatic variables dataset; Hijmans et al. 2005) are used
alongside species presence data as inputs into a presence-only algorithm (such as Maxent, a
machine-learning method which minimises relative entropy between the probability density
of the species presence points and the wider study landscape; Phillips et al. 2004; Philips et
al. 2006; Elith et al. 2011) to produce a robust model of species distribution with a statistical
basis.
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Despite being widely utilised, SDMs have been criticised for being applied to weak datasets
(Jiménez‐Valverde et al. 2008) or being applied where recent historical processes have
affected species distributions (Hortal et al. 2012), leading to coincidental congruence between
distributions caused entirely by historical processes (such as human-mediated habitat loss and
degradation) and those arising from genuine contemporary climatic factors. Though such
concerns are certainly valid, and must be considered in any SDM workflow, that historical
processes (such as post-glacial recolonisation of terrestrial environments from glacial refugia,
Hewitt 1999) have affected distributions of European terrestrial species is without doubt.
Additionally, modelling conducted at wide study scales using range-restricted species can
often yield artificially inflated Area Under the Curve (AUC) values (used to measure the
predictive performance of SDMs; Jiménez‐Valverde et al. 2008), increasing as the study area
is increased relative to the true geographic range of the organism (AUC being relative to the
occurrence area in question). This can lead to over simplifications of model performance and
a focus on achieving high AUC values for publication (Lobo et al. 2007), as this statistic is
often described as an indicator of model performance and for cross-dataset analyses (Fielding
& Bell 1997; Hortal et al. 2012).
Additional difficulties can arise from situations where the species used in the modelling is a
habitat specialist, but the habitat itself is fragmented or locally patchy. In the case of
saproxylic beetles feeding on decayed trees for at least part of their life cycle (Alexander
2008a), their chosen habitat is usually specific, such as heartwood rots in certain tree species
caused by certain fungi. Models predicting changes in areas of suitable climate for species
under climatic change scenarios will lead to an over simplification of the species’ niche.
Regardless of the suitability of the climate, if the habitat is not suitable, the species will be
unable to colonise said areas.
Approaches using null climate or presence data to test the power of SDMs have been shown
to be useful in assessing a variety of taxa generally considered to be ‘difficult’ to model
(Beale et al. 2008; Chapman 2010; Hijmans 2012; Algar et al. 2013). Typically a Principle
Components Analysis is performed on the input climatic data to reduce the number of
predictor variables used in the SDMs (reducing computing time) and to eliminate
multicollinearity between individual predictors, whilst retaining the majority of the variance
contained within the climatic data (Baldwin 2009; Williams et al. 2015). Then, SDMs can be
assessed against two different null model predictions: via null climate data which replicates
the spatial pattern of each observed climate variable and the relationships between each
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variable, and null presence data which replicates the spatial pattern in the observed species
distribution. Where a significant association between predictor variables and species
presences is found (when the median AUC value of the observed SDM is significantly higher
(p0.05) than those of the null models), models can then be projected via hind- and forecasting to produce the best prediction possible based on the input climatic variables and
species presence points (Williams et al. 2015).
Using multiple species under a single SDM framework allows for robust hypotheses to be
drawn up from cross-species comparisons (Svenning et al. 2008). Here, a range of species
from Scarabaeoidea have been incorporated into the modelling framework, including species
specialising in certain habitats (climatic specialists, such as those associated with
Mediterranean or boreal climates) or food sources (food specialists in rot-holes versus
generalists feeding on a range of rotten wood, plus those species flexible enough to feed on
other decayed biological material).
It is predicted that there will be little difference in the glacial refugia utilised by food-source
specialists and generalists, but much stronger responses to hind and forecasting by those
climatic specialists. Whereas forecasting climate change may prove to result in much of the
Mediterranean region becoming unsuitable for some Northern European generalists, it may
lead to expansions of Mediterranean specialists as suitable climates are found further north
(Williams et al. 2015), replacing the generalist species in environments they are currently
found in. Hindcasting the models to compare the glacial refugia of this mixture of species
will also allow for refugial hotspots to be identified and compared to insights from population
genetics and phylogeography (Forester et al. 2013). These multi-disciplinary approaches help
add weight to the hind-casts, allowing the model approach to be better evaluated.

7.2. Methods

7.2.1 Species records
Saproxylic scarab beetles (Scarabaeoidea, Coleoptera) were chosen as the study taxa due to
the long standing interest in their distributions, their conservation value (Nieto & Alexander
2010), and their status as ecosystem engineers (Micó et al. 2015; Tanahashi & Hawes 2016).
A wide mixture of Scarabaeoidea species were initially screened for the study, representing a
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range of different feeding preferences, conservation listings and specialisations. Species
distribution data were collected from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF)
website (www.gbif.org) using the RGBIF package (Chamberlain et al. 2016) in R (R
Development Core Team 2008). Data were defined as being suitable for the study if they
were geotagged and from 1950-2016 to match the models for current climate as closely as
possible. Due to biases in data collection from such public resources (Maldonado et al. 2015)
this was supplemented by literature searches for the chosen species. As well as specialist
obligate saproxylics, facultative saproxylics (which also feed on a variety of other plantderived substances such as compost and leaf hummus) were also investigated for comparison.
Species selected to be taken forward had to have geotagged locality data from across their
approximate range. Conservation listings were taken from Nieto & Alexander (2010) and the
IUCN Red List (2016). Biological data came from the BugsCEP program (Buckland &
Buckland 2006; Buckland 2007) and from the wider literature (Supplementary Material).

7.2.2 Model Generation
Bioclimatic data were collected for recent observed conditions (1950-2000) using the general
circulation model MIROC-ESM (Watanabe et al. 2011) downloaded via the WorldClim
website (Hijmans et al. 2005). MIROC-ESM is an earth system model which couples
observed climatic data from weather stations with biogeographical components, which can
then be projected to simulate past and future climate. Projections using the MIROC-ESM
model were collected for: the Mid-Holocene (6KYA), the Last Glacial Maximum (22KYA),
the year 2050 under Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5, and the year 2070
under RCP4.5. RCP4.5 represents a ‘stabilisation without overshoot’ model of global
radiative forcing (Moss et al. 2010) and is considered to be a moderate model of future
environmental change. All datasets were used at a resolution of 10 arc minutes to reduce
computing time.
Climate variables from the observed data were subjected to a Principle Components Analysis
(PCA) within the study area (-12.0 to 47.0 degrees East/West, and 34.0 to 72.0 degrees
South/North), representing the Western Palearctic. Scores for the first three PCA values were
used, whilst PC scores for the future and past climate scenarios were derived by standardising
future data using means and standard deviations from observed modern climate data, before
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subsequently applying the eigenvectors from the PCA of the observed modern data (Williams
et al. 2015).
For each species, a null distribution was generated by randomly placing the number of points
(species observations) on the area used in the projections (above), then iteratively moving a
single presence point at a time, and retaining the change if it reduced the deviation from the
spatial pattern in said species’ observed presence data (Williams et al. 2015). The spatial
pattern for each species was assessed via an empirical semi-variograph, a density histograph
and the area of the convex hull encompassing all presence points (Beale et al. 2008; Williams
et al 2015). Deviation from the observed data was calculated for a total of 50000 iterations (if
it did not terminate before reaching this number) for each of the three measures as the sum of
squares of the difference between the observed and generated measure, the product then
being taken to give the overall deviation of a distribution generated from the pattern in the
observed data.
For each species 200 null distributions were generated, from which 99 were selected for each
species by rejecting any null presence distribution which had a correlation coefficient above
1x10-4 with the observed presence distribution, by rejecting any null distribution for which
the sum of squares deviation for the semi-variogram was greater than 1x10-5, and finally by
selecting those 99 null distributions that minimised the total cross-correlation between the
resulting set (Williams et al. 2015). This set of 99 null distributions capture as many
qualitatively different distributions as possible, whilst also adequately conforming to the
spatial pattern of the observed data.
Maxent was then used to compute the SDM for each species with the input layers from
above. For Maxent, outputs reported include the area under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic Curve (the Area Under the Curve, AUC), widely regarded as the most
important signal of a robust model (Fielding & Bell 1997) where values of 1 demonstrate
perfect predictive performance, and 0.5 represents random chance. Values above 0.75 are
typically reported as representing models with useable predictive power.
Combined with the 99 null presence models, the observed species distribution was included
to produce a population of 100 models. A Kruskal-Wallis test was then used to detect
whether the median AUC of any of these 100 models was significantly different to any other.
If a significant difference was detected, pairwise t-tests (with Bonferonni corrections
computed in MATLAB (MathWorks 2012)) were used to compute the number of null models
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that had significantly lower median AUCs than the observed model. The association between
climate and distribution as identified by the SDM is significant under this test if the AUC of
the observed model is significantly greater than that of 95 of the null models, giving a onetailed significance cut off of P=0.05 (Williams et al. 2015).
The internal fitting parameters that are selected by default in Maxent are designed to capture
the different responses of species to their environment. The five different types are: Linear,
where continuous variables should be close to observed values, Quadratic, where the variance
of continuous variables should be close to observed values, Product, where the covariance of
two continuous variables should be close to observed values, Threshold, where the proportion
of the model that has values above a threshold for a continuous variable sould be close to the
observed population, and Hinge, whereby a linear feature is truncated at a threshold (Elith et
al. 2011). The program internally decides which features are available to the model
depending on the number of species presence points: the more presence points in the dataset,
the more features are available to the model and the more complex and fitted the final SDM
can become (Philips & Dudik 2008, Williams et al. 2015). However, this approach can
overfit models, especially when the number of species presence records is low (Raes & ter
Steege 2007; Warren & Seifert 2011). Therefore, every possible nested Maxent model was
tested, and the most parsimonious was chosen for comparison to the null models. The final
nested model chosen for each species was the one which returned the lowest Akaike
Information Criterion (AICc) value the most times over 1000 split-data (60% training, 40%
testing) replicates (Warren at al. 2010).

7.3. Results & Discussion

7.3.1 Selection of species
From the combined search methods 24,840 records of saproxylic scarabs were collected from
Europe. From the initial pool of 25 species, 13 were selected as being suitable for the study
(Table 7.1), representing a diverse range of saproxylic ecologies, plus species flexible enough
to feed on decayed wood and other decayed biological material. Sample sizes varied from 39
for each of Propomacrus bimucronatus sensu lato and Protaetia mirifica to 6380 for Lucanus
cervus (Table 7.2).
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7.3.2 Key Environmental Factors Shaping Species Distributions
Together the first three principle components explained 82.75% of the variation contained
within the 19 Bioclimatic variables (Table 7.3). The individual factors that each PC correlates
with are outlined in Table 7.4. Broadly, each variable explains:
PC1: seasonality and extreme seasonal variations. High scores are indicative of regions with
large seasonal temperature and precipitation fluctuations in continental regions, with much of
western Europe being currently very moderate in this regard likely due to influence of the
Gulf Stream (Fig. 7.1a). This extreme seasonality is predicted to become more extreme under
the climate change scenario, with Spain, Italy and Eastern Europe becoming associated with
high PC1 values (Fig. 7.1b, c). In contrast, seasonality is predicted to have been limited under
both the 22kya and 6kya projections, only showing high PC1 values in the north east, and
extremely low values on west facing shores. Much of Europe appears to have been very
moderate in this regard, with lower PC1 values across much of eastern Europe in particular
than today (Fig. 7.1 d and e), implying a milder climate.
PC2: high temperatures, with high summer temperatures and low precipitation. High scores
are indicative of hot dry regions in the southern Mediterranean, whilst low scores are
indicative of high southern mountains (the Alps, Pyrenees, and Carpathians) and
mountainous areas of Scotland and Norway. A trend toward moderation can be seen in the
forward projections (Fig.7.2 b and c) with much of Spain, Turkey and the Balkans showing
lower PC2 values, though there is predicted to be very little change to areas with very low
PC2 values. Much of northern Europe is predicted to have had very low PC2 values during
the last glaciation (as expected from current knowledge of glacial extent) with a general push
south in high PC2 values (Fig. 7.2 d). 6kya (Fig. 7.2 e) is intermediate between the two, with
both northern and southern areas demonstrating more moderate PC2 values.
PC3: precipitation seasonality, particularly in regions with extreme wet/cold quarters. High
scores in the modern dataset are found in Atlantic Norway and Portugal, Western Greece and
southern Turkey (Fig. 7.3 a). These currently high PC3 southern areas are predicted to
become less extreme in the 2050 and 2070 analyses (Fig. 7.3 b & c), whereas Atlantic
Norway is predicted to become more extreme, along with Atlantic Scotland. Low scores for
this PC are found in northern France, Germany and England, and are predicted to spread
eastwards through Europe as climate change advances. There are very few differences in PC3
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throughout Europe between the current values and the values for 6KYA (Fig. 7.3 d), whereas
for 22KYA areas are generally more extreme (Fig. 7.3 e).

7.3.3 Scarab SDMs
In general, most species demonstrated broad climatic niches, with much of western and
central Europe predicted as being suitable. Generally the climate becomes less suitable for
these species toward the extreme north (the Scottish highlands and mountainous Scandinavia)
and the east (Russia in particular). Such species also responded strongly to PCAs 1 and 3. For
many of the widely distributed species the 6kya projections show large areas of highly
suitable climate across central Europe, in many cases there are more areas with high species
distribution probabilities (represented by yellow to red in the Figures) in the 6kya projections
than in the current climate scenario due to this period being milder than current (Andersen et
al. 2006). Most species are also predicted to have glacial refugia in Iberia and Italy (as
expected from standard glacial refugia theory (Hewitt 2000)), but many species also show
predicted distributions indicating northern refugia (Provan & Bennett 2008), though
naturally, especially for the obligate saproxylics, these predictions hinge on the presence of
host trees. Projecting these niches onto future climate change scenarios suggests that these
widely distributed species should move further north east as the climate shifts, and that there
may be large decreases in suitability in the south of the range, particularly in southern France
and Italy. In contrast, species with Mediterranean distributions are predicted to do well as the
climate shifts, largely being predicted to find suitable climate directly northwards, but
without suffering southern losses of suitability.
None of the Maxent models that retuned the lowest AICc value were identified as the most
complex model possible (as would be the case from the default Maxent settings). No scarab
used a model including the Hinge features (Table 7.2). The AUC values for each species are
listed in Table 7.2, along with the ‘pass’ (p<0.05) or ‘fail’ (p>0.05) state of the AUC against
the null models. Two species failed this test, Osmoderma barnabita and Trichius fasciatus,
resulting in the remaining 11 species passing against the null model, showing significant
associations between predictor variables and species presences. That both of these species
failed to pass the null test may be due to their distribution being constrained by non-climatic
factors, which could be accounted for in a number of ways, including habitat fragmentation
or issues with accurate species taxonomy. Both species have complicated taxonomic histories
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(see the section on Osmoderma below, and Chapter 3 on Trichius species boundaries), which
may go some way toward explaining their not passing the null model test. Though both
species were included in the hind- and –forecasting models, their results should be taken cum
grano salis as there is no significant climate signal from their distribution data, though they
are included for the sake of completeness and for broad comparisons. They are not
considered in future discussions unless explicitly mentioned.
All AUC values were above 0.75 and therefore should show strong predictive performance
(Fielding & Bell 1997), with seven of the species both passing the null test and having an
AUC value above 0.85 (Table 2).
Though Beck et al. (2014) have warned against extrapolating too much from GBIF insect
records due to a large number of biases inherent in the data (East-West sampling biases in
particular), the null modelling approach will help to increase the robustness of the models
produced, partially due to the pass/fail nature of the tests. Models from species that fail the
null test should be treated as having inherent biases in the dataset and are not necessarily
representative of the ‘true’ SDM for that species.

7.3.4 Species-by-species results
Cetonia aurata. The species responds most strongly to PCA1, but PCAs 2 & 3 are also
important predictors of presence (Fig. 7.4). The species is known to be found in southern
Greece and Portugal (Ahrens et al. 2013) but as no reliable high resolution localities from
these regions could be found, they were not included in the study. Therefore the estimated
niche of C. aurata is an underestimate of its true flexibility. That most of the British Isles is
suitable for the species also suggests that its currently restricted distribution there is due to a
scarcity of suitable larval habitat. Large areas of Sweden, Norway, Finland and northern
Russia are predicted to become increasingly suitable for the species as long as there are
suitable areas of vegetation matter, including organic compost (Ødegaard & Tømmerås 2000;
Horák et al. 2013), though as France becomes increasingly unsuitable for the species
Iberian/Pyrenean populations may become isolated from the rest of Europe. As a generalist
species feeding on organic matter, the species isn’t tied to ancient woodland and should
largely do well in the face of climate change, despite southern reductions in suitability.
Because PCA 1 is an important variable for the species, much of continental Europe is
predicted to have been suitable for the species 6kya, facilitating a rapid spread from the
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Iberian, Italian and Balkan southern refugia, and from northern refugia in France and
Germany as indicated by the projection for 22kya. The oldest known fossil of the species in
Britain is from Dumfriesshire (9640ya; Bishop & Coope 1977), which corresponds well with
Britain being suitable for the species in the hindcast for both 22kya and 6kya. Isolation of
Iberian populations and those in southern Italy may have happened in the last glacial
maximum leading to the distinct haplotypes in these regions in the barcoding gene COI as
identified by Ahrens et al. (2013). Additionally, that much of Germany, France, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and Serbia were apparently suitable for C. aurata indicates a post-glacial
spread from these regions, as indicated by Ahrens et al. (2013). Genetic data and SDMs have
therefore both predicted that northern refugia were more important than those in the south for
post-glacial recolonisation of C. aurata.
Dorcus parallelipipedus: this extremely widespread species suffers from its own familiarity
to entomologists as the distribution records for this species used in this study are a massive
under representation of its true range (Fig. 7.5, Alexander et al. 2010). As such the species
appears to be restricted to suitable habitat in west and southern Europe, with unsuitable
climates in the north east, Russia and Estonia in particular, despite being found in both of
these countries in reality. This species represents therefore a victim of the sampling biases
inherent in certain public databases (Beck et al. 2014). However, the species is predicted to
respond in a broadly similar manner to Cetonia aurata, with suitable climates shifting to the
north east, and the potential for habitat fragmentation in Iberia, Italy and Turkey. PCA3 is the
strongest predictor of occurrence in the species. As the species is usually found in areas with
very low PCA3 values, and not at all in areas with high PCA3 values, this appears to have led
to a similar scenario as for C. aurata in the predictions for 6kya, in that much of Europe is
predicted to have been highly suitable for the species. Unlike C. aurata however, all Dorcus
spp. are obligate saproxylics, and therefore require their host tree species to shift their ranges
before Dorcus can. As in C. aurata, Iberia, Italy, France and Germany are predicted to have
been refugia for the species, along with additional restricted areas of suitable climate in the
British Isles, Switzerland, Sardinia, Corsica, and the Mediterranean Balkans.
Gnorimus nobilis: the species responds most strongly to PCA1, though it also shows a strong
response to low values of PCA3 (Fig. 7.6). That the species finds suitable climates
throughout the British Isles is contrary to the result of Whitehead (2003) who predicted that
the climate was not suitable in the north of the British Isles for this species. Instead, this
suggests some different scenarios: that given suitable habitat (which is currently lacking
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throughout the British Isles, the species should be more widespread, and/or that British
populations may be locally adapted to the British climate and therefore don’t make use of
suitable habitat outside of their current climatic envelopes. The species has been present in
Britain for over 9,500 years (Osborne 1974), matching the hindcasting predictions. Generally
the species avoids extremes, and is predicted to show a similar response to the above species
as climate change continues, with suitable climates opening up to the north east. This is likely
to isolate populations in Iberia, southern Russia and may lead to elevational shifts in the
Balkan mountain ranges (Thomas et al. 2006). Similar refugia to those predicted for Cetonia
aurata are also predicted for G. nobilis, and correspond to genetic data (Chapter 5).
Gnorimus variabilis: As predicted by Trizzino et al. (2013), G. variabilis occupies a different
climatic niche to G. nobilis, being most responsive to PCA3, but not at low values, having a
broad tolerance to PCA1, and a very narrow tolerance to PCA2 (Fig. 7.7). Though these
responses appear to be broadly similar to those of G. nobilis at the wide scale, G. variabilis is
more suited to lowland climates and isn’t predicted to be suited to the mountain ranges (such
as the Alps, Pyrenees, Apennines and the Carpathians), though under the climate change
scenario these ranges become increasingly suitable for the species. The British Isles,
Germany, southern Sweden and Russia are predicted to become more suitable for G.
variabilis as the climate warms, whilst southern areas become increasingly less suitable.
Hindcasting the SDM indicates that France, Italy and Iberia are the key areas for predicted
glacial refugia, whilst additional areas in northern France and Iberia become suitable, though
other suitable areas in the Balkans may be unconnected to the primary predicted distribution
centre.
Lucanus cervus: Lucanus cervus shows a very similar predicted presence to Cetonia aurata,
though it seems less well adapted to northern latitudes and northern Russia (Fig. 7.8). The
model shows clear relationships with climate in mountain ranges in the south, with lowlands
(Belgium, England) being more important in the north. As with C. aurata, PCA1 contributes
the most to the model. Forecasting the model, the northern European plain (Belarus,
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia and North West Russia) becomes increasingly suited to Lucanus
cervus, whilst other regions suited to the species become increasingly isolated (Portugal, the
southern Caucasus). As predicted by Cox et al. (2013), hindcasting 22kya indicates that
suitable areas of climate were found in Iberia, Italy, the southern Balkans, and around Syria
and Lebanon, which correspond to genetically distinct units (McKeown pers. comm.), along
with a possible refugia in France. Using the 6kya model as a midpoint between glacial retreat
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and the modern day, this suggests that the climate in the mid-Balkans and central Europe was
suited to L. cervus, representing a possible recolonisation pathway, whereas although much
of Iberia became suitable for L. cervus, the regions to the north were less so, and therefore the
species may not have spread from Iberia across Europe, but instead from the Balkans.
Osmoderma barnabita: this species failed the null model, therefore the results from the
species will only be discussed briefly with few comparisons (Fig. 7.9). As with C. aurata and
L. cervus the species is predicted to move increasingly toward the northern European plains,
and into higher mountainous regions than previously (the Carpathians and Dinaric Alps
especially). Glacial refugia are predicted throughout France, Italy and northern Iberia, with
more fringe areas in the Balkans and the south Caucasus. This is at odds with its
currenteastern distribution, especially as the 6kya projection suggests much of France and
Italy was unsuited to the species, but that the Balkans and Turkey were, which may represent
the true glacial refugia for this species.
Osmoderma eremita: this species isn’t found in the British Isles (though there is a subfossil
from Essex approximately 337kya (Roe et al. 2009), but this is equally likely to be from O.
barnabita), but this appears not to be due to climatic reasons as much of England and
Scotland is apparently suited to it, and instead may be due to the low dispersal capability of
the species (Ranius & Hedin, 2001), or cryptic extinction (Fig. 7.10). Certain regions toward
the south Balkans and north east Europe are also predicted to be suitable, though here the
species is replaced by its relative O. barnabita. As the climate warms the species is predicted
to move increasingly eastward, which may bring it into contact with O. barnabita. Exactly
what effect this will have on the two species, and whether they will successfully hybridise is
unknown. Hybrids between the two have not been identified, though as they were only
recognised as truly separate species relatively recently (Audisio et al 2009; Landvik et al.
2013) this is not a surprise. When collecting data for Osmoderma, sample positions were
compared by eye to the predicted distribution maps in Audisio et al. (2009) and the species
name was changed accordingly. Samples from areas where the two species could overlap
(central Germany in particular) were omitted. Areas where the two species should co-exist
will prove extremely interesting as the two species become increasingly in contact, and
research looking to identify putative hybrids and gene flow between the two species induced
by climate change should be extremely fruitful. In general, few areas with suitable climate for
O. eremitia are predicted to be lost under climate change (though those lost will be from
Iberia and Italy, potentially areas with high genetic diversity), and the species may not fare
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too badly so long as there are good numbers of veteran trees to use. The species is predicted
to have a very similar pattern of climatically-suitable sites to Gnorimus variabilis, with
France, the Pyrenees and Italy being suitable. This is another species which likely found thr
6KYA climate to be better suited to it than the modern climate.
Oryctes nasicornis: the species clearly has a very broad climatic niche, strongly responding to
both PCA1 and 3 (Fig. 7.11). As most of Europe is apparently suited to it, its absence from
the British Isles may be down to poor dispersal, or an unrecorded extinction due to habitat
loss, though again its wide range of food substrates makes this unlikely. The species is not
known to be a poor disperser however: extrapolating from Dubois et al. (2009) indicated the
species has a maximum dispersal distance of 11km in a single flight, and although this is only
a third of the distance needed to cross the Strait of Dover, with lower sea levels in in the early
stages of glacial retreat and a strong wind it is not inconceivable that the species could have
dispersed to Britain. Gnorimus nobilis is a considerably poorer flyer (Whitehead 2003; Bates
pers. comm.) and yet has been in England for over 9,000 years (Osborne 1974). Only very
small areas are predicted to become less climatically suitable for O. nasicornis, but additional
areas in northern Russia and Finland are predicted to become suitable. The three typical areas
for European glacial refugia (Iberia, Italy and the Balkans) are all predicted to have been
suitable for this species, along with much of France and Germany, during the last glacial
maximum. Additionally, much of the British Isles, including Ireland, has also been predicted
to have been suitable 22kya, which makes the species absence from there more enigmatic.
Propomacrus bimucronatus: a rare species thought extinct for much of the 1900s (Young
1989) confined to the southern Balkans through to the Middle East, it responds extremely
strongly to PCA2, and is predicted to find large areas of new climatically suitable habitat
opening up as climate change advances (Fig. 7.12). Young (1989) predicted the species
would be found in at least “Albania, Bulgaria, Armenian and Georgian Russia, throughout
Greece, northern Iraq, Lebanon and throughout Yugoslavia”, and the discovery of the species
in southern Bulgaria (Bekchiev & Zlatkov 2010) gives weight to some of his predictions.
However, the climatic envelope of the species indicates that Georgia, Armenia and Serbia are
not suited to this species, though the southern reaches of the Dinaric Alps may be suitable. In
addition, Young’s prediction that the species may find mountainous Italy climatically suitable
appears to be slightly inaccurate: southern Italy, west of the Apennines, Sardinia and Sicily,
as well as southern Iberia, seem to be suitable. Though the species is extremely large and
charismatic, its cryptic nature means that it is conceivable that the species has a wider range
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than expected. Hindcasting also suggests that although much of its current range was still
suitable 22kya, by 6kya the Greek and Cypriot/Turkish climatic regions were split, implying
some isolation between the two populations, which may add weight to the hypothesis that the
species is made up of two separate evolutionary units (Hadjiconstantis et al. 2015). The exact
relationship of the two Propomacrus species to each other is poorly understood, but P.
cypriacus may be a subspecies of P. bimucronatus, though this data has not appeared in the
peer-reviewed literature (Hadjiconstantis et al. 2015). Due to the similarity of their habitat
and close relationship they are here grouped as one species and referred to as Propomacrus
bimucronatus sensu lato for the rest of the text.
Protaetia mirifica: this Mediterranean species shows an extremely strong response to PCA1,
being split into four distinct regions: Iberia, southern and western France, Italy and the
southern Balkans (Fig. 7.13). Future projections indicate suitable climates being found in
Sweden, Estonia and Finland, areas far north of the current distribution. There are large oaks
in these regions used as habitat by Osmoderma, so it’s not inconceivable that P. mirifica will
find these regions suitable, though it is likely to be a poor disperser and may not be able to
move into this suitable habitat over the next 50 years. However, from the projections its
current distribution is not expected to become unsuitable for it, so it isn’t likely to be at risk
of climate-shift induced extinction. Hindcasting shows the four populations centres are likely
to have been separated for thousands of years, and thus may represent distinct evolutionary
units. As a charismatic, vulnerable species (Nieto et al. 2010) population genetic work should
shed interesting light on its phylogeographic patterns.
Protaetia speciosissima: this species displays a very similar climatic envelope to Lucanus
cervus, associating with mountains in the south of the range, and flatter land in the north (Fig.
7.14). In an almost identical manner to L. cervus it is expected to find suitable climate in the
northern European plain as climate change continues, whilst southern populations are at risk
of extinction. As with Oryctes and Osmoderma eremita, the British Isles seem climatically
suited to the species, so its absence there is unusual. Hindcasting shows likely glacial refugia
in north east Iberia, France, Italy and certain areas in the Balkans. Protaetia speciosissima is
listed as “P. aeruginosa” in older literature and in some databases, but is here referred to as
P. speciosissima following Krell et al. (2012).
Trichius fasciatus: the species failed the null model, and will therefore only be discussed
briefly (Fig. 7.15). The true distribution of this species, and indeed exactly which genetic unit
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of Trichius has been identified by the databases GBIF uses, is impossible to ascertain due to
the complex species boundaries between species in the genus (see Chapter 3). T. fasciatus
appears to be a species adapted to cold regions, whereas T. gallicus and T. sexualis are more
common in the south. These latter two species would be expected to follow similar patterns to
Cetonia aurata and Protaetia speciosissima, whereas, as is indicated by the model, T.
fasciatus is suited to mountain ranges in the south, and much of northern Europe. As with
Dorcus parallelipipedus, it may be a victim of its own common nature, and may not be
recorded from many areas, despite its distribution there. Southern populations may run out of
mountain to live on if climate change continues, whilst the species may have found glacial
refuge further north than most other saproxylic species, utilising France, Germany, Belgium,
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Norway and the British Isles in the North, and the Apennines,
Alps, Croatia and Portugal in the south. The model predictions line up with the presence of a
Trichius species in Britain (Kent, south east England) 12kya (Coope 1998), implying that it
survived in southern England throughout the last glaciation. However, its failure to differ to
the null model limits the conclusions that can be drawn.
Valgus hemipterus: another poorly recorded species, V. hemipterus avoids ‘extreme’ habitats
with high PCA3 scores, and is generally found associated with lowland areas without large
climatic fluctuations (Fig. 7.16). As with many other saproxylic scarabs, it is expected to
spread to the northern European plains, though the climate envelope for southern populations
isn’t predicted to shift as dramatically for this species as for others. It is also predicted to find
suitable climate in Turkey, Iraq and Syria as time advances. Six major areas for putative
glacial refugia are also indicated: Iberia, northern Africa, France, Italy, the southern Balkans
and Syria and Iraq. This adaptable species has been found in previous interglacials in the
British Isles, and has been found in sediments from 3.6-3.8kya in Britain (Campbell &
Robinson 2007), showing that the species is now extinct in Britain, likely due to habitat loss.
In general, many specialists and generalists show a similar predicted response to climate
change: localised extinctions in southern areas surrounding the Mediterranean, expansions
vertically up mountain ranges, and expansions north-eastwards into the northern European
plain (Cetonia aurata, Dorcus parallelipipedus, Gnorimus nobilis, G. variabilis, Lucanus
cervus, Protaetia speciosissima and Valgus hemipterus), a common pattern for European
fauna (Hickling et al. 2006; Thomas et al. 2006, Lindner et al. 2010). These species are a
mixture of habitat generalists (C. aurata, D. parallelipipedus, L, cervus, and V. hemipterus;
Table 7.1) and specialists (G. nobilis, G. variabilis and P. speciosissima, all specialists in
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veteran tree rot-holes), as initially predicted. Habitat for the specialists takes many hundreds
of years to form (Warren & Key 1991) as the host trees must become large and old enough to
support fungi which produce cavities in the wood formed by heartwood rot (Sebek et al.
2013). This lag time between climate change and the development of suitable habitat is
significant even for insects where habitat changes and formation can be measured on a
decadal scale (Warren et al. 2001; Menéndez et al. 2006), and for species where habitats take
hundreds of years to form this lag could be catastrophic.
Iberia, Italy and southern France are predicted to have been climatically suitable for C.
aurata, D. parallelipipedus, G. nobilis, G. variabilis, L. cervus, Os. barnabita, Os. eremita,
Oy. nasicornis, P. mirifica, P. speciosissima and V. hemipterus, with northern refugia more
important for T. fasciatus and Balkan refugia more important for P. bimucronatus. Additional
refugia in the Balkans may also have been important for C. aurata, G. nobilis, L. cervus, Os.
barnabita, Oy. nasicornis, P. mirifica and V. hemipterus, with putative northern refugia
(northern France and Germany, and the British Isles) predicted for C. aurata, G. nobilis, G.
variabilis, Os. barnabita, Os. Eremita, Oy. nasicornis, P. speciosissima, T. fasciatus and V.
hemipterus. Thus there is little separation between the glacial refugia predicted to have been
used by habitat generalists and specialists. A clear distinction in the responses of
Mediterranean specialists and those from temperate climates can be made, with climatic
generalists strongly predicted to have used northern refugia.
Hindcasting to predict glacial refugia reveals that patterns predicted from population genetics
generally match well with our findings from SDMs, and in line with other studies combining
SDMs and phylogeography (Forester et al. 2013; Dalmaris et al. 2015):


Cetonia aurata – Ahrens et al. 2013. Southern refugia in Iberia, southern Italy and
Sicily, the Balkans and Lebanon. The similarity of COI haplotypes in the area
between France, Scandinavia and the Balkans suggests that either the species
recolonised northern areas as the glaciers retreated from French and Balkan refugia,
or that in fact much of continental Europe remained suitable for it, with one large,
widespread population being found in France, southern Germany and into the
Balkans. Haplotypes unique to Iberia and southern Italy don’t appear to have
contributed to the species’ expansion. The hindcast for 22kya strongly supports this,
with mountainous regions of Iberia and Italy being predicted as suitable, along with
much of France and Germany, and a split population in the Balkans (over Serbia,
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Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina). A separate region in Lebanon is also strongly
predicted to have been suitable.


Lucanus cervus – Cox et al. 2013; McKeown pers. comm. Refugia in Iberia and/or
Italy likely contributed to the post-glacial expansion of the species, with possible
secondary introgression from a Caucasus or Russian refugium. Separate refugia in the
Balkans and Turkey didn’t contribute haplotypes of COI to the northern populations.
Our data strongly support refugia in Iberia, Italy and the western Balkans, but also
predict a northern refugium in France, southern Germany and Switzerland. The lack
of genetic differentiation between these regions may be due to a population of the
species spreading from Iberia through France and Switzerland into Italy, stopping
genetic differentiation from taking place in these refugia. Additional isolated refugia
are predicted in the Caucasus and Lebanon which may match with restricted
haplotypes identified in Cox et al. (2013) (Chapter 2)



Gnorimus nobilis – Chapter 5. Results from COI indicate refugia in Iberia, southern
France, southern Italy, Greece and a separate population/subspecies in Ukraine and
Russia. The finding of a COI haplotype from the eastern population in Macedonia
indicates that the eastern population spread from the Caucasus through to the
Balkans, but was genetically swamped from an expansion from the west, the
implication being that the eastern population is adapted to a cold eastern continental
climate. The results from 22KYA strongly support refugia in Iberia, southern France
and throughout Italy, but also suggest that northern France, Germany, southern
England and Ireland were suitable for the species, indicating a northern refugium.
Additional areas in the Balkans were also weakly supported, but only a very small
region in the Caucasus is supported as being suitable. This may support the
hypothesis that the eastern population is adapted to a different climate to the western
and thus isn’t correctly modelled in our approach (locality data for eastern
haplogroup populations were included, but represent under 1% of the locality
samples).



Trichius fasciatus – Chapter 3. As the model failed the null test, the results can’t be
tightly compared to results from genetic data. Little genetic differentiation was found
in populations from France to central Russia in T. fasciatus, suggesting that the
species was not restricted to southern refugia in Europe. The 22KYA results show
that the species likely found much of Europe suitable with an uninterrupted band of
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suitable climate from Ireland to Serbia and Romania, corroborating the genetic
results.
As predictions from the SDM approach have been to some extent supported by population
genetics and phylogeographic patterns, broad hypotheses based on the SDM patterns
indicated may be drawn out for the other climatic generalist species used in the present study.
If beetle species persisted in multiple unconnected refugia throughout the last glacial
maximum (LGM), or have had climatically mediated population contraction-expansions in
the past, then the phylogeny of the species should show deep divisions in gene trees utilised
in phylogeography (COI being the best example in animals), resulting from variable patterns
of isolation and drift in frequencies among different haplotype clades between the various
unconnected glacial refugia. Subsequent population expansions and spread after the LGM
will result in three different predicted phylogeographic patterns across northern Europe
depending on how many and which refugia colonising populations originate from:
i.

If species populations have been restricted to multiple southern refugia during the
LGM and have subsequently spread from more than one of these refugia, then much
of their current range should be populated by mixtures of different haplotype clusters
(clades) originating from the various refugia, and distinct differentiation between this
diverse population and any relict populations which have not expanded beyond their
respective refugia (as suggested for Lucanus cervus and Cetonia aurata).

ii.

Alternatively, if the populations have been restricted to multiple southern refugia
during the LGM, but have subsequently spread from one refugium only, then much of
their current range should be populated by very few common and related haplotypes
(i.e. little deep genetic differentiation), but with distinct differentiation between the
relict populations which have not expanded beyond their respective refugia (as
suggested for Gnorimus nobilis).

iii.

Finally, for species that are less climatically restrained, there should be very few
phylogeographic differences between present populations due to the past species
distribution being largely panmictic (or at least potentially connected) across much of
Europe throughout the last glacial maximum (as suggested for Trichius fasciatus).

Predictions for the other northern European species are as follows:
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Expansion from multiple refugia: Dorcus parallelipipedus, Protaetia speciosissima,
Valgus hemipterus and Gnorimus variabilis from Iberia, France, east from Italy, and
the Balkans.



Expansion from a single refugium: Osmoderma barnabita from the Balkans (though
see below), Osmoderma eremita from France and Germany



Limited recent expansion due to panmixia: Oryctes nasicornis, though as this species
has a large number of subspecies panmixia may only apply to the populations across
northern Europe

The Mediterranean specialists predicted to expand northwards (Protaetia mirifica and
Propomacrus bimucronatus) may be able to move into hollow trees that are no longer
suitable for other species, so long as these are within their dispersal limits. Unlike every other
species studied, both Mediterranean species appear to have had more areas of suitable climate
22KYA than 6KYA, the mild climate 6KYA being apparently unsuited to them. The species
should therefore have deep genetic divergence between refugia, a hypothesis implied by
Hadjiconstantis et al. (2015) on Propomacrus with deep splits between Turkish and Greek
populations.
Because the species boundaries between the two Osmoderma studied are poorly understood
(Audisio et al. 2009; Landvik et al. 2013), climate change may bring some complicated
scenarios to bear. Osmoderma eremita is predicted to expand into the current range of O.
barnabita, which may facilitate hybridisation between the two species. Exactly what effect
this will have on both species is unknown, but should be focussed on by molecular studies
within the predicted expansion areas. Both species are predicted to expand into the northern
Europe plains, though the concerns about the availability of large hollow trees are as
applicable for them as they are for Gnorimus. In contrast to southern species, the coldadapted Trichius fasciatus is at serious risk of its distribution being fragmented by climate
changes into distinct populations separated by unsuitable habitat, though there is still
potential niche space for it to expand north eastwards. However, as it also failed the null
model such conclusions are tentative and should be revisited with further study. The
predictions for Oryctes nasicornis suggest that it is such a climatically adaptable species that
it may be little affected by climate change, being likely to suffer no major southern losses of
climatically suitable habitat whilst expanding toward the north east of the study area.
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The non-intuitive observation that a large number of beetle species are predicted to have
found much of Europe more climatically suitable 6KYA than today (Cetonia aurata, Dorcus
parallelipipedus, Gnorimus nobilis, Osmoderma eremita, Oryctes nasicornis, Trichius
fasciatus and Valgus hemipterus) matches with knowledge about the climate in this period
being considerably warmer and less variable than modern climates (Peterken 1993; Andersen
et al. 2006; Seppä et al. 2009). The period 8-4KYA has been linked to rapid post-LGM
population and range expansions in deciduous trees (Peterken 1993, Birks & Willis 2008a;
Seppä et al. 2015) and the associated forest fauna (Hofreiter & Stewart 2009; Massilani et al.
2016). Examples are known from other taxa where allopatric species inhabiting the same
ecological niche, but with different climatic tolerances, have varied in historical abundance
related to shifting climates: red deer (Cervus elaphus) have been more abundant in Norway
during warm periods compared to moose (Alces alces) which, as ungulates adapted to deep
snow, are more common in cold periods (Rosvold et al. 2013). Additionally, northern area
extinctions of species that spread poleward in the immediate post-LGM warm period have
occurred as the climate cooled again (Sommer et al. 2011). Similar processes could have
applied with rot-hole dwelling scarabs.
Why both Trichius fasciatus and Osmoderma barnabita failed to demonstrate a climatic
signal in their distributions that was significantly stronger than those predicted from null
species distributions is puzzling. Osmoderma barnabita had a reasonable sample size
(n=353), whilst T. fasciatus had the second highest number of samples (n=5976), with both
species showing samples from across Europe. As noted by Williams et al. (2015) discussing
parasites, host and habitat distribution may be as or more important for predicting tick
distributions. As both beetle species are found in rot-holes, it may be the distribution of
veteran host trees (birch for T. fasciatus, oak and beech for O. barnabita) that are more
important predictors of distribution than is climate for both species. AUC values for both
species were also high (0.8299 and 0.82595 respectively) indicating strong model
performance.
Improvements to the modelling approach detailed here could involve utilising ensemble
modelling with multiple general circulation models and taking forward the mean projection
for hind- and forecasting (Forester et al. 2013), or including models of the habitat. As the
specialist saproxylics modelled here are dependent on trees and fungi, producing SDMs for
known host species will allow for changes in saproxylic habitat to be inferred, potentially
adding an additional layer for use in the Maxent program alongside the principle components.
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That veteran trees are some of the most important habitats for biodiversity is without doubt
(Vera 2000; Gibbons et al. 2008; Bouget et al. 2014). However, little has been done to
quantify exactly where hotspots of ancient tree presence are across the western Palearctic.
This field should become increasingly important as the climate shifts, opening new areas of
habitat toward the northern European plains for the veteran tree/rot-hole specialist beetles.
But it is unknown if these areas have enough suitable ancient trees for the beetles to utilise.
Though none of these specialist species are particularly common even in forests where they
are present, they perform decomposition roles that no other species can, and as such are
vitally important ecosystem engineers (Mouillot et al. 2013; Sánchez-Galván et al. 2014;
Micó et al. 2015; Landvik et al. 2016). That specialists respond less well to climate change
scenarios than generalists is well known (Slayter et al. 2013), and as such the three
‘expansionist’ generalists identified above (Cetonia aurata, Lucanus cervus and Oryctes
nasicornis should do well under the climate modelled (despite some southern extinctions),
providing there is suitable dead wood for the two saproxylics, and leaf humus and detritus for
C. aurata.

7.4 Conclusions
Despite the fungi and/or tree species that saproxylics depend on being cosmopolitan,
saproxylic beetle distribution is tightly linked to the presence of these species at
microclimatic scales rather than gross climate. Due to this, and the wide climatic niches
inhabited by most species used in this dataset (with the exception of Mediterranean
specialists), future research time producing SDMs for saproxylic Coleoptera should be best
focussed on producing and testing models robustly, hind- and fore-casting changes, and
focussing on multi-species interactions (Svenning et al. 2014). These can then be used in
combination with genetic methods to better understand such research topics as population
connectivity, predicting glacial refugia, and identifying leading range edges and predicting
areas into which species will expand.
Evidence that saproxylics have already begun to expand their ranges is strong: see Seidl et al.
(2011) & de la Giroday et al. (2012) on bark beetles (Scolytinae), Buse et al. (2013) on the
Jewel beetle Coraebus florentinus (Buprestidae), Ge et al. (2014) on Anoplophora chinensis
(Cerambycidae), and Köhler (2014) on rare German saproxylics (also see Hickling et al. 2006
for a general review across taxa). Much research focus has investigated saproxylics
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contributing to tree decline, but distinctions need to be made between ‘pests’ with different
ecologies which produce different types of dead wood suitable for different saproxylics. The
European Capricorn beetles (Cerambyx spp., Cerambycidae) for instance attack oaks,
speeding up senescence and the development of rot-holes/tree hollows (Buse et al 2008 a.),
opening up habitat for a large number of rare beetles associated with tree hollows (Buse et al.
2008 b.) by producing a succession of decay (Müller et al. 2014). Expansions of such species
are likely to be good for hollow-dwelling Cetoniinae (Micó et al. 2015), which are important
secondary colonisers after an initial attack, affecting resource availability for smaller species
by enlarging cavities and allowing their own faeces to build up (Buse et al. 2008; Schenke
2010; Sánchez-Galván et al. 2014; Micó et al. 2015). However, expansions of species which
kill trees before they can senesce (Scolytinae in particular) may be good for generalist species
which don’t need ancient or hollow trees (Dorcus and Lucanus for instance).
Expansions of different early-colonising saproxylics will be a mixed blessing for saproxylic
scarabs. Whilst generalist species will likely do well under climate change scenarios as new
climatically suitable areas open up, specialists may run into trouble if the ancient trees they
rely on die faster than they can be replaced. With ancient trees (and their habitat) taking 100400 years to grow, lags between the development of suitable habitat and changes in climate
may squeeze hollow-dwelling saproxylics into ever dwindling areas of climatically suitable
ancient trees. Whilst forestry practitioners may see expansions of wood-boring species to be a
cause for concern as they encourage die back of large trees (and profits), they may be the
only thing facilitating the climatic-driven expansion of rot-hole dwelling scarabs.
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Table 7.1. The Scarabaeoidea used in the study. The taxonomic hierarchy for each species is given, along with a basic description of its niche
and conservation status
Species and taxonomic
hierarchy
Dorcus
parallelipipedus
Lucanidae, Lucaninae,
Dorcini

Larval ecology

Conservation Status

References

Flexible on decaying deciduous trees, particularly with white-rot
fungi. Feeds on heartwood rot and fallen logs and branches.
Facultative in heartwood rot. Obligate saproxylic. Life cycle length
usually two years.

Least Concern

Alexander et al.
2010

Lucanus cervus
Lucanidae, Lucaninae,
Lucanini

Flexible on deciduous trees attacked by white-rot fungi, but most
commonly oak (Quercus spp.). Requires large wood deposits at or
below the soil surface. Not found in heartwood rot. Obligate
saproxylic. Life cycle length three to seven years.
Feeds widely on decaying deciduous plant material, including wood,
roots and leaf humus. Facultative in heartwood rot. Facultative
saproxylic. Life cycle two to four years.
Poorly understood, but appears to be a specialist in oak heartwood
rot. Occasionally feeds in heartwood rot of other species (carob,
cherry). Obligate saproxylic in heartwood rot. Life cycle length
unknown, likely to be two to four years.

Near Threatened

Nieto et al. 2010
Harvey et al.
2011

Not assessed. Unlikely to be
at risk considering its
massive range and flexibility
P. bimucronatus: Near
Threatened
P. cypriacus: Critically
Endangered

Colón 2003

Rotten wood from deciduous trees, especially on fallen rotten logs
Not assessed. Unlikely to be
and stumps. Obligate saproxylic facultative in heartwood rot. Yearly at risk
life cycle.
Obligate saproxylic heartwood rot feeder, most commonly on treeLeast Concern
birch (Betula spp.), but some host flexibility. Yearly lifecycle.

Coope 2010

Obligate saproxylic heartwood rot feeder, flexible on deciduous
trees, especially oak and beech (Fagus spp.). One to three year
lifecycle.

Mannerkoski et
al. 2010a
Bates et al. 2014

Oryctes nasicornis
Scarabaeidae,
Dynastinae, Oryctini
Propomacrus
bimucronatus and P.
cypriacus
Scarabaeidae,
Euchirinae
Valgus hemipterus
Scarabaeidae,
Cetoniinae, Valgini
Trichius fasciatus
Scarabaeidae,
Cetoniinae, Trichiini
Gnorimus nobilis
Scarabaeidae,
Cetoniinae, Trichiini
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Least Concern

Nardi et al. 2010
Nieto et al. 2010

Mannerkoski et
al. 2010c

Gnorimus variabilis
Scarabaeidae,
Cetoniinae, Trichiini
Osmoderma barnabita
Scarabaeidae,
Cetoniinae, incertae
sedis
Osmoderma eremita
Scarabaeidae,
Cetoniinae, incertae
sedis
Cetonia aurata
Scarabaeidae,
Cetoniinae, Cetonini
Protaetia mirifica
Scarabaeidae,
Cetoniinae, Cetonini
Protaetia
speciosissima
Scarabaeidae,
Cetoniinae, Cetonini

Obligate saproxylic heartwood rot feeder, flexible on deciduous
trees, especially oak and chestnut (Castanea spp.). Rarely in
coniferous trees. One to three year lifecycle.
Obligate saproxylic heartwood rot feeder, flexible on very large
deciduous trees. Life cycle usually two years.

Near Threatened

Mannerkoski et
al. 2010b

Near Threatened

Alexander et al.
2010

Obligate saproxylic heartwood rot feeder, flexible on very large
deciduous trees. Life cycle usually two years.

Near Threatened

Nieto et al. 2010

Flexible feeders on decaying plant matter, including compost,
mammal faeces, humus, and wood. Facultative saproxylic. Life
cycle usually two years.
Obligate saproxylic heartwood rot feeder, usually in large oaks, in
particular Quercus pubescens. Life cycle generally two years.

Not assessed. Unlikely to be
at risk

Ahrens et al.
2013

Vulnerable

Nieto et al. 2010

Obligate saproxylic heartwood rot feeder, but flexible on large
deciduous trees. Life cycle generally two years.

Near Threatened

Mason et al.
2010
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Table 7.2: the number of species distribution records, null model results, median AUC values, and their recommended Maxent fitting parameters
for the 13 study species.
Species

Number of records Null models AUC vales Recommended Maxent internal fitting parameters

Dorcus parallelipipedus

1940

Pass

0.885

Linear, Quadratic, Product

Lucanus cervus

6380

Pass

0.895

Linear, Quadratic, Product, Threshold

Oryctes nasicornis

1018

Pass

0.783

Linear, Quadratic, Product

Propomacrus bimucronatus and P. cypriacus

39

Pass

0.932

Linear

Valgus hemipterus

497

Pass

0.860

Linear, Quadratic, Product

Trichius fasciatus

5976

Fail

0.830

Linear, Quadratic, Product, Threshold

Gnorimus nobilis

1358

Pass

0.841

Linear, Quadratic, Product

Gnorimus variabilis

345

Pass

0.843

Linear, Quadratic

Osmoderma barnabita

353

Fail

0.826

Linear, Quadratic, Product

Osmoderma eremita

1680

Pass

0.888

Linear, Quadratic, Product

Cetonia aurata

4955

Pass

0.835

Linear, Product, Threshold

Protaetia mirifica

39

Pass

0.862

Threshold

Protaetia speciosissima

165

Pass

0.862

Linear, Quadratic
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Table 7.3. The percentage of variation within the complete bioclimatic dataset explained by
each principle component. Together the first three principle components explain 82.75% of
the total variation
Percentage
Component

explained

1

39.90

2

33.14

3

9.708

4

7.796

5

4.793

6

2.838

7

0.763

8

0.409

9

0.240

10

0.135

11

0.099

12

0.073

13

0.041

14

0.021

15

0.019

16

0.015

17

0.005

18

0.001

19

2.85E-29
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Table 7.4: the 19 Bioclimatic variables used in the study, the climatic factor they explain, and
the proportion of the variation in the first three principle components that they explain. The
most extreme/important 10 variables are highlighted in red for each PC.

Variable Explains

PCA1

PCA2

PCA3

BIO1

Ann. mean temp

-0.229

0.283

-0.146

BIO2

Mean diurnal temp range

0.019

0.271

0.136

Isothermality (Bio2 div
BIO3

Bio7)

-0.285

0.152

-0.086

BIO4

Temp. seasonality

0.320

0.016

0.141

BIO5

Max temp. warmest

-0.049

0.356

-0.019

BIO6

Min temp. coldest

-0.305

0.179

-0.184

BIO7

Temp ann. range

0.307

0.074

0.193

BIO8

Mean temp. wet 1/4

0.167

0.087

-0.291

BIO9

Mean temp. dry 1/4

-0.265

0.236

0.045

BIO10

Mean temp. warm 1/4

-0.083

0.338

-0.077

BIO11

Mean temp. cold 1/4

-0.298

0.204

-0.158

BIO12

An precip.

-0.270

-0.234

0.127

BIO13

Precip. wettest

-0.258

-0.164

0.349

BIO14

Precip. driest

-0.179

-0.297

-0.224

BIO15

Precip. seasonality

-0.016

0.194

0.574

BIO16

Precip. wettest 1/4

-0.264

-0.173

0.327

BIO17

Precip. driest 1/4

-0.198

-0.286

-0.211

BIO18

Precip. warmest 1/4

-0.012

-0.339

-0.108

BIO19

Precip. coldest 1/4

-0.315

-0.070

0.250
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Chapter 8

General Discussion
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8.1 Initial Questions
At the outset of this study, a number of questions to answer were drawn up to further the
knowledge of saproxylic scarab beetle population genetics and how this relates to their
conservation. The success of this work to answer said questions can now be analysed:


Which standard patterns of post-glacial recolonisation do Lucanus cervus, Trichius
spp. and Gnorimus spp. adhere to, and can any differences be attributed to their
biology?

The stag beetle (Lucanus cervus) shows little population structure and vicariance across
Europe, with COI haplotypes belonging to a star-shaped haplogroup-phylogeny, as is typical
of populations that have experienced recent expansions. However, microsatellite genotyping
shows that genetic diversity within Spain (a putative glacial refugium for this species) is far
higher than diversity within the UK, which is genetically depauperate in comparison.
Both Gnorimus nobilis and G. variabilis have phylogeographic patterns similar to the
ecologically related Osmoderma species complex, with a distinct divide between western and
eastern European populations, which is more pronounced in G. nobilis. Though the sampling
density was too low to be able to develop strong hypotheses about the post-glacial expansion
of G. variabilis, G. nobilis appears to have expanded from a northern refugium around
eastern France, Switzerland, Austria and southern Germany, leading to low diversity in
mitochondrial DNA throughout Europe, and a star-shaped haplogroup-phylogeny similar to
that in L. cervus. Locally restricted divergent mtDNA haplotypes in northern Spain, southern
Italy and possibly the Balkans and species distribution modelling (SDM) suggest evidence for
glacial refugia which did not contribute to post-glacial expansions of G. nobilis.
In contrast, the Trichius fasciatus COI haplogroup shows little population structuring, with
populations separated by over 6,000km sharing the same closely related haplotypes (similar
to, but more extreme than, the pattern in L. cervus). SDM suggests that this species may have
persisted in northern refugia throughout western and central Europe during the last glacial
maximum, though as with Gnorimus the distribution of Trichius is constrained by the
availability of suitable host trees with rot-holes. The difference in distribution between
Trichius and Gnorimus during the LGM and a different post-glacial recolonisation pattern
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may in part be due to differences in thermal tolerance between the genera, and differences in
host-species: Trichius utilises birch as a primary host, which is a genus more tolerant of
extreme environmental conditions than the oaks, chestnut and beech that Gnorimus usually
utilise.


What is the status of the three proposed subspecies of Gnorimus nobilis, and are they
reliably identifiable by genetic and morphological means?

Only Gnorimus nobilis nobilis and G. nobilis bolshakovi were supported as distinct clades
within G. nobilis, from mtDNA and morphology. The suggestion in the literature that G.
nobilis bolshakovi could be identified based on the absence of a mesotibial callus/spoonshaped protrusion in males was disputed by the results of the present study as most males
throughout eastern Europe possessed such mesotibia. G. nobilis bolshakovi bodies were
considerably narrower than G. nobilis nobilis, but did not significantly differ in any other
morphological variable tested. The status of the other subspecies, G. nobilis macedonicus has
not been clearly resolved. Of the three individuals used in the study from Macedonia, one had
a COI haplotype belonging to the Eastern (G. nobilis bolshakovi) clade and the other two
possessed haplotypes belonging to the most common Western haplogroup. As two specimens
were damaged, only one could be used in the geometric-morphometric analysis, which
grouped more closely with G. nobilis bolshakovi in ‘morphospace’ than with G. nobilis
nobilis. Thus the status of this subspecies remains ambiguous.


How closely related are the three Trichius species, and are their morphological
differences robust enough to allow for identification in non-standard conditions?

Relationships between the three species are complicated. Though three distinctive COI
haplogroups were confirmed (on GenBank, and recovered in the study) at a level of
divergence that could indicate distinct species, these haplogroups do not correlate clearly
with the defined morphotypes. The morphotypes themselves (as defined from the literature)
are distinctive, but one well sampled population possessed males identified as both T.
fasciatus and T. gallicus where all individuals possessed COI haplotypes belonging to the
assumed T. fasciatus clade, and another population where all individuals were
morphologically identified as T. sexualis but possessed a mixture of T. fasciatus and T.
sexualis haplotypes. Morphological, mtDNA and nuclear DNA (Wingless) variation suggest
that T. fasciatus and T. sexualis are, or were at some point in the recent past, well-defined
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species, but the status of T. gallicus is still unclear. It may be a hybrid form between the other
two species (its morphology is intermediate between T. fasciatus and T. sexualis, Wingless
shows no population differentiation between it and T. fasciatus), or may once have been a
‘good’ species that has been genetically swamped by the other species via introgressive
hybridisation.


Do markers under selection show similar patterns to neutral markers in analysing
Gnorimus phylogeography? Does the “southern richness, northern purity” paradigm
still hold for genes under selection?

Both Heat Shock Protein 70 and Orco showed strong evidence of selection in every subGnorimus haplogroup, where HSP70 indicated positive selection and Orco indicated
purifying selection was taking place on these genes within Gnorimus. Western G. variabilis
showed uniformly strong levels of population differentiation from other populations (other
than Eastern G. variabilis), and there was some differentiation between different populations
of G. nobilis. As between-group divergences in G. nobilis are relatively low in Western,
Southern and Central Europe, it is unlikely that there has been enough evolutionary time for
population divergence to have occurred via drift. No evidence was found for the “southern
richness, northern purity” paradigm in either HSP70 or Orco throughout Europe.


Can species distribution modelling be used in tandem with multi-locus
phylogeography to provide the best possible prediction of glacial refugia, or are there
too many dataset biases? Is there a general “saproxylic post-glacial recolonisation
pattern”, or are different species predicted to have utilised different refugia?

Both SDM and population genetics predict the existence of a non-southern European (i.e.
central Europe) glacial refugium for G. nobilis during the last glacial maximum, with
subsequent post-glacial expansion from France, Switzerland, Austria and Germany. In
addition, SDM also predicted refugia in Spain, Italy and the Balkans, also hinting at a small
refugium in the Caucasus, all of which were supported by the presence of localised
differentiated haplotypes restricted to these regions. In addition, a more restricted northern
refugium is predicted for G. variabilis, corresponding with the evidence presented by
Trizzino et al. (2013) indicating that G. variabilis is found at lower elevations than G. nobilis.
These patterns contrast to some extent with the data from Trichius spp. which do not show
evidence of being confined to southern refugia. In general however, multiple species of
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saproxylic scarab showed similar SDM estimated refugial patterns to G. nobilis, but species
confined to Mediterranean regions show radically different patterns consistent with
adaptation to a warmer, drier environment. Lucanus cervus is predicted to have had a large
refugium in Iberia, which matches with data showing high diversity in microsatellite alleles
in this region, compared to the genetically depauperate northern populations.


How strongly do previous results from other researchers match with SDM predictions
about glacial refugia?

Evidence from Cetonia aurata (from COI) indicates an expansion from a wide northern
refugium from France through to Germany, and another population predicted in the Balkans.
Regions with divergent haplotypes, but which didn’t contribute haplotypes to the primary
expansion existed in Italy, Iberia and Lebanon, were predicted by the SDM approach. An
almost identical pattern was detected in Lucanus cervus, with isolated refugia in the Caucasus
and Lebanon.


Can areas predicted to become unsuitable for rare saproxylic scarabs be identified and
can new climatically suitable areas be identified with climate change predictions?

Many saproxylics are predicted to expand into the northern European plain (Belarus,
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia and North West Russia) and further north throughout Britain,
Norway and Sweden. However, increasingly extreme climates in the south are predicted to
result in large areas of the Mediterranean region, particularly in the lowlands, becoming
unsuitable for many species. However, Mediterranean specialists are predicted not to find the
more extreme climate unsuitable, but are also expected to find additional suitable areas of
habitat further north and east from their current distributions. No major differences between
generalist saproxylics and rot-hole specialists were found, but the expansions of all species
assume that enough suitable habitat is found in new climatically suitable regions for these
species (specialists in particular).


How robustly do the three main methods utilised (SDMs, morphological modelling,
and phylogeography) support each other, and where are the weakest areas of support?

SDM approaches only support a small refugium in the southern Caucasus for Gnorimus
nobilis. Additionally, areas where G. nobilis bolshakovi is currently found in Ukraine and
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Russia are predicted via SDM as being unsuitable for the species as a whole. This may
indicate that this putative subspecies is suited to a more continental climate than G. nobilis
nobilis, and therefore may respond differently to climate change. This suggests that SDM is
sensitive to biological differences between differentiated groups within species, which need
to be taken into account when results are interpreted. However, SDM failed to report a strong
climatic signal in the distribution of Trichius fasciatus, which may be partially due to the
complicated taxonomic relationships between the European species. In addition,
morphological modelling and phylogeographic / phylogenetic analysis in Trichius showed the
genus to have a complex pattern of unreported morphological and genetic incongruence, thus
more work with more neutral nuclear markers and larger sample sizes should be employed to
better analyse the taxonomy of this genus.
Future work should investigate a number of areas:


Testing other species of saproxylic scarab to see if the predicted patterns of
postglacial recolonisation hold true, and to investigate if there are multiple
evolutionarily significant units present throughout their range



Utilising neutral nuclear markers (microsatellites, single nucleotide polymorphisms)
to improve the resolution of post-glacial recolonisation in Gnorimus and Trichius, and
expanding the study range of Lucanus cervus



Investigating the effects that rot-hole dwelling saproxylics have on their environment
via environmental DNA sequencing, focussing on Cetoniids to analyse the hypothesis
that they are secondary ecosystem engineers



Adding trophic layers (such as host trees and fungi) into the SDM, as well as earlystage habitat modifying beetles to better understand the predicted refugial regions for
saproxylics, and their combined responses to climate change

Though populations of saproxylic beetles are generally low in genetic diversity away from
southern refugia, effective, active management of their populations may be needed to allow
the species to colonise new habitat as regions of suitable climate begin to open up under
predicted climate change scenarios. As mature woodland is generally fragmented in
distribution across Europe, active translocation of populations may be needed to encourage
species to colonise new habitat. Such translocations should come from the nearest population
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adapted to a similar climate, confirmed by both species distribution modelling and analysis of
non-neutral genetic markers. In addition, as southern regions are predicted to become
increasingly unsuitable for some saproxylics, populations in such areas should be genetically
monitored to assess if populations are adapting to the changing conditions, or if localised
extinctions are likely.

8.2 Conclusions

As a multidisciplinary approach focussing on combining population genetics with
morphological and species distribution modelling analyses, its success at advancing the
knowledge surrounding conservation management of saproxylic beetles can be judged not
only by the long-term use of its findings in beetle conservation, but also by the extent to
which each discipline enhances and informs each other. In this regard, combining these three
disciplines to analyse Gnorimus nobilis phylogeography in particular has been a success:
strong divergences between subspecies and glacial refugia have been identified, with similar
refugia predicted by both population genetics and species distribution modelling. Future
research on species included in the thesis, and those evolutionarily and ecologically related to
them, should find useful information throughout the thesis, either discussing the trials and
tribulations with working on scarab genetics, or utilising the predictions discussed in the
modelling chapter. Reviews of the utility both of novel genetic markers and DNA extraction
techniques will also allow for future researchers to better utilise non-invasive DNA solutions
as well as museum samples. In particular, the use of non-invasive by-products should be
encouraged where possible, as long as some caveats are maintained (use of short targeted
regions in particular). With increasing understanding of the role saproxylics play in their
environment, and the high risk of extinction some species face, the work presented here
should encourage researchers to identify genetic conservation units of saproxylics using
multi-gene approaches, to use cross-discipline methods to enhance conclusions, and to work
on multiple species to better benefit future conservation studies and management.
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Supplementary Material

Chapter 3: Trichius phylogeography and taxonomy
Supplementary Table 1: the Trichius samples used in the study. The sex codes for Male (M)
and Female (F), whilst both the Cytochrome Oxidase I (COI ID) and assumed morphological
ID (Morph ID) code for T. fasciatus (F), T. gallicus (G) and T. sexualis (S). Samples with a
numeric code and no COI sequence are museum samples
Locality

Latitude

Code

Sex

46.08

Longitud
e
10.50

F

COI
ID
S

Morp
h ID
G

Congruence
?
No

Adamello, Lago di Bissina,
Italy
Bohemia, Krkonose, Vit
Picek 1gt.
Bohemia, Vodnany

IA1

50.75

15.62

BK1

M

F

S

No

Bulgaria, Melnik

49.13
41.53

14.14

VB1

M

F

F

Yes

23.40

BM2

M

F

F

Yes

Bulgaria, Melnik

41.53

23.40

BM3

M

F

F

Yes

Bulgaria, Melnik

41.53

23.40

BM1

M

F

S

No

Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.
Samoylenko
Croatia, Gospie, Velebit Mtn.

44.53

15.21

CG6

F

F

S

No

44.53

15.21

CG7

F

F

S

No

44.53

15.21

CG11

F

F

S

No

44.53

15.21

CG12

F

S

S

Yes

44.53

15.21

CG1

M

S

S

Yes

44.53

15.21

CG10

M

S

S

Yes

44.53

15.21

CG2

M

F

S

No

44.53

15.21

CG3

M

F

S

No

44.53

15.21

CG4

M

F

S

No

44.53

15.21

CG5

M

S

S

Yes

44.53

15.21

CG8

M

F

S

No

44.53

15.21

CG9

M

S

S

Yes
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Samoylenko
Drenovac, Golemo, Vranje,
Serbia
Eaux Chaudes, France

42.63

21.85

SV1

M

F

S

No

44.53

15.21

TrFaFC1

F

F

F

Yes

France,Lac d'Issarles
(Ardeche)
France,Lac d'Issarles
(Ardeche)
Greece, Saloniki

44.82

4.07

TrFa1

F

F

F

Yes

44.82

4.07

TrFa2

M

F

F

Yes

40.64

22.81

GT1

M

F

S

No

Hautes-Pyrénées, France

42.95

-0.44

7865

F

-

S

-

Italy, BG, Roncobello,
Bordognia
Italy, BG, Roncobello,
Bordognia
Italy, BG, Roncobello,
Bordognia
Italy, BG, Roncobello,
Bordognia
Kadamzhai District,
Kyrgyzstan
Kadamzhai District,
Kyrgyzstan
Kimry dist. Tver reg.,
Shchelkovo vill. Russia
Kimry dist. Tver reg.,
Shchelkovo vill. Russia
Kimry dist. Tver reg.,
Shchelkovo vill. Russia
Kimry dist. Tver reg.,
Shchelkovo vill. Russia
Kimry dist. Tver reg.,
Shchelkovo vill. Russia
Kimry dist. Tver reg.,
Shchelkovo vill. Russia
Kimry dist. Tver reg.,
Shchelkovo vill. Russia
Krasnodar Ondracek

45.94

9.73

RB1

M

F

F

Yes

45.94

9.73

RB2

M

S

F

No

45.94

9.73

RB3

M

F

F

Yes

45.94

9.73

RB4

M

S

F

No

39.94

72.20

7849

F

-

G

-

39.94

72.20

7852

M

-

G

-

56.87

37.49

TK3

F

F

F

Yes

56.87

37.49

TK7

F

F

F

Yes

56.87

37.49

TK5

M

F

F

Yes

56.87

37.49

TK2

F

F

G

No

56.87

37.49

TK1

M

F

F

Yes

56.87

37.49

TK4

M

F

G

Yes

56.87

37.49

TK6

M

F

G

Yes

45.07

39.06

CK1

M

F

G

Yes

Ljubeli, Slovenia

46.43

14.27

SL1

F

F

F

No

Manastirski potok, southern
Serbia
Melnishki piramidi, southern
Bulgaria
Nizke Tatry, Ohniste,
Slovakia
Norway, Eis 28, BO,
Drammen, Konnerud
Poland, Barwinek

42.63

21.85

7862

M

-

F

-

41.53

23.40

7859

M

-

S

-

48.95

19.54

SN1

M

F

G

No

59.72

10.16

ND1

M

F

F

Yes

49.43

21.69

PB1

F

F

G

No

Poland, Barwinek

49.43

21.69

PB2

M

S

G

No
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Poland, Mikow

49.29

22.12

PM1

F

F

G

No

Romania, Vâlcea

45.22

24.08

TrFaRV1

M

F

F

Yes

Romania, Vâlcea

45.22

24.08

TrFaRV2

M

F

F

Yes

Russia, NW Caucasus,
Krasnodar region, near Sochi
Russia, NW Caucasus,
Krasnodar region, near Sochi
Russia, 60 km SE Irkutsk.
Baikal lake. Listvyanka.
S. Kyrgyzstan, Alai Mts.,
Isfairam-Sai Valley
S. Kyrgyzstan, Alai Mts.,
Isfairam-Sai Valley
Thessaloniki, Greece

43.62

39.78

TrFaRS1

M

F

F

Yes

43.62

39.78

TrFaRS2

M

F

F

Yes

51.86

104.88

RIr1

M

F

G

No

39.94

72.20

M

F

F

Yes

39.94

72.20

M

F

F

Yes

40.64

22.81

TrFaKA
1
TrFaKA
2
7857

F

-

F

-

USSR, Abchazia
Cebelda/Suchumi/R.Rous
1gt.

43.03

41.01

AC1

M

F

F

Yes

Supplementary Table 2. Eigenvalues and the percentage of variation explained by the first
three principle components in the Trichius dataset with all individuals but no sex-specific
characteristics
Component

Initial Eigenvalues
Total

% of Variance

Cumulative %

1

2.445

34.935

34.935

2

1.993

28.473

63.408

3

.865

12.359

75.767

Supplementary Table 3. Eigenvalues and the percentage of variation explained by the first
three principle components in the male Trichius dataset including sex-specific characteristics
Component

Initial Eigenvalues
Total

% of Variance

Cumulative %

1

2.854

35.673

35.673

2

2.502

31.280

66.954

3

.756

9.449

76.403
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Supplementary Table 4. Eigenvalues and the percentage of variation explained by the first
three principle components in the male Trichius dataset not including sex-specific
characteristics

Component
1
2
3

Initial Eigenvalues
Total
% of Variance
2.663
38.037
2.058
29.403
.727
10.379

Cumulative %
38.037
67.440
77.819

Supplementary Table 5. Eigenvalues and the percentage of variation explained by the first
three principle components in the female Trichius dataset including sex-specific
characteristics

Component
1
2
3

Initial Eigenvalues
Total
% of Variance
3.440
42.999
1.934
24.169
.786
9.821

Cumulative %
42.999
67.168
76.989

Supplementary Table 6. Eigenvalues and the percentage of variation explained by the first
three principle components in the female Trichius dataset not including sex-specific
characteristics

Component
1
2
3

Initial Eigenvalues
Total
% of Variance
2.778
39.687
1.933
27.617
.754
10.765

~ 312 ~

Cumulative %
39.687
67.304
78.069

Chapter 4: Geometric morphometrical and morphological variation across European Gnorimus
Supplementary Table 7. Gnorimus samples used in the morphological and genetic studies. The COI and CR haplotypes are given for each successfully
sequenced individual. Inclusion in the HSP, Orco, Meristic and Geomorphometric analyses are designated by a “Y”. British Museum of Natural History
(BMNH) samples are listed at the end.

15.23223

Collection
Date
17/07/1985

COI
Haplogroup
1

44.15995

10.88766

08/07/1990

7

Mt. Čabulja, Mostar Prov, Bosnja/Hercegowina

43.47946

17.62246

20.6.2012

1

3

Mt. Čabulja, Mostar Prov, Bosnja/Hercegowina

43.47946

17.62246

20.6.2012

1

Mt. Čabulja, Mostar Prov, Bosnja/Hercegowina

43.47946

17.62246

20.6.2012

17

Badia Pratalgia, Italy

43.80183

11.87334

26/07/1958

Mt. Čabulja, Mostar Prov, Bosnja/Hercegowina

43.47946

17.62246

20.6.2012

Belluno, Vel Tovghella, Italy

46.16216

12.21101

08/07/1988

1

Badia Pratalgia, Italy

43.80183

11.87334

Val. Bartolo, Udine Tarvisio, Italy

46.50826

13.58178

Badia Pratalgia, Italy

43.80183

11.87334

26/07/1958
1822/7/2005
26/07/1958

Altopiano Montassio, Udine Tarvisio, Italy

46.41462

13.43089

1

Y

Val. Bartolo, Udine Tarvisio, Italy

46.50826

13.58178

1

Y

Leoncel, Ft. de Lente, Drome, France

44.91063

5.197819

20/07/2004
1822/7/2005
7.7.2011

7

Y

Leoncel, Ft. de Lente, Drome, France

44.91063

5.197819

7.7.2011

7

Y

Leoncel, Ft. de Lente, Drome, France

44.91063

5.197819

7.7.2011

1

Lungoz, Ospitale, Fanano, Italy

46.32394

12.30022

04/06/2003

1

Y

Y

46.4376

13.56824

31/07/1995

1

Y

Y

46.32394

12.30022

04/06/2003

3

Y

Y

Species

Locality

G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis

Velebit, Croatia

44.52929

Bologna Lizzano, Italy

G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis

Cave di Predil, Udine Tarvisio, Italy
Lungoz, Ospitale, Fanano, Italy

Longitude

Latitude
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CR
Haplogroup
3

HSP

Orco

Meristic

Geomorpho

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

3

Y

Y

Y

3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1

Y

Y

1

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1
17

Y

Y
3

Y
Y

1

5

Y

G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis

Acero di Pollino, Polenza, Italy

39.88555

16.20127

04/07/2009

8

Aiguines, France

43.77385

6.238695

7.2009

1

Y

Aiguines, France

43.77385

6.238695

7.2009

18

Y

Aiguines, France

43.77385

6.238695

07/01/1900

Aiguines, France

43.77385

6.238695

17.7.2012

18

Aiguines, France

43.77385

6.238695

17.7.2012

18

Wels, Austria

48.16417

14.02978

31/05/1905

1

Parc Paradiso, Belgium

50.58506

3.886501

10.07.2008

1

Melnik, Bulgaria

41.52715

23.39701

28/05/2013

1

10

Bedovice, Czech Republic

50.19903

16.01847

2.6.2011

1

3

Y

Stirovaca, Croatia

44.69115

15.05247

8.2006

1

3

Stirovaca, Croatia

44.69115

15.05247

8.2006

1

Stirovaca, Croatia

44.69115

15.05247

8.2006

1

11

Velebit, Gospie, Croatia

44.53444

15.37281

23/07/2014

1

3

Velebit, Gospie, Croatia

44.53444

15.37281

23/07/2014

1

19

Velebit, Gospie, Croatia

44.53444

15.37281

23/07/2014

1

Y

Velebit, Gospie, Croatia

44.53444

15.37281

23/07/2014

1

Y

Y

Velebit, Gospie, Croatia

44.53444

15.37281

23/07/2014

1

Y

Y

Velebit, Gospie, Croatia

44.53444

15.37281

23/07/2014

1

Y

Y

Ardeche, France

44.73131

4.394912

6.1993

1

Ardeche, France

44.73131

4.394912

6.1993

Eaux Chandes, France

42.95225

-0.44058

Eaux Chandes, France

42.95225

-0.44058

N.W. Gresigne, (Ft de la Gawigne?) France

44.04049

1.734833

N.W. Gresigne, (Ft de la Gawigne?) France

44.04049

1.734833

N.W. Gresigne, (Ft de la Gawigne?) France

44.04049

1.734833
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1

12

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

3

Y

Y

3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

3

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1

Y

Y

Y

01/07/1993

1

Y

01/07/1993
1623/7/2005
1623/7/2005
1623/7/2005

1

Y

Y

1

3

Y

Y
Y

3

1
1

Y

G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis

N.W. Gresigne, (Ft de la Gawigne?) France

44.04049

1.734833

Panteleimonas, Pieria, Greece

39.98653

22.5712

1623/7/2005
12.6.2013

Panteleimonas, Pieria, Greece

39.98653

22.5712

12.6.2013

Taibon, Italy

46.30179

12.01865

26/06/2010

1

3

Dundaga parish, Slitere NP, Davidplava, Latvia

57.62145

22.29222

19/07/2012

1

17

Dundaga parish, Slitere NP, Davidplava, Latvia

57.62145

22.29222

19/07/2012

1

18

Dundaga parish, Slitere NP, Davidplava, Latvia

57.62145

22.29222

19/07/2012

1

14

Y

Sirolo, Marche, Italy

43.52113

13.60748

07/08/2013

1

13

Y

Pelvoux, France

44.89913

6.441514

01/06/2009

1

3

Y

Pelvoux, France

44.89913

6.441514

01/06/2009

1

Mikow, Poland

49.28965

22.12298

17/07.2013

2

3

Mikow, Poland

49.28965

22.12298

17/07.2013

3

3

Y

Mikow, Poland

49.28965

22.12298

17/07.2013

2

3

Y

Oltenia, Mehedinti, Bahna, Romania

44.72123

22.47112

06/07/2011

1

3

Oltenia, Mehedinti, Bahna, Romania

44.72123

22.47112

06/07/2011

1

Y

Barzawa, Romania

46.1156

21.99899

15/05/2014

1

Y

Barzawa, Romania

46.1156

21.99899

16/05/2014

1

Y

Vilaceau, Romania

45.1046

24.40051

07/07/2013

1

3

Y

Salguero de Juanos, Spain

42.30163

-3.4879

20/06/2007

4

6

Palencia, Olleros, Spain

41.96742

-4.55713

13/06/2007

4

Palencia, Olleros, Spain

41.96742

-4.55713

13/06/2007

Palencia, Olleros, Spain

41.96742

-4.55713

Palencia, Olleros, Spain

42.74537

Palencia, Olleros, Spain
Remetske Hamre, Vihorlatske, Slovakia

1

Y

1
16

3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

6

Y

Y

Y

Y

5

8

Y

Y

Y

Y

13/06/2007

4

6

Y

Y

Y

Y

-4.28149

13/06/2007

6

7

Y

Y

Y

42.74537

-4.28149

13/06/2007

4

Y

Y

Y

48.91005

22.08185

05/07/2003

1

Y

Y

Y

Selva de Oza, Hecho, Spain

42.83427

-0.71019

18/07/1983

1

Bujanuelo, Torla, Spain

42.69464

-0.11072

27/07/1983

1
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Y
3
Y

Y

G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis

Omberg, Sweden

58.3293

14.65301

01/07/2014

1

3

Y

Omberg, Sweden

58.3293

14.65301

01/07/2014

1

14

Chiornyj Les, Kirovograd, Ukraine

48.60805

32.29514

31/05/2007

10

21

Chiornyj Les, Kirovograd, Ukraine

48.60805

32.29514

31/05/2007

11

Chiornyj Les, Kirovograd, Ukraine

48.60805

32.29514

31/05/2007

11

Chiornyj Les, Kirovograd, Ukraine

48.60805

32.29514

31/05/2007

Chiornyj Les, Kirovograd, Ukraine

48.60805

32.29514

31/05/2007

12

22

Chiornyj Les, Kirovograd, Ukraine

48.60805

32.29514

31/05/2007

10

23

Chiornyj Les, Kirovograd, Ukraine

48.60805

32.29514

31/05/2007

Chiornyj Les, Kirovograd, Ukraine

48.60805

32.29514

31/05/2007

13

Koctylyovka, Rakhov, Uzhgorod, Ukraine

47.98932

24.19526

17/07/2003

1

Koctylyovka, Rakhov, Uzhgorod, Ukraine

47.98932

24.19526

17/07/2003

1

3

Y

Koctylyovka, Rakhov, Uzhgorod, Ukraine

47.98932

24.19526

17/07/2003

1

3

Y

Koctylyovka, Rakhov, Uzhgorod, Ukraine

47.98932

24.19526

17/07/2003

1

19

Koctylyovka, Rakhov, Uzhgorod, Ukraine

47.98932

24.19526

17/07/2003

1

19

Y

Tiddesley, Worcestershire

52.11315

-2.10353

15/06/2013

1

3

Y

Tiddesley, Worcestershire

52.11315

-2.10353

14/06/2013

1

Tiddesley, Worcestershire

52.11315

-2.10353

14/06/2013

1

Bologna Lizzano, Italy

44.15995

10.88766

10/07/1991

1

40.6745

16.61781

22/05/2005

9

12

Y

Y

Iwade, Kent

51.37715

0.731342

1

1

Y

Y

Dębica, Poland

50.04165

21.41068

05/06.2013

Dębica, Poland

50.04165

21.41068

05/06.2013

1

16

Y

Dębica, Poland

50.04165

21.41068

05/06.2013

2

16

Y

Dębica, Poland

50.04165

21.41068

05/06.2013

1

16

Y

Dębica, Poland

50.04165

21.41068

05/06.2013

Dębica, Poland

50.04165

21.41068

05/06.2013

1

Dębica, Poland

50.04165

21.41068

05/06.2013

2

Acceltura, Matera, Italy
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21

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

21

23

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

15

16

Y

3
Y

G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. n. bolshakovi
G. n. bolshakovi
G. n. bolshakovi
G. n.

Dębica, Poland

50.04165

21.41068

05/06.2013

Dębica, Poland

50.04165

21.41068

05/06.2013

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

3

Y

Y

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

3

Y

Y

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

3

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

3

Y

Y

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

Y

Y

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

Y

Y

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

Y

Y

Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire

52.14288

-1.87

03/06/2013

1

Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire

52.14288

-1.87

04/06/2013

1

2

Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire

52.14288

-1.87

05/06/2013

1

2

Y

Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire

52.14288

-1.87

06/06/2013

1

2

Y

Y

Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire

52.14288

-1.87

07/06/2013

1

2

Y

Y

Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire

52.14288

-1.87

08/06/2013

1

2

Y

Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire

52.14288

-1.87

09/06/2013

1

2

Y

Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire

52.14288

-1.87

10/06/2013

1

2

Y

Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire

52.14288

-1.87

11/06/2013

1

2

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

Banat, Caras, Severin, Bistra Valley, Romania

45.51118

22.35302

23.7.2011

1

The Cherries, Worcestershire, UK

52.35658

-2.37337

?

1

Orlovo, Stschekino, Tula, Russia

53.95903

37.16011

6.7.2003

14

Zaseki Forest, Orlovo, Tula, Russia

53.99082

36.8747

26/06/2005

10

Zaseki Forest, Orlovo, Tula, Russia

53.99082

36.8747

27/06/2005

Between Ribnica and Nistrovo, Macedonia

41.72651

20.62399
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8.6.2014

15

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

20

Y

Y

Y

Y

20

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

21

macedonicus
G. n.
macedonicus
G. n.
macedonicus
G. subopacus
G. subopacus
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis

Skopje, Skopska Crna Mts. Macedonia

42.16538

21.41583

9.7.1997

1

Skopje, Skopska Crna Mts. Macedonia

42.16538

21.41583

9.7.1997

1

Sovetskoye, S. Sakhalin, East Russia

3.7.2013

-

-

Kamenshka, Ussuriysk, Primorsky Kray, Russia

12.06.2012

-

-

Y

Civate, Italy

45.83056

9.334333

24.7.2012

West

-

Y

Y

Civate, Italy

45.83056

9.334333

24.7.2012

West

-

Y

Y

07/01/1900

West

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Brive, France

Y

Verignon, France

43.66042

6.276318

01/06/2009

West

-

Verignon, France

43.66042

6.276318

01/06/2009

West

-

Y

Verignon, France

43.66042

6.276318

01/06/2009

West

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Verignon, France

43.66042

6.276318

01/06/2009

West

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Verignon, France

43.66042

6.276318

01/06/2009

West

-

Y

Y

Y

Verignon, France

43.66042

6.276318

01/06/2009

West

-

Y

Y

Y

15.6.1972

East

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Remet, Slovakia
Belaya Krinitsa, Radomyshi, Zhitomir, Ukraine

50.63266

29.47394

14.07.2011

East

-

Belaya Krinitsa, Radomyshi, Zhitomir, Ukraine

50.63266

29.47394

16.06.2013

East

-

Y

Belaya Krinitsa, Radomyshi, Zhitomir, Ukraine

50.63266

29.47394

16.06.2013

East

-

Y

Belaya Krinitsa, Radomyshi, Zhitomir, Ukraine

50.63266

29.47394

16.06.2013

East

-

Y

Aiguines, France

43.76261

6.259295

01/07/2009

West

-

Y

Y

Windsor Castle

51.48916

-0.59789

West

-

Y

Y

Windsor Castle

51.48916

-0.59789

West

-

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

BMNHE_887812

Y

BMNHE_887813

Y

BMNHE_887814

Y

BMNHE_887816

Y

BMNHE_887817

Y
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G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. variabilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis

BMNHE_887819

Y

BMNHE_887821

Y

BMNHE_887822

Y

BMNHE_887823

Y

BMNHE_887824

Y

BMNHE_887825

Y

BMNHE_887827

Y

BMNHE_887828

Y

BMNHE_887830

Y

BMNHE_887834

Y

BMNHE_887835

Y

BMNHE_887836

Y

BMNHE_887837

Y

BMNHE_887838

Y

BMNHE_887839

Y

BMNHE_887840

Y

BMNHE_887841

Y

BMNHE_887842

Y

BMNHE_887843

Y

BMNHE_887844

Y

BMNHE_887845

Y

BMNHE_887847

Y

BMNHE_887848

Y

BMNHE_887849

Y

BMNHE_887850

Y

BMNHE_887851

Y

BMNHE_887852

Y

BMNHE_887854

Y
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G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. nobilis
G. subopacus
G. subopacus
G. subopacus
G. subopacus
G. subopacus
G. subopacus

BMNHE_887855

Y

BMNHE_887856

Y

BMNHE_887857

Y

BMNHE_887858

Y

BMNHE_887859

Y

BMNHE_887860

Y

BMNHE_887861

Y

BMNHE_887863

Y

BMNHE_887864

Y

BMNHE_887865

Y

BMNHE_887866

Y

BMNHE_887867

Y

BMNHE_887868

Y

BMNHE_887869

Y

BMNHE_887870

Y

BMNHE_887871

Y

BMNHE_887873

Y

BMNHE_887875

Y

BMNHE_887878

Y

BMNHE_887881

Y

BMNHE_887882

Y

BMNHE_884126

Y

BMNHE_884127

Y

BMNHE_884128

Y

BMNHE_884129

Y

BMNHE_884130

Y

BMNHE_884131

Y
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Supplementary Table 8. Discriminant analysis showing the ability of the three PCA values to
discriminate between the four Gnorimus haplotypes

Taxon

Predicted Group Membership

Total

Western Eastern

Subopacus Variabilis

Western

13

16

2

2

33

Eastern

3

1

0

0

4

Subopacus 0

0

7

0

7

Variabilis

1

0

0

14

15

Western

39.4

48.5

6.1

6.1

100.0

Eastern

75.0

25.0

.0

.0

100.0

Subopacus .0

.0

100.0

.0

100.0

Variabilis

.0

.0

93.3

100.0

Count

Cross-validatedb

%
6.7
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Supplementary Table 9. ANOVA results for significant differences in group means for
Gnorimus

ANOVA
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean Square F

Sig.

3

22.682

40.049

.000

84.954

150

.566

153.000

153
20.120

.000

29.624

.000

Between Groups 68.046
REGR factor score 1 for
Within Groups
analysis 1
Total

Between Groups 43.902
REGR factor score 2 for
Within Groups
analysis 1
Total

3

14.634

109.098

150

.727

153.000

153

Between Groups 56.923
REGR factor score 3 for
Within Groups
analysis 1
Total

3

18.974

96.077

150

.641

153.000

153
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Supplementary Table 10. Tukey post-hoc test showing between-group differences based on the
regression scores (PC1-3)

Dependent Variable

(I) Taxon

Western

Eastern
REGR factor score 1 for
analysis 1
Subopacus

Variabilis

Western

Eastern
REGR factor score 2 for
analysis 1
Subopacus

Variabilis

Western

Eastern
REGR factor score 3 for
analysis 1
Subopacus

Variabilis

(J) Taxon

Mean
Std. Error
Difference (I-J)

Sig.

Eastern
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Subopacus
Eastern
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Subopacus
Eastern
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Subopacus

.06510742
-1.53664979*
1.19274608*
-.06510742
-1.60175721*
1.12763866*
1.53664979*
1.60175721*
2.72939587*
-1.19274608*
-1.12763866*
-2.72939587*
.00881398
.22030475
-1.37162654*
-.00881398
.21149077
-1.38044052*
-.22030475
-.21149077
-1.59193129*
1.37162654*
1.38044052*
1.59193129*
.29917271
-1.67515403*
-1.12401740*
-.29917271
-1.97432673*
-1.42319010*
1.67515403*
1.97432673*
.55113663
1.12401740*
1.42319010*
-.55113663

.990
.000
.000
.990
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
1.000
.817
.000
1.000
.918
.000
.817
.918
.000
.000
.000
.000
.558
.000
.000
.558
.000
.000
.000
.000
.178
.000
.000
.178
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A values 1-3) for Gnorimus

.21475014
.22187716
.16321686
.21475014
.28986197
.24785123
.22187716
.28986197
.25405134
.16321686
.24785123
.25405134
.24336148
.25143803
.18496238
.24336148
.32848051
.28087265
.25143803
.32848051
.28789880
.18496238
.28087265
.28789880
.22837674
.23595599
.17357351
.22837674
.30825466
.26357820
.23595599
.30825466
.27017173
.17357351
.26357820
.27017173

Supplementary Table 11. Discriminant analysis showing the ability of the three PCA values
to discriminate between the four female Gnorimus haplotypes
Haplogroup Predicted Group Membership
Western Eastern Subopacus
Western
19
11
1
Eastern
1
3
0
Count
Subopacus 0
0
7
Variabilis 1
0
0
Original
Western
57.6
33.3
3.0
Eastern
25.0
75.0
.0
%
Subopacus .0
.0
100.0
Variabilis 6.7
.0
.0
Western
13
16
2
Eastern
3
1
0
Count
Subopacus 0
0
7
Variabilis
1
0
0
Cross-validatedb
Western
39.4
48.5
6.1
Eastern
75.0
25.0
.0
%
Subopacus .0
.0
100.0
Variabilis 6.7
.0
.0

Total
Variabilis
2
0
0
14
6.1
.0
.0
93.3
2
0
0
14
6.1
.0
.0
93.3

33
4
7
15
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
33
4
7
15
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Supplementary Table 12. ANOVA results for significant differences in group means for
female Gnorimus

Between Groups
REGR factor score 1 for
analysis 1
REGR factor score 2 for
analysis 1
REGR factor score 3 for
analysis 1

Sum of Squares
17.092

df
3

Mean Square
5.697

F
6.741

Sig.
.000

Within Groups

76.908

91

.845

Total
Between Groups
Within Groups

94.000
63.534
30.466

94
3
91

21.178
.335

63.256

.000

Total
Between Groups

94.000
33.766

94
3

11.255

17.004

.000

Within Groups

60.234

91

.662

Total

94.000

94
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Supplementary Table 13. Tukey post-hoc test showing between-group differences based on
the regression scores (PCA values 1-3) for female Gnorimus
Tukey HSD
Dependent Variable

(I) Taxon

Western

Eastern
REGR factor score 1 for
analysis 1
Subopacus

Variabilis

Western

Eastern
REGR factor score 2 for
analysis 1
Subopacus

Variabilis

Western

Eastern
REGR factor score 3 for
analysis 1
Subopacus

Variabilis

(J) Taxon

Eastern
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Subopacus
Eastern
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Subopacus
Eastern
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Subopacus
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Mean Difference

-.17934636
-1.86243968*
.96720650*
.17934636
-1.68309332*
1.14655286*
1.86243968*
1.68309332*
2.82964618*
-.96720650*
-1.14655286*
-2.82964618*
.18789959
-.68429286
-1.33521262*
-.18789959
-.87219245
-1.52311220*
.68429286
.87219245
-.65091975
1.33521262*
1.52311220*
.65091975
-.01691784
-1.24162561*
-.87623704*
.01691784
-1.22470777
-.85931920
1.24162561*
1.22470777
.36538857
.87623704*
.85931920
-.36538857

Std. Error

.31579432
.24820723
.18574128
.31579432
.37385892
.33565382
.24820723
.37385892
.27302795
.18574128
.33565382
.27302795
.43807671
.34431843
.25766432
.43807671
.51862518
.46562624
.34431843
.51862518
.37875028
.25766432
.46562624
.37875028
.47258071
.37143780
.27795860
.47258071
.55947337
.50230011
.37143780
.55947337
.40858158
.27795860
.50230011
.40858158

Sig.

.941
.000
.000
.941
.000
.006
.000
.000
.000
.000
.006
.000
.973
.205
.000
.973
.343
.010
.205
.343
.324
.000
.010
.324
1.000
.008
.014
1.000
.139
.328
.008
.139
.808
.014
.328
.808

Supplementary Table 14. Discriminant analysis showing the ability of the three PCA values
to discriminate between the four male Gnorimus haplotypes

Classification Results
Taxon

a,c

Predicted Group Membership
Western

Eastern

Subopacus

Total
Variabilis

Western

51

12

4

0

67

Eastern

1

9

0

0

10

Subopacus

1

0

5

0

6

Variabilis

0

1

0

11

12

Western

76.1

17.9

6.0

.0

100.0

Eastern

10.0

90.0

.0

.0

100.0

Subopacus

16.7

.0

83.3

.0

100.0

.0

8.3

.0

91.7

100.0

Count

Cross-validatedb

%
Variabilis

Supplementary Table 15. ANOVA results for significant differences in group means for male
Gnorimus
ANOVA
Sum of Squares
REGR factor score 1 for
analysis 1

REGR factor score 2 for
analysis 1

REGR factor score 3 for
analysis 1

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

17.092

3

5.697

Within Groups

76.908

91

.845

Total

94.000

94

Between Groups

63.534

3

21.178

Within Groups

30.466

91

.335

Total

94.000

94

Between Groups

33.766

3

11.255

Within Groups

60.234

91

.662

Total

94.000

94
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F

Sig.

6.741

.000

63.256

.000

17.004

.000

Supplementary Table 16. Tukey post-hoc test showing between-group differences based on
the regression scores (PCA values 1-3) for male Gnorimus
Tukey HSD
Dependent Variable

(I) Taxon

Western

Eastern
REGR factor score 1 for
analysis 1
Subopacus

Variabilis

Western

Eastern
REGR factor score 2 for
analysis 1
Subopacus

Variabilis

Western

Eastern
REGR factor score 3 for
analysis 1
Subopacus

Variabilis

(J) Taxon
Eastern
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Subopacus
Eastern
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Subopacus
Eastern
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Subopacus
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Variabilis
Western
Eastern
Subopacus
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Mean Difference
(I-J)
-.07450995
-1.50187472*
.54837518
.07450995
-1.42736476*
.62288513
1.50187472*
1.42736476*
2.05024989*
-.54837518
-.62288513
-2.05024989*
-.60900380*
.13446291
-2.45695961*
.60900380*
.74346671
-1.84795581*
-.13446291
-.74346671
-2.59142252*
2.45695961*
*
1.84795581
2.59142252*
.40416036
2.27308821*
.89644354*
-.40416036
1.86892786*
.49228319
-2.27308821*
-1.86892786*
-1.37664467*
-.89644354*
-.49228319
1.37664467*

Std. Error
.31165484
.39175479
.28817177
.31165484
.47473394
.39362859
.39175479
.47473394
.45965916
.28817177
.39362859
.45965916
.19615403
.24656855
.18137390
.19615403
.29879522
.24774791
.24656855
.29879522
.28930722
.18137390
.24774791
.28930722
.27580913
.34669620
.25502702
.27580913
.42013131
.34835448
.34669620
.42013131
.40679039
.25502702
.34835448
.40679039

Sig.
.995
.001
.234
.995
.018
.394
.001
.018
.000
.234
.394
.000
.013
.948
.000
.013
.069
.000
.948
.069
.000
.000
.000
.000
.463
.000
.004
.463
.000
.494
.000
.000
.006
.004
.494
.006

Supplementary Table 17. Mahalanobis distance between metatibial groups for the dorsal
analysis, and the significance of the Discriminant analysis to differentiate between the
groups. Significant differences between groups are marked in bold

Metatibia
score
2
3
4

1

2

3

3.2749
P=0.8370
9.1180
P=0.6205
2.6604
P=0.0135

-

-

8.2076
P=0.7070
2.5191
P=0.0102

2.6811
P=0.1161

Supplementary Table 18: distance between groups, and the significance of the Discriminant
analysis to differentiate between the groups of ventral male Gnorimus nobilis based on
metatibia score. Significant differences between groups are marked in bold

Metatibia
score
2
3
4

1

2

3

5.7806
P=0.8845
4.1578
P=0.9277
4.6976
P=0.2191

-

-

4.4238
P=0.9374
5.9695
P=0.0166

8.5395
P=0.3906
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Supplementary Figure 1. Plot of canonical variate 1 against canonical variate 2 for the shape
of the male mesotibia dorsal dataset. The confidence ellipses show 95% probability from
equal frequency
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Supplementary Figure 2. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 1 for
the dorsal metatibia analysis. These represent the most extreme values from the data for each
variate, showing how the scores vary
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Supplementary Figure 3. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 2 for
the dorsal metatibia analysis. These represent the most extreme values from the data for each
variate, showing how the scores vary.
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Supplementary Figure 4. Plot of canonical variate 1 against canonical variate 2 for the shape
of the male mesotibia ventral dataset. The confidence ellipses show 95% probability from
equal frequency
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Supplementary Figure 5. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 1 for
the ventral analysis of the male mesotibia ventral dataset. These represent the most extreme
values from the data for each variate, showing how the scores vary.
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Supplementary Figure 6. Positive (blue) and negative (red) shifts in canonical variate 2 for
the ventral analysis of the male mesotibia ventral dataset. These represent the most extreme
values from the data for each variate, showing how the scores vary.
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Chapter 6: DNA Sampling of rare and / or elusive species
Microsatellite sequences developed for Gnorimus
TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT
pig - gttt
NC-SSR-CT1-F

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCAGCAACAAATGGTTTCAA

NC-SSR-CT1-R

gtttCAAACTCGAAAGCAAGATATTACC

NC-SSR-CT2-F

gtttAGTGGGGCTTTCATACGATG

NC-SSR-CT2-R

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCGCATACTGAGAAACACACA

NC-SSR-gT-F

gtttCAGGTGTATCTGTCGATGGTAAA

NC-SSR-gT-R

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCAAAACATGTGCCCCACTTA

NC-SSR-ag-F

gtttTGCATCTTTGTAAGAGAGAG

NC-SSR-ag-R

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAG

NC-SSR-at-F

gtttTGCAGCAATACCTTCTTGTTAAT

NC-SSR-at-R

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTTTCAGTTAATTGTGTATTGCATTC

NC-SSR-aat-F

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTCAGAGTGGAAATCACCCATTG

NC-SSR-aat-R

gtttGGATGCGAAGGCATGAATTA

NC-SSR-aat2-F

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTTTTCTTAAGTCGTCTGCGACA

NC-SSR-aat2-R

gtttGGATGCCAAGGCATGAATTA

NC-SSR-aat3-F

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTATCGATATTTACCATTATGATT

NC-SSR-aat3-R

gtttAACCGGTTAATCTGTTGGACA
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Chapter 7: Species Distribution Modelling of Saproxylic
Scarabs
Reference list for species distributions:
Aberlenc 2006; Alekseev & Nikitsky 2008; Ariana et al. 2011; Arinton 2011; Arnone et al.
2009; Audisio et al. 2009;Avgin et al. 2014; Baraud 1992; Barševskis 2001; Barševskis et al.
2004; Bekchiev & Zlatkov 2010; Bellmann 2002; Brelih et al. 2010; Bunalski 2000; Bunalski
et al. 2012; Bussler et al. 2005;Colón 2003; Enyedi 2006; Franc 2002; Georgiev & Doychev
2010; Gokturk & Mihli 2015; Guéorguiev et al. 2011; Kadej et al. 2013Kasic-Lelo et al.
2010; Koren et al. 2011; Král & Malý 1993; López-Colón & Blasco-Zumeta 1997; Nádai &
Merkl 1999; Pivotti et al. 2011; Róbert 2004; Rosa 2005; Rozner & Rozner 2009; Sabatinelli
1977; Şenyüz & Şahin 2009; Stefanelli et al. 2014; Tauzin 2004b; Tauzin 2005a; Tauzin
2005b; Telnov et al. 2005; Thomaes et al. 2008; Thomaes et al. 2015; Voolma & Randveer
2003; Vrezec 2007; Young 1989; Zabransky 1998
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